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White evangelical culture is investigated here regarding the ways that its 

fundamental theological beliefs propagate and maintain patriarchal assumptions 

surrounding women. These beliefs further function to legitimate men’s sexual abuse of 

women and girls. While official theological evangelical beliefs may seem benign, and 

perhaps commendable to some, a closer examination suggests the mobilization of those 

beliefs create the foundation for enslavement and destruction of women. The fundamental 

beliefs undergirding evangelicalism propagate internalized oppression through patriarchal 

colonialism of women’s bodies, minds, and souls. Tactics of spiritual rape within White 

evangelical purity culture enact violence, control, and manipulation to appropriate and 

profit from the sacred power within the spirit of another. 

My analysis of #ChurchToo tweets demonstrates how formerly-evangelical 

women exorcize internalized patriarchal identities by reversing patriarchal myths, 

reclaiming, renaming and becoming Holy Haggard Hags who enact Righteous Fury 
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through the Rage of Dreadful Women. Through the process of renaming and reclaiming, 

the confiscated and distorted power of the four Great Hags of Our Hidden History are 

recovered. The Myth of Evil Eve becomes “Ezer Kěnegdô,” Bathsheba the Innocent 

Lamb dethrones King David, Jezebel returns as a Confident, Clever, and Powerful 

Woman and her Spirit exorcises Satan’s Agents and Devouring Wolves, and Tamar the 

Trickster reappears as a Prophetess, with gifts to symbolize the collective power of 

sisterhood. 
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CHAPTER ONE: A WITNESSING PRESENCE 

“Let the little children come to Me, for of such is the kingdom of heaven”1 

I was raped when I was 9 by a member of my church. The pastor, and my 
parents, told me I needed to forgive him, as that is what Jesus would do. 
They made me hug my rapist and tell him I forgave him2 

I was 12 but it was viewed as cheating. I had to pray with my abuser’s 
wife for forgiveness. She was so disappointed that I broke her trust.3  

A member of my family was molested by our pastor repeatedly when she 
was 2-4. When my parents told the church leadership, they told my parents 
to forgive rather than press charges.4 

One of the most egregious aspects of the contemporary White Christian 

evangelical church is its failure to address, and at times its complicity with, sexual 

violence against women and girls.5  Events throughout the past five years reveal a 

widespread epidemic of sexual abuse and institutional denial within the White Christian

 
1 Matthew 19:14 
2 @darcorina, Twitter Post, November 2017, 11:46 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/darcorina/status/933194958810497024 
3 @DMcNulty70, Twitter post, November 2017, 10:01 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/DMcNulty70/status/933349637246849027 
4 @CarolHoward, Twitter post, November 2017, 7:11 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/CarolHoward/status/933306995922358272 
5 My decision to capitalize the “W” in “White” and the “B” in Black is informed by Ann Thúy Nguyễn and 
Maya Pendleton, who write: “Black refers to not just a color but signifies a history and the racial identity of 
Black Americans….While we condemn those who capitalize “W” for the sake of evoking violence, we 
intentionally capitalize “White” in part to invite people, and ourselves, to think deeply about the ways 
Whiteness survives–and is supported both explicitly and implicitly.” See Ann Thúy Nguyễn and Maya 
Pendleton, “Recognizing Race in Language: Why We Capitalize ‘Black’ and ‘White,’” Center for the 
Study of Social Policy, March 31, 2021, https://cssp.org/2020/03/recognizing-race-in-language-why-we-
capitalize-black-and-white/. 
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evangelical church that according to some, “could ultimately involve more victims than 

the pedophilia scandal in the Catholic Church.”6   

Originated by Black activist Tarana Burk in 2006, #MeToo appeared on the 

mainstream social scene in October 2017, and consequently evoked public response from 

women who spoke out, narrated incidents of sexual assault and coercion, and named men 

in Hollywood, government, and business responsible.7 Shortly thereafter, two White, 

formerly-evangelical women, Emily Joy and Hannah Paasch, considered how #MeToo 

stories were similar not only to their own previous experiences within evangelicalism, but 

also reflected the experiences of both present and former evangelical women and girls.8 

Emily Joy confided in her blog that when Paasch approached her about the tweets: 

I suggested a hashtag to virtually compile the stories and conversations, 
and after we batted a few ideas back and forth we settled on #ChurchToo–
a nod to the extremely popular #MeToo movement, first conceived of by 
Black activist Tarana Burke a decade ago and recently blowing up all over 
social media in the wake of sex abuse allegations in both Hollywood and 
Washington. Our thought process was that we wanted to emphasize the 
fact that these things happen in Church, too–and based on our own 
experiences growing up in the church are often covered up or sometimes 
even rewarded by those in power.9 

Roll call for the monstrous men of evangelicalism began on November 21, 2017, 

when Paasch tweeted: “A day of reckoning is coming for the church, as it is with 

 
6 Kathryn Joyce, “The Silence of the Lambs,” The New Republic, June 20, 2017, accessed January 25, 
2019, https://tinyurl.com/y85e9sgf. 
7 Tarana Burke’s statement “MeToo, was forged as an inclusive statement of empathy in support of women 
and girls of color who had survived sexual violence. See KT Hawbaker and Chicago Tribune Staff, 
“#MeToo: A Timeline of Events,” Good News Network, May 10, 2018, accessed January 25, 2019, 
https://tinyurl.com/y9l9fa9u. 
8 Although this dissertation focuses on cisgender and heterosexual men’s sexual assault and coercion of 
primarily cisgender white girls and women within evangelical circles, I acknowledge that boys, men, trans, 
disabled persons, and those of all socioeconomic backgrounds and races are at risk and experience sexual 
abuse and coercion within evangelicalism. More research is needed to investigate how these intersecting 
variables relate to the epidemic of evangelical sexual assault. 
9  Emily Joy, “#ChurchToo,” Emily Joy Poetry (blog), November 27, 2017, emilyjoypoetry.com/churchtoo. 
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Washington & Hollywood. Share your story on #ChurchToo.” Within the next 24 hours, 

thousands of women tweeted back, narrating experiences of being “groped, raped, 

coerced and disbelieved by parishioners and pastors in evangelical church 

communities.”10 While some tweets name specific leaders and churches, and some do not, 

#ChurchToo reveals a culture in which White evangelical church pastors and leaders 

regularly commit sexual assaults or conspire with those who do (sometimes both).11 

These powerful leaders both previously and presently shame, condemn, and silence 

violated girls and women (age is irrelevant), assure perpetrators are “forgiven” by anyone 

involved, and often further suppress their crimes by relocating the men in question to 

other churches. Furthermore, these evangelical leaders, who vehemently deny their 

complicity in abetting sexual predators, regularly “prey from the pulpit” themselves, 

operating from their positions of power and influence to satisfy their own desire for 

sexual dominance. 

Erasure of women’s experiences through enforced silence has historically 

functioned as a key characteristic of oppressive and predatory cultures – there has always 

existed “an association between the degree to which a society silences its women and the 

prevalence of rape.”12 As Adrienne Rich stated, “in a world where language and naming 

are power, silence is oppression, is violence.”13  Rachael Denhollander’s public narrative 

of sexual violence and silencing is representative of what many evangelical girls and 

 
10 Hayley Gleeson, “#ChurchToo: Christian Victims of Abuse Join Social Media Outpouring,” Good News 
Network, November 24, 2017, accessed January 25, 2019, https://tinyurl.com/y99j5qp6. 
11 Emily Joy, “#ChurchToo” 
12 Andrew Taslitz, Rape and the Culture of the Courtroom (New York: New York University Press, 1999), 
19. 
13 Adrienne Rich, On Lies, Secrets, and Silence: Selected Prose, 1966-1978 (New York: W.W. Norton, 
1979), 204. 
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women experience when reporting incidences of assault.14 Rachel Denhollander is an 

evangelical woman who was the first of more than 150 women to publicly accuse Larry 

Nassar of sexual assault.15 While homeschooled and raised in a conservative Evangelical 

Baptist church, Denhollander was molested at the age of seven by a college-aged, male 

member of the congregation. Denhollander’s parents, who noticed the college student’s 

grooming techniques, expressed concern to the pastors and leaders of the evangelical 

church they attended. 16 In response, the church leaders informed Denhollander’s parents: 

You’re overreacting.17 When Denhollander was twelve years old and voluntarily 

disclosed her assaults, several adults in the congregation accused her of fabricating the 

story, shunned her family, and prevented their children from playing with her.18 In an 

interview with Christianity Today, Denhollander articulated what she realized then at the 

age of twelve and the dilemma faced now by others in similar situations: “Stay silent, 

because the church won’t believe you.”19   

 
14 Although this dissertation focuses on the sexual assault of Evangelical girls and women, I acknowledge 
the  
sexual assault of boys, men, trans, disabled persons, and those considered to be socioeconomically 
disadvantaged. At the time of this writing, their experiences within an Evangelical context are socially and 
academically absent. 
15 Larry Nassar, the former team doctor for the American gymnastics team, was sentenced to 40 to 175 
years for sexually assaulting more than 150 victims, many of whom are former gymnasts (Cacciola and 
Mather 2018). 
16 Sexual grooming behaviors are often difficult to identify because groomers “strategically manipulate the 
victim, their family, and the community to hide their deviant intentions and avoid detection.” See Georgia 
M. Winters and Elizabeth L. Jeglic, “Stages of Sexual Grooming: Recognizing Potentially Predatory 
Behaviors of Child Molesters,” Deviant Behavior 38, no. 6 (2016): pp. 724-733, 724.  “Predators in the 
pew” (who regularly attend church and volunteer), and “predators in the pulpit” groom both victims and 
their community to view them as trustworthy spiritual leaders. 
17 Joshua Pease, “The Sin of Silence: The Epidemic of Denial about Sexual Abuse in the Evangelical 
Church,” The Washington Post, May 31, 2018, accessed March 5, 2019, https://tinyurl.com/y5lta7x9.  
18 Lori Johnston, “This Former Gymnast Raised an Army to Take on Larry Nassar. Can She Take on Sex 
Abuse in Churches Next?” The Washington Post, February 15, 2018, accessed July 19, 2018, 
https://tinyurl.com/ycgflg6t. 
19 Kimberly Harris, “Sex Offenders Groom Churches Too,” Christianity Today, July 8, 2018, accessed July 
17, 2018, https://tinyurl.com/y3tx2t4e 
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Situating Myself  

Someone I consider a profound intellectual and to possess a strong ability to “see” 

insightfully asked in relation to the #ChurchToo movement, if I identify “as a Christian.” 

The question gave me pause, and I found difficulty in articulating a response. My 

theoretical standpoint, certainly relevant within this larger discussion of the #ChurchToo 

movement, is influenced by my evangelical past, involves intermeshed and seemingly-

contradictory identities, and is informed by my present state of spiritual questioning. 

My Evangelical Past 

I write from my background as a former evangelical Christian, a present follower 

of Jesus, and as a radical feminist. My stated identity as this combination is likely to 

provoke disbelief, amusement, confusion, anger (and perhaps a sensation of impending 

heart failure) among various groups and affiliations. The part of my identity that was 

previously evangelical Christian but is now radical feminist evolved in stages.  I was 

raised in evangelical Christianity, and occasionally feel the weight of subsequent 

memories and trauma – most of which I do not openly discuss. My evangelical father 

pastored two exceedingly conservative, fundamental, Baptist churches. I was 

homeschooled through – and then worked for – Bill Gothard’s program.20  I attended the 

extremely conservative (and somewhat notorious) Bob Jones University.21 

Unsurprisingly, assorted negative experiences throughout my homeschooled years, and 

while at Bob Jones University, influenced my decision to entirely remove myself from 

 
20 Sarah Pulliam Bailey, “Conservative Leader Bill Gothard Resigns Following Abuse Allegations.” See 
also Julie Ingersoll, “Sex Scandals, Homeschooling and the Religious Right.”  
21 Richard Pérez-Peña, “Bob Jones University Blamed Victims of Sexual Assaults.” A 2014 investigation 
reported that “Bob Jones University told sexual assault victims that they were to blame for their abuse, and 
to not report it to the police because doing so would damage their families, churches and the university.” 
See also Moriah Balingit, “Bob Jones University Apologizes to Victims of Sexual Assault.” 
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evangelicalism and from Christian circles in general. Several years have passed up to this 

point, where I now feel safe enough to approach evangelical beliefs from a distant, 

academic angle, to research and assess the theological assumptions that ruined much of 

my childhood and teen/young adult years. 

Jesus Follower 

To me, Jesus has always seemed so much different from God, and entirely 

compatible with general theoretical conceptions within radical feminism. The Bible, 

particularly much of the Old Testament, positions God the Father as a punitive, often 

sadistic entity. I remember as a child looking through a Bible storybook, and wondering 

how Jesus made it into the Bible as the human face of God, when the real one was always 

so angry. From looking at the example of Jesus, I find meaning, hope and compassion for 

others; from traditional Christian interpretations of biblical texts, I find damnation and 

dismissal.22 (Mary Daly, whose scholarship I admire and copiously draw from within my 

dissertation, would disagree with my position, of course. Mary Daly advises women to 

transcend “the Christian fixation on the person of Jesus,” and expresses disappointment 

that after the “God is dead” movement, Jesus remained alive.”)23 

Radical Feminism 

Explaining why I am a Jesus-follower is a fairly easy task, but my identification 

as a Radical Feminist who follows Jesus requires more detail. I believe I have only 

recently begun to fully conceptualize and understand the principles of radical feminism, a 

journey of discovery that I attribute to a wise and entirely brilliant professor within the 

 
22 I am not a trained theologian. I declare my approach to Christianity and Jesus, but I neither promote nor 
engage in arguments related to the semantics of my belief system. 
23 Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father, 70-71. 
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department of Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies where I am obtaining my 

doctorate. And rather than eroding any faith I may have had left, the ideals of radical 

feminism inspired my desire to follow the teachings of Jesus, who I believe to be the 

greatest humanitarian of all. My position as a Radical Feminist Jesus Follower is not so 

much in opposition to Christianity itself as it is to its appropriation by the general misery 

and oppressiveness of patriarchal rape culture.24 

Carter Heyward, an Episcopal priest and a lesbian feminist theologian, also 

defines her standpoint as a radical Christian feminist by first identifying as a Jesus-

follower. In her book, Keep Your Courage: A Radical Christian Feminist Speaks, 

Heyward states: “I acknowledge both my continuity with the Jesus-tradition, which is the 

root of my faith, and the extent to which I aspire to live and breathe as close as I can to its 

foundation.” But Heyward does not leave her identity at that, and neither do I. Heyward 

insists that our mutual standpoint impels a “moral urgency…to participate in the struggles 

for racial, economic, gender, sexual and environmental justice.25“  While I claim 

Heyward’s statement as my inspiration, like her, I also do not merely advocate for 

“inclusivity and broad principles of fairness and equality.”26 Rather, I am a radical 

feminist who seeks to remove systemic, patriarchal rot.  Radical feminists, such as I 

consider myself, view women’s oppression as a fundamental form of domination, a 

subjugated state brought about by a “system of male dominance, and enforced through 

 
24 Mark Sandlin, who is a co-founder of The Christian Left, writes: “When they accuse us of being un-
Christian (and they will), we must stand strong and tell them: ‘You no longer get to own that word. We are 
taking our religion back – all the way back to Jesus.’”  
25 Carter Heyward, Keep Your Courage: A Radical Christian Feminist Speaks (New York: Seabury Books, 
2011), 20-21. 
26 Carter Heyward, Keep Your Courage: A Radical Christian Feminist Speaks (New York: Seabury Books, 
2011), 20-21. 
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culturally condoned systematic institutionalized violence against women.”27 The goal of 

radical feminism, which I claim as one of my own, is not to reject the idea of Jesus, but to 

analyze and eradicate the “patriarchy [that] has been maintained and reproduced through 

cultural ideology, laws, policies, and political, legal and social institutions.”28 

My Spiritual Questions and Quest 

The crux of this dissertation originates from an internal question I return to time 

and time again: “Can a church, and one that affirms my faith, be a safe place for women 

and children (both boys and girls)? Can a church be a place for those that Jesus defined as 

‘the least of these” (those reviled by people of power and privilege)? 

When I first moved to South Florida, I felt very alone. I found myself 

unexpectedly pregnant, a condition complicated by several difficult situations and 

unanswered questions. I remembered a couple from a former church in the state I had 

moved from suggesting that I visit a church in Fort Lauderdale, where a person they 

knew worked as the assistant pastor. With some hesitation I drove some distance to the 

church, and found myself in a Sunday School class with people about my age; some had 

children, some did not, and no one knew me or my situation. The discussion topic of the 

day, unfortunately enough, surrounded the attendee’s disapproval of those who identify 

as LGBTQ. In horror, I watched as a woman close to my age engaged in fake clapping, 

 
27 Judith Lorber, Gender Inequality: Feminist Theories and Politics (Los Angeles: Roxbury Publishing, 
2001), 25-37, 77-87, 163-178. 
28 Suzanne M. Spencer-Wood, “Feminist Theorizing of Patriarchal Colonialism, Power Dynamics, and 
Social Agency Materialized in Colonial Institutions,” International Journal of Historical Archaeology 20, 
no. 3 (2016), 480. Mark Sandlin, co-founder of The Christian Left, writes: “When they accuse us of being 
un-Christian (and they will), we must stand strong and tell them: ‘You no longer get to own that word. We 
are taking our religion back – all the way back to Jesus.’” See Mark Sandlin, “I Want My Religion Back – 
You Can Keep the Ugly Baggage,” (Patheos, July 29, 2014), 
https://www.patheos.com/blogs/thegodarticle/2014/07/i-want-my-religion-back-you-can-keep-the-ugly-
baggage/. 
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and sarcastically called out, “what do ‘they’ want? Are we supposed to say yay, good for 

you?” Another man bellowed, “yeah, I think they want us to celebrate their depravity!”  I 

felt the hatred in the room seep deep within my soul, and uncomfortable with making a 

scene or storming out, I simply lowered my head and cried silently throughout the 

remainder of the class. 

Along with my concern for marginalized people, who may perhaps seek out a 

church as a place to rest and be healed, and instead encounter with such terrible results, I 

often feel concerned for my son. Aidan is now six years old, and has seldom entered a 

church, save for a few obligatory appearances, and my unfortunate and highly 

unsuccessful attempts to visit churches with him after his birth. Aidan asks about God 

quite a bit these days, and I believe I should introduce my son to Jesus through 

interaction with a community that abides by his teachings. However, I am continually at a 

crossroads in my search for a caring religious community that affirms my love for and 

belief in the teachings of Jesus, and also ensures a safe environment for the most 

vulnerable.  

But I falter at the possibility of attending or even visiting a church that affirms my 

supporting ideals of the Christian faith, and subsequently draw my child closer to myself 

and myself further away from the likelihood of psychological, spiritual, and sexual abuse.  

Of course, simply being male does not protect a child from the sexual assault that 

accompanies toxic masculinity – children are often “feminized” in their relationship with 

patriarchal men in positions of power – and abused accordingly. And exposing my son to 

such an environment involves possibly exposing him to toxic masculinity exemplified by 

male role models who implicitly favor dominance over and violence against women, 
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girls, and those who are LGBTQ, disabled or are part of any other minority group.29 If I 

had a daughter, the knowledge of the sexual abuse that she might likely encounter would 

definitely preclude the very possibility of allowing her to attend any type of Sunday 

School class or church activity. And what sorts of masculine role models might she 

encounter and assume to be ideal representations of a partner and/or father? To what 

extent would those male images follow her throughout her life? The terrible teachings of 

the evangelical church, which have inflicted countless generational scars, continue to 

compel my exclusion from a spiritual community. I resent the choice I am forced to make 

between safety and spirituality, and I hope for a better way to someday experience the 

healing power of Jesus. 

Statement of Problem 

White evangelical culture is a critical site for investigating the ways in which its 

fundamental theological beliefs propagate and maintain patriarchal assumptions 

surrounding women. While official theological evangelical beliefs may seem benign, and 

perhaps commendable to some, a closer examination suggests the mobilization of those 

beliefs create the foundation for enslavement and destruction of women. The fundamental 

beliefs undergirding evangelicalism propagate internalized oppression through 

“patriarchal colonialism of women’s bodies, minds, and souls.”30 

 
29 Harris O’Malley defines toxic masculinity as “a narrow and repressive description of manhood, 
designating manhood as defined by violence, sex, status and aggression. It’s the cultural ideal of manliness, 
where strength is everything while emotions are a weakness; where sex and brutality are yardsticks by 
which men are measured, while supposedly ‘feminine’ traits – which can range from emotional 
vulnerability to simply not being hypersexual – are the means by which your status as ‘man’ can be taken 
away.” See Harris O’Malley, “The Difference Between Toxic Masculinity and Being A Man,” The Good 
Men Project, June 22, 2019, https://goodmenproject.com/featured-content/the-difference-between-toxic-
masculinity-and-being-a-man-dg/. 
30 Gail Pheterson describes internalized oppression as “self- hatred, self-concealment, fear of violence and 
feelings of inferiority, resignation, isolation, powerlessness, and gratefulness for being allowed to survive. 
Internalized oppression is the mechanism within an oppressive system for perpetuating domination not only 
by external control but also by building subservience into the minds of oppressed groups.” Gail Pheterson, 
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Mind Rape 

My study relies on my conceptualization of “spiritual rape.” My construction of 

this phrase is informed by Mary Daly’s scholarship on “mind rape,” “fallacious faith,” 

and “internal colonization.”31 Mary Daly’s conceptualization of “mind rape” 

demonstrates how “representatives of patriarchy” forcefully impose patriarchal ideologies 

into “the minds [of individual women] by some violent and painful means, by 

pressing/cutting/invading.”32 Within her writings of the pathology of patriarchy within 

Christian theology, Mary Daly establishes how prolific sexual violence within 

Christianity operates as a form of “mind rape”  by mobilizing  a “fallacious faith,” 

consisting of “discourse, myths, and icons” to cultivate sexism, oppression, and the 

sexual victimization of girls and women.33  

Traditional Christian understandings of biblical texts, which position Eve as the 

originator of sin and ultimate destruction, equate all women to the evil Eve. These 

understandings reduce women and girls as waste and bearers of contagion and filth to 

 
“Alliances between Women: Overcoming Internalized Oppression and Internalized Domination,” Signs: 
Journal of Women in Culture and Society 12, no. 1 (Autumn 1986), 148. Other feminist scholars claim that 
“the debris of ‘patriarchal colonialism’ includes the continuing subordination of women through culturally 
condoned, widespread, and institutionalized male violence” (Spencer 2016, 488). 
31 My dissertation references several other of Mary Daly’s conceptualizations, such as “patriarchal 
reversals,” “stolen mythical powers,” “naming,” “renaming,” “claiming,” “internal exorcism,” and so forth. 
Because my theories so are heavily influenced by Mary Daly’s insights, I point out two important areas 
where I diverge from Mary Daly. First, while Mary Daly is notorious for her negative position on 
transgender persons, I consider that trans women are women, and that trans men are men. Second, Mary 
Daly advises women to transcend “the Christian fixation on the person of Jesus,” and expresses 
disappointment that after the “God is dead” movement, “Jesus remained alive.” (See Mary Daly, Beyond 
God the Father, 70-71). This sentiment sharply opposes my position as a Jesus Follower, and contradicts 
and dismisses those victims of evangelical sexual violence who identify Jesus as an icon of healing and 
inspiration. 
32 Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology: The Metaethics of Radical Feminism (Boston: Beacon Press, 1978), 110. 
33 Kathleen Kells, “From the First ‘Eve’ to the New ‘Eve’: Anne Hébert’s Rehabilitation of the Malevolent 
Female Archetype,” Studies in Canadian Literature/Études En Littérature Canadienne 14, no. 1 (1989), 
https://journals.lib.unb.ca/index.php/scl/article/view/8097/9154. See also See Tatha Wiley, Original Sin, 8. 
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justify the prostitution of their bodies, minds, and souls..34 This mindset, which 

entrenches and justifies itself within White evangelical culture, and particularly within 

“purity culture,” positions men as supreme and unquestioned and justifies female 

subordination and oppression as divinely willed.35 Girls and women exist as “property” 

for male use and ownership, and are held culpable for sexual assaults enacted on them by 

these men who assume the place of God.36   

Internal Colonization 

In The Church and the Second Sex, Mary Daly writes how those who experience 

the “mind rape” of internal subjugation are filled with “self-hatred, self-concealment, fear 

of violence and feelings of inferiority, resignation, isolation, powerlessness, and 

gratefulness for being allowed to survive.” The traditions and doctrines within 

evangelicalism instill within women and girls a “spiritual state of internalized 

oppression,” one that “encourages or leads [them] to act in ways that consciously or 

unconsciously collude with the [religious] oppression that targets them.”37 

Spiritual Rape 

As a “reduced and distorted understanding” of Christianity, the doctrines within 

evangelicalism operate as a “forced entry to one’s soul,” an unwanted penetration into a 

 
34 Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father: Toward a Philosophy of Women’s Liberation (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1973). 
35 “Purity culture,” the term used for the evangelical emphasis on “sexual purity,” encompasses a 
philosophy that opposes “traditional dating,” demands virginity before marriage, and only approves sexual 
activity occurring within heterosexual, married, and monogamous relationships. The theological 
cornerstones of evangelical purity culture include a hyper-focus on the virginity of young girls, male 
ownership of female sexuality, and white racial purity. See Danielle Latour, “Unbuckling Purity Culture’s 
Chastity Belt,” The Corvette 7, no. 1 (2020), 85. 
36 Kate Shellnut. “#ChurchToo: Andy Savage Resigns from Megachurch over Past Abuse.” Christianity 
Today, March 20, 2018. Accessed July 27, 2018. https://tinyurl.com/ChurchToo-Andy-Savage-Resign. 
37 Mary Daly, The Church and the Second Sex (Boston, Beacon Press) xv. 
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“sacred inner space,” enacted through religious methods of control and manipulation.38  

These distorted evangelical doctrines of “mind rape” violently appropriate and profit 

from that which is sacred in another. Based on these characterizations, I conceptualize 

spiritual rape as an internal colonization, enacted by violence, control, and manipulation, 

to appropriate and profit from the sacred power within the spirit of another.39  

Justification for Study 

White evangelical culture is a critical site for investigating the ways in which 

fundamental theological beliefs propagate and maintain patriarchal assumptions 

surrounding women. While official theological evangelical beliefs may seem benign, and 

perhaps commendable to some, a closer examination suggests the mobilization of those 

beliefs create the foundation for enslavement and destruction of women. The fundamental 

beliefs undergirding evangelicalism propagate internalized oppression through the 

“patriarchal colonialism of women’s bodies, minds, and souls.”40 

 
38 Keith C. Sewell, The Crisis of Evangelical Christianity: Roots, Consequences, and Resolutions (Eugene, 
OR: Wipf & Stock, 2016). See also John Wingspread Howell, “Christian Fundamentalist Evangelism as 
Spiritual Rape,” Nolan Chart, September 14, 2008, https://www.nolanchart.com/article4871-christian-
funamentalist-evangelism-as-spiritual-rape-html.. Linda C. McClain, “Inviolability and Privacy: The 
Castle, the Sanctuary, and the Body,” Yale Journal of Law & the Humanities 7, no. 1 (1995): 235. John 
Wingspread Howell, “Christian Fundamentalist Evangelism as Spiritual Rape,” Nolan Chart, September 
14, 2008, https://www.nolanchart.com/article4871-christian-funamentalist-evangelism-as-spiritual-rape-
html. 
39 My definition of spiritual rape is intentionally both specific and general. While I specifically draw from 
Mary Daly’s understanding of “mind rape” as a forceful imposition, each woman’s sacred center is unique 
to herself, and is therefore colonized accordingly. Additionally, any profit gained from stolen spiritual 
power is dependent on the patriarchal goals of the colonizing “representatives of patriarchy.” 
40 Gail Pheterson describes internalized oppression as “self- hatred, self-concealment, fear of violence and 
feelings of inferiority, resignation, isolation, powerlessness, and gratefulness for being allowed to survive. 
Internalized oppression is the mechanism within an oppressive system for perpetuating domination not only 
by external control but also by building subservience into the minds of oppressed groups.” Gail Pheterson, 
“Alliances between Women: Overcoming Internalized Oppression and Internalized Domination,” Signs: 
Journal of Women in Culture and Society 12, no. 1 (Autumn 1986), 148. Other feminist scholars claim that 
“the debris of ‘patriarchal colonialism’ includes the continuing subordination of women through culturally 
condoned, widespread, and institutionalized male violence” (Spencer 2016, 488). 
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Missing Themes in Previous Scholarship 

The #ChurchToo movement began in November 2017, and as such, is a relatively 

new phenomenon. Since its inception, much academic scholarship on the #ChurchToo 

movement focused on comparing the objectives and results of the #MeToo movement to 

those of the #ChurchToo movement.41 However, within the past year or so, this focus 

significantly shifted to one that notes how both victims of church violence, and church 

pastors and leaders, navigate aspects within the developing #ChurchToo movement.  

Within this recent academic approach to investigating the #ChurchToo 

movement, a few notable articles provide a much-needed (and previously absent) 

intersectional critique of the #ChurchToo movement.42 Other authors identify how 

narratives of specific women in the Bible, identified as ancient #ChurchToo stories, relate 

to the contemporary movement.43 Additional recent articles position stories from passages 

of scripture and/or the image of Jesus as sources of healing for those who experience 

 
41 Kelly Colwell and Sheryl Johnson, “#MeToo and #ChurchToo: Putting the Movements in Context,” 
Review & Expositor 117, no. 2 (2020): pp. 183-198. See also Jennifer W. Davidson, “Editorial 
Introduction: #MeToo and #ChurchToo: Reflections on the Intersections of the #MeToo Movement on 
Churches, Seminaries, and Theological Studies,” Review & Expositor 117, no. 2 (2020): pp. 171-173. 
42 Angela Parker undertakes a womanist approach to critique the #ChurchToo movement, specifically 
seeking to free “contemporary African American church women from the experiences of silence and 
shaming in the age of #MeToo.” See Angela N. Parker, “‘And the Word Became . . . Gossip?’ Unhinging 
the Samaritan Woman in the Age of #MeToo,” Review & Expositor 117, no. 2 (2020): pp. 259-271. 
Similarly, Traci West Traci West names church teachings that perpetrate the stigma and exclusion of 
certain racial and ethnic groups. See Traci C. West, “Ending Gender Violence: An Antiracist Intersectional 
Agenda for Churches,” Review & Expositor 117, no. 2 (2020): pp. 199-203. 
43 LeAnn Snow Flesher highlights how the patriarchal oppression manifested in the biblical account of 
Tamar continues in women’s lives and narratives today. See LeAnn Snow Flesher, “Tamar Says #MeToo: 
Reading Genesis 38 through the Lens of Gender Justice,” Review & Expositor 117, no. 2 (2020): pp. 272-
280. Suzanne E. Caster asks: “How do we engage sacred texts that honor the work of #MeToo by 
combatting the normalization of sexual violence within our society, by hearing the voices of victims of 
sexual violence, and by holding perpetrators of sexual violence accountable?” See Suzanne E. Caster, 
“Resisting Rape Culture: The Ten Concubines of 2 Samuel 15–20 and #MeToo,” Review & Expositor 117, 
no. 2 (2020): pp. 281-287. 
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sexual violence within church contexts. 44 Still others offer advice to victims of church 

sexual violence and to pastors and church leaders.45  

The themes in these recent articles are useful, needed, and address important 

issues; particularly intersectionality and #ChurchToo in the Black church. However, none 

of the recent scholarship on the #ChurchToo movement are devoted to an exclusive 

exploration of how the #ChurchToo movement unfolds specifically within White 

evangelical churches. This recent scholarship on the #ChurchToo movement also fails to 

specifically analyze how the unique structure and beliefs of evangelicalism impact the 

development of the movement within its churches. 

Only one article so far, “It Happens in# Churchtoo: Twitter Discourse Regarding 

Sexual Victimization Within Religious Communities,” has investigated the #ChurchToo 

disclosures available on Twitter.46 The authors of this study created three general 

categories for #ChurchToo tweets that specified methods evangelical church pastors and 

leaders employed when engaging with sexual violence victims (often their own): 

“institutional harm,” “betrayal trauma,” and “religious manipulation.” 47 While each of 

 
44 Jennifer Garcia Bashaw addresses the #MeToo movement and the #ChurchToo movement by discussing 
four passages in the Gospel of Luke, in which Jesus “counters the abuse of women and works against 
systems of oppression.”  Jennifer Garcia Bashaw, “‘When Jesus Saw Her . . .’: A Hermeneutical Response 
to #MeToo and #ChurchToo,” Review & Expositor 117, no. 2 (2020): pp. 288-297. Jayme R. Reaves and 
David Tombs review how the account of the crucifixion of Christ reveals Jesus as a victim of sexual 
violence. Jayme R. Reaves and David Tombs, “#MeToo Jesus: Naming Jesus as a Victim of Sexual 
Abuse,” Review & Expositor 117, no. 2 (2020): 204-221. 
45 One example of advice offered to victims of church violence is legal advice such as written by See Peter 
B. Janci, “Helping #ChurchToo Abuse Victims Hold Religious Entities Accountable in Civil Cases,” 
Liberty University Law Review 14, no. 2 (2020): pp. 317-350. One example of advice offered to church 
leaders and pastors is “#ChurchToo: Violence, Resistance, Transformation, and the Clergy Sexual Abuse 
Crisis,” in which David Cloutier provides suggestions and “perspectives on the current clergy sexual abuse 
crisis in the Church, with special attention paid to what can be done to improve seminary formation.” See 
David Cloutier, “#ChurchToo: Violence, Resistance, Transformation, and the Clergy Sexual Abuse Crisis,” 
Proceedings of the Catholic Theological Society of America 74 (July 2019): pp. 92-93 
46 Katherine W. Bogen et al., “It Happens in #ChurchToo: Twitter Discourse Regarding Sexual 
Victimization Within Religious Communities,” Journal of Interpersonal Violence, 2020, 1-29. 
47 Bogen et al, “It Happens in Church Too,” The first tweet category, “institutional harm,” consisted of 
church institutions that condoned or allowed sexual violence to continue by “minimizing, denying, 
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the methods described within these three categories involve some type of what I 

conceptualize as “spiritual rape,” the notion of “spiritual rape” within this article is not 

named nor is it explored. Additionally, this article, along with other available scholarship 

addressing the #ChurchToo movement, neglects to investigate the ways in which former 

and present evangelical women name and identify the traumas surrounding “spiritual 

rape” and “purity culture” within the context of evangelicalism. Additionally, while my 

investigation takes an intersectional approach to the #ChurchToo movement, the authors 

of this study fail to mention intersecting variables such as race and class. 

#ChurchToo: How Purity Culture Upholds Abuse and How to Find Healing, 

written by #ChurchToo co-founder Emily Joy Allison, was published in early 2021. The 

author overviews the history of purity culture, and provides personal experiences and 

events to underscore its emotional and spiritual harm. Emily Joy also hints at my 

conceptualization of spiritual abuse by naming how patriarchal misogynic oppression 

and sexual violation within evangelicalism is particularly pernicious because of the 

message that these abuses are ordained and sanctioned by God. Emily Joy’s book is 

partially a personal memoir and, similar to my discussion here, overviews foundational 

teachings of purity culture. However, Emily Joy does not undertake a qualitative analysis 

of the #ChurchToo stories of others, nor does she gather and analyze Twitter data to 

understand the content and significance of #ChurchToo tweets as I will here. 

 
blaming, and silencing.” The second tweet category, “betrayal trauma,” entailed pastors and church leaders 
who retaliated against abuse victims through “isolation, intimidation, coercion, and threats.”  The theory of 
“betrayal trauma” is described as “the degree to which a negative event represents a betrayal by a trusted, 
needed other will influence the way in which that event is processed and remembered.” See Heidi Sivers, 
Jonathan Schooler, and Jennifer J. Freyd, “Recovered Memories,” in Encyclopedia of the Human Brain, ed. 
Vilayanur S Ramachandran (Amsterdam: Academic Press, 2002), 169. The final tweet theme, “religious 
manipulation,” featured pastors and church leaders who invoked passages of scripture and prayer to 
convince victims to forgive their perpetrators or justify sexual violence in some way. 
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Compelled to Bear Testimony 

According to Dori Laub, a psychoanalyst and trauma memory scholar, those who 

experience sexual and spiritual violence often feel strongly compelled to “bear 

testimony.”48 To “bear testimony,” to reveal “the truth of one’s experience,”49 differs 

from a “statement of facts;” a testimony “describes events or experiences that cannot be 

properly described or revealed through rational discourse.”50  The word testimony 

originated from the word “testes,” testicles in Latin. 51  In “Political Code and Literary 

Code: The Testimonial Genre,” Ariel Dorfman explains: “To testify, to tell the truth, was 

originally related to virility, to speak with the capacity to father children.”52  Mary Daly 

elaborates on an inevitable assumption arising from this etymology; namely that “since 

women do not have testicles, they cannot really be qualified to testify–give evidence.”53 

Through naming themselves and their experiences (acts traditionally confiscated 

by patriarchy) women can transform systemic, patriarchal oppression.”54 In Women of 

Ideas, feminist theorist Dale Spender discusses the importance of making “women’s past 

 
48 Dori Laub, “An Event without a Witness: Truth, Testimony, and Survival,” in Testimony Crises of 
Witnessing in Literature, Psychoanalysis and History, ed. Shoshana Felman and Dori Laub (New York: 
Routledge, 1992), 76, 78. 
49 Messina-Dysert, Rape Culture and Spiritual Violence, 26. 
50 Ibid. Also, Messina-Dysert’s reference to “rational discourse” reflects Olivia Smith’s research of court 
trials in which women recount rape and sexual violence. Smith notes how “women’s normal and rational 
responses to rape are repackaged within trial as untrue because they are ‘abnormal’ and ‘irrational,’” an 
assumption which tends to lend credence to perpetrator’s statements of defense. See Olivia Smith, “Rape 
Myths and ‘Rational’ Ideals in Sex Offence Trials,” in Rape Trials in England and Wales: Observing 
Justice and Rethinking Rape Myths (Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, 2018), 52. 
51 Messina-Dysert, Rape Culture and Spiritual Violence, 26. 
52 Ariel Dorfman, “Political Code and Literary Code: The Testimonial Genre in Chile Today,” in Some 
Write to the Future: Essays on Contemporary Latin American Fiction, trans. George R. Shivers (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1991), 187. 
53 Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology, 435. 
54 Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father: Toward a Philosophy of Women’s Liberation (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1974), 83. Linda Alcoff reinforces the power of both listening to and engaging in articulating 
women’s narratives, positing that “who is speaking, who is spoken of, and who listens is a result as well as 
an act.” See Linda Alcoff, “The Problem of Speaking for Others,” Cultural Critique, no. 20 (Winter 1991-
1992): 15. 
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visible and real… to describe and explain the experience of women in a male-dominated 

society.”55 In “Theology and the Poetics of Testimony,” Rebecca Chopp claims women’s 

testimonies of sexual and spiritual violence, in which they “describe” and “tell truth as 

they see it, as they experience it” an “emancipatory transformation.”56 According Janet 

Adler in Offering from the Conscious Body, women’s testimony “creates an experience of 

wholeness, belonging, and completion.”57  

Our Witnessing Presence 

We are called to be a “witnessing presence” to the atrocities perpetuated and 

perpetrated by evangelical sexual and spiritual violence by listening to the testimonies of 

our sisters disclosed within their #ChurchToo accounts of sexual and spiritual violence. A 

witnessing presence is “a responsive person” who by confirming the “reality of the 

traumatic event,”58 renounces shame, restores survivors’ personal value, 59 and allows 

“unspoken stories and identities to find a compassionate home.”60 In Spirit and Trauma, 

theologian Shelly Rambo emphasizes the healing potential of a witnessing presence:  

The experience of traumatic suffering is intensified by the invisibility and 
unspeakable nature of violence. A witnessing presence in trauma will 
make visible what is rendered invisible … if a person who survives the 

 
55 Dale Spender, Women of Ideas: And What Men Have Done to Them (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1982), 18. 
56 Rebecca Chopp, “Theology and the Poetics of Testimony,” in Converging on Culture: Theologians in 
Dialogue with Cultural Analysis and Criticism, ed. Delwin Brown, Sheila Greeve Davaney, and Kathryn E. 
Tanner (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 56. 
57 Janet Adler, Offering from the Conscious Body: The Discipline of Authentic Movement (Rochester: Inner 
Traditions, 2002), 200. 
58 Dori Laub and Daniel Podell, “Art and Trauma,” International Journal of Psycho-Analysis 76 (1995), 
993. 
59 Donna M. Orange, Emotional Understanding: Studies in Psychoanalytic Epistemology (New York: 
Guilford Press, 1995), 140. 
60 Donna Bassin, “We the People: Portraits of Resistance and America Reconstructed,” The Psychoanalytic 
Review 105, no. 6 (2018), 710. 
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trauma can put into words that experience, the process of healing can take 
place. 61 

In her book, Trauma and Recovery, Judith Herman demonstrates how validation 

from a witnessing presence when disclosing traumatic events is essential to recovery,62 

and provides the discloser with relief.63  And psychologist Kaethe Weingarten writes that 

recounting trauma draws both the witnessing presence and the discloser of trauma into an 

“intimate awareness of each other.”64 Through witnessing the #ChurchToo stories of our 

sisters, we jointly become a witnessing presence to “the aftermath of trauma;” we become 

more conscious their lives, we share in their experiences, we journey with them, and we 

bond with them in sisterhood.65  Many of us (myself included) may perhaps move beyond 

observation, and recognize parts of ourselves and our lives within these stories; we may 

become more deeply cognizant of our own positions in a violent patriarchal society. And 

the infuriating inhumanity described in #ChurchToo accounts induce intense levels of 

outrage – an outrage requiring action, social justice reform, and dismantling of patriarchal 

systems of violence. 

Research Questions 

While much feminist scholarship has focused on questions of “what types of 

oppression do women in evangelicalism circles face,” or “why women stay in 

evangelicalism,” or even “when and how do women leave evangelicalism,” I instead seek 

 
61 Rambo, Spirit and Trauma, 123. 
62 Judith Lewis Herman, Trauma and Recovery: The Aftermath of Violence, from Domestic Abuse to 
Political Terror (New York: Basic Books, 2015), 223. 
63 Dori Laub, “An Event without a Witness: Truth, Testimony, and Survival,” in Testimony Crises of 
Witnessing in Literature, Psychoanalysis and History, ed. Shoshana Felman and Dori Laub (New York: 
Routledge, 1992), 76, 78. 
64 Kaethe Weingarten, “Witnessing, Wonder, and Hope,” Family Process 39, no. 7 (2000), 160. 
65 Lisa Spriggens, “Witnessing Trauma: A Counsellor’s Reflections on the Effects of Working with 
Survivors of Sexual Violence,” in Rape Culture, Gender Violence, and Religion: Christian Perspectives, 
ed. Caroline Blyth, Emily Colgan, and Katie B. Edwards (Cham: Palgrave Macmillan, 2018), 161. 
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to understand the experience of spiritual rape within the context of evangelicalism. My 

first main research question asks: “How do #ChurchToo tweets specific to evangelicalism 

describe the methods evangelical leaders and pastors use to spiritually rape?” The second 

main research question asks: “How do #ChurchToo tweets specific to evangelicalism 

identify and discuss spiritual rape?” I divided this second research question of 

identification and discussion into three, more specific, sub-questions: a) “How do victims 

of spiritual rape identify themselves?” b) “How do victims of spiritual rape describe the 

experience of spiritual rape?” and c) “How do victims of spiritual rape describe the after-

effects of spiritual rape?” 

Theoretical Approach 

Feminist Epistemology 

This study engages in intersectional feminist epistemology to understand women’s 

experiences with sexual violence within White evangelical culture. A central focus of 

feminist scholarship involves reclaiming and naming women’s experience.66 Feminist 

epistemology is a philosophical theory that positions women’s lived experiences as 

legitimate sources of knowledge, and as an alternative “way of knowing” foundational to 

analyzing and resisting oppression.67 The guiding concept of feminist epistemology is of 

 
66 In her article in Vox, “#ChurchToo: Abuse Survivors Speak Out,” Tara Burton describes the 
#ChurchToo movement as “a space for people who have suffered from the structural sexism they see as 
embedded in many church cultures to speak about their experiences.” See Tara Isabella Burton, 
“#ChurchToo: Abuse Survivors Speak out about Harassment in Their Religious Communities,” Identities 
(Vox, November 22, 2017), https://www.vox.com/identities/2017/11/22/16690384/churchtoo-abuse-
survivors-harassment-religious-communities. One understanding of women’s experience from theological 
feminist Rosemary Radford Reuther involves the basic awareness that “arises when women become 
critically aare of falsifying and alienating experiences imposed upon them as women by a male-dominated 
culture. Rosemary Radford Ruether, “Feminist Interpretation: A Method of Correlation,” in Feminist 
Interpretation of the Bible, ed. Letty M. Russell (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1985), 114. 
67 Abigail Brooks, “Feminist Standpoint Epistemology: Building Knowledge and Empowerment Through 
Women’s Lived Experience,” in Feminist Research Practice: A Primer, ed. Patricia Lina Leavy and 
Sharlene Nagy Hesse-Biber (Sage, CA: Thousand Oaks, 2007). Feminist theologian Dorothea McEwan 
maintains that “theology has always started from lived experiences. What is new is that feminist theology 
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“situated knowledge” that reflects the perspectives and experiences of “the knower.”68 

Feminist epistemology recognizes how women’s subordinated status enables them to 

perceive and understand in ways that challenge existing patriarchal ideologies. 

Accordingly, within portions of my discussion within this study, I operationalize feminist 

epistemology by drawing from my own “situated knowledge” and lived experiences with 

evangelicalism, and do so from my perspective as a formerly-evangelical woman, who is 

now a radical feminist and Jesus follower.  

Intersectionality 

In Feminism and Philosophy, Nancy Tuana and Rosemarie Tong assert that 

women’s lived experience: 

…is not shorthand for some sort of monolithic, female “groupthink” but 
for a vast array of thoughts, feelings, and activities mediated through the 
lenses of each individual woman’s race, class, sexual preference, ethnicity, 
religion, ages, physical condition, and state of mind.69 

Therefore, my conceptualization of “women’s experience as knowledge” 

additionally considers the ways that White supremacist culture intersects with evangelical 

sexual and spiritual violence. Because of the historical structure of evangelicalism as a 

White supremacist identified institution, many #ChurchToo tweets referenced within 

various parts of my discussion were authored by primarily White women. Although I 

address and explore the nuances of Whiteness within evangelicalism in a separate chapter 

 
takes women’s experiences as starting points from which to do theology.” See Lisa Isherwood and 
Dorothea McEwan, Introducing Feminist Theology (Sheffield, England: Sheffield Academic Press, 2001), 
94. 
68 The idea of “situated knowledge” originated with Donna Haraway in her 1988 article in Feminist Studies. 
See Donna Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of 
Partial Perspective,” Feminist Studies 14, no. 3 (1988): pp. 575-599. 
69 Nancy Tuana and Rosemarie Tong, eds., “Feminism and Philosophy: Essential Readings in Theory, 
Reinterpretation, and Application,” in Feminism and Philosophy: Essential Readings in Theory, 
Reinterpretation, and Application (New York: Routledge, 2018), 2. 
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in my dissertation, I begin here by mentioning the significance of the disparity of Black 

voices within the #ChurchToo movement and recognize the silencing and repressive role 

of the White evangelical church. I acknowledge the unfortunate tendency of previous 

feminist investigations to overlook how intersecting factors such as race, ethnicity, 

socioeconomic factors, and sexual identity into account.70  

Research Methods 

I support several observations and conclusions within my intersectional feminist 

epistemological critique by integrating various #ChurchToo tweets, authored by both 

former and present evangelical women, throughout portions of my overall discussion.  

My study considers tweets grouped under the #ChurchToo hashtag through the 

process of virtual digital ethnography and incorporates a “mixed methods” approach. 

Because a collection of tweets grouped under a shared hashtag contains quantitative data 

(frequency of tweets, number of likes, etc.) as well as qualitative data (the content of 

tweets, the meaning behind hashtags, etc.) a mixed methods approach to conducting 

research is required. My quantitative method of content analysis allowed me to engage in 

the qualitative approach of grounded theory to uncover additional themes with my 

dataset.  

Twitter as a Data Source 

The social media platform Twitter remains “the most popular platform for 

academic research.”71 Researching Twitter data allows academic researchers insight into 

 
70 Celia Kitzinger and Sue Wilkinson, “Validating Women’s Experience? Dilemmas in Feminist Research,” 
Feminism & Psychology 7, no. 4 (1997), 566. 
71 Wasim Ahmed, “Using Twitter as a Data Source: An Overview of Social Media Research Tools (2019),” 
VOX, October 30, 2019, https://www.voxpol.eu/using-twitter-as-a-data-source-an-overview-of-social-
media-research-tools-2019/. 
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“practices, knowledge, and life-worlds of a specific culture.”72  Other reasons Twitter 

remains a favored academic research site include its open API, which allows developers 

the ability to create tools to access specific information within Twitter data. Tweets can 

be located through both the Twitter search function and a Google search.73  

Hashtag Activism 

A hashtag is written with the # symbol to represent and index keywords and/or 

topics on Twitter. The use of the # symbol before a word or phrase connects all posts 

with that same word or phrase. Twitter users who click a “hashtagged word” generate 

other tweets including that hashtag. Typically, most popular “hashtagged words” 

represent trending topics of interest.74 Hashtags boost the discoverability of Tweets and 

expand the “reach” of those tweets.75 “Hashtag Activism,” defined as “discursive protest 

on social media united through a hashtagged word, phrase or sentence,” seeks social 

justice through activities such as organizing marches and protests, sharing common 

stories, connecting communities.76 Twitter users engage in “Hashtag Activism” and signal 

 
72 Bonnie Stewart, “Twitter as Method: Using Twitter as a Tool to Conduct Research,” in The SAGE 
Handbook of Social Media Research Methods, ed. Luke Sloan and Anabel Quan-Haase (Los Angeles: 
SAGE Publications, 2017), 251. 
73 A “tweet” is an entry of up to 280 characters authored and posted by the owner of a Twitter account. As 
of September of 2019, one in five of all adults in the United States operate a personal Twitter account, and 
almost half of adults between eighteen and twenty-four years of age use Twitter. See Adam Hughes and 
Stefan Wojcik, “10 Facts about Americans and Twitter,” Fact Tank (Pew Research Center, September 16, 
2020), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/08/02/10-facts-about-americans-and-twitter/. The 
majority of Twitter users are male (68.5%) with fewer female users (31.5%). See “Digital 2021,” We Are 
Social, accessed June 8, 2021, https://wearesocial.com/digital-2021. 
74 “How to Use Hashtags,” Twitter, accessed June 8, 2021, https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/how-to-
use-hashtags. 
75 Hashtags predominately appear on Twitter, from where their use initially generated in 2007, but are also 
used on Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, and YouTube. 
76 Guobin Yang, “Narrative Agency in Hashtag Activism: The Case of #BlackLivesMatter,” Media and 
Communication 4, no. 4 (2016), 13. See also Joan Mbabazi and Donah Mbabazi, “Hashtag Activism: 
Powerful or Pointless?,” The New Times, September 27, 2018, 
https://www.newtimes.co.rw/society/hashtag-activism-powerful-or-pointless. Recent Twitter shared 
hashtags, such as #NeverAgain, #MeToo, and #BlackLivesMatter, have galvanized significant momentum 
for those respective movements. 
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their support for and/or involvement in a social movement by accompanying their 

“tweets” with the shared hashtag that represents that movement. 

Digital Virtual Ethnography 

Alice Marwick’s term  “digital virtual ethnography,” borrows from the idea of 

“netnography,” and originates from the work of Christine Hine and theorists Daniel 

Miller and Don Slater”77 Marwick defines “digital virtual ethnography” as “the practice of 

observing and/or participating in a particular online group or community over a period of 

time.”78 Marwick postulates that unlike other online research, such as investigating 

bulletin boards, forums, or even video games, research into Twitter data challenges the 

traditional understanding of space as “the stage on which the social processes under study 

take place” Instead, virtual digital ethnography of Twitter data is more accurately 

understood through Jenna Burwell’s reframing of Twitter as “a network composed of 

fixed and moving points including spaces, people, and objects.”79  

Gathering Data 

Accessing, collecting and referencing Twitter data is expressly permitted in 

Twitter’s stated “Terms of Service.”80 Also, Twitter’s stated privacy policy directly 

 
77 Alice E. Marwick, “Ethnographic and Qualitative Research on Twitter,” in Twitter and Society, ed. 
Katrin Weller et al. (New York: Peter Lang, 2014), 109. See also Christine Hine, Virtual Ethnography 
(London: Sage Publications, 2000), and Daniel Miller and Don Slater, The Internet: An Ethnographic 
Approach (Oxford: Berg Publishers, 2000). 
78 Ibid. 
79 Jenna Burrell, “The Field Site as a Network: A Strategy for Locating Ethnographic Research,” Field 
Methods 21, no. 2 (2009), 189. In other words, Marwick states, interactions on Twitter may be “transient, 
ephemeral, and difficult to pin down.” See Marwick, 120. 
80 Twitter’s 2020 Terms of Service includes the following statement: “This license authorizes us to make 
your Content available to the rest of the world and to let others do the same. You agree that this license 
includes the right for Twitter to provide, promote, and improve the Services and to make Content submitted 
to or through the Services available to other companies, organizations or individuals for the syndication, 
broadcast, distribution, promotion or publication of such Content on other media and services, subject to 
our terms and conditions for such Content use.” See “Twitter Terms of Service” (Twitter, June 18, 2020), 
https://twitter.com/en/tos. 
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announces all “unprotected” tweets to be publicly available.81 My research did not 

involve human subject participation (such as interviews). The Union Metrics software 

collected only publicly accessible tweets (the software did not access hidden tweets or 

tweets from private Twitter accounts). Therefore, any tweet analyzed and quoted in my 

analysis is currently active, appears on public Twitter account, and is publicly accessible 

via a general Twitter search. All tweets incorporated and referenced in this study can also 

be located via general Google search. Any twitter user bios, which could possibly 

identify the author of a tweet, were unavailable through the Union Metrics data collection 

software at the time of collection. All tweets referenced or quoted in the text of this 

chapter identify tweet authors in the format @username. The footnotes in this chapter cite 

each tweet by listing the @username, date of tweet, time of tweet, and the public link to 

the tweet.82  

I located my full dataset of #ChurchToo tweets via a complementary license to 

Union Metrics, an online social listening and profile analytics platform.83 This 

complementary license granted me access to perform full historical queries of hashtag 

#ChurchToo on Twitter. I set the perimeters of historical data queries to exclude re-

 
81 Twitter’s 2020 Privacy Policy states: “Twitter is public and Tweets are immediately viewable and 
searchable by anyone around the world. We give you non-public ways to communicate on Twitter too, 
through protected Tweets and Direct Messages. You can also use Twitter under a pseudonym if you prefer 
not to use your name.” “Privacy Policy” (Twitter, June 18, 2020), https://twitter.com/en/privacy. 
82 A “Twitter name, the “display name,” is separate from the “Twitter handle.” A “Twitter name” often 
represents the user’s actual, full name, but is just as often a variation of the user’s actual name. No two 
“Twitter names” may be the same. For example, my “Twitter name” is RachelCopley77. My “Twitter 
name” includes my first and last name and last two digits of my birth year, since the “Twitter name” 
RachelCopley was already in use by another Twitter user. A “username” is a “Twitter handle,” and is 
distinct from the “Twitter name.” A “username” appears after the @ sign in each Twitter profile’s URL and 
accompanies each tweet authored by the user. A “username” consists of fewer than fifteen characters, and 
is usually a moniker or pseudonym created by the owner of the Twitter account. While each “username” 
automatically” generates from the user’s “Twitter name,” the “username” can be modified by the Twitter 
user to establish a level of anonymity. (My “Twitter handle” is “@RachelCopley77,” the same as my 
“Twitter name,” but I could change my handle to something like “@asking_why” if I chose to do so.) 
83 “Social Marketing Intelligence,” Union Metrics, https://unionmetrics.com/. 
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tweets and non-English language tweets, and collected tweets beginning with November 

20, 2017 (the date of the first #ChurchToo tweet) through November 20, 2019. The 

compiled historical hashtag queries into two full years produced an initial dataset totaling 

46,744 original #ChurchToo tweets. 

Selecting and Preparing Data 

I used functions available in the OpenRefine software, Weka 3.7.1, and Excel to 

clean and prepare the data. OpenRefine was used to verify authenticity of Twitter data.  

The “data verification” function within OpenRefine confirmed that each tweet in the final 

dataset remained active (not deleted after posting) and publicly accessible (not 

“protected” after posting). I also used Open Refine to identify and remove tweets 

consisting of only hashtags or links to websites. I used Weka 3.7.1, a data-mining and 

cleaning tool, to remove Unicode and ASCII codes and symbols.  

I used an Excel keyword search function to identify and remove irrelevant tweets 

containing spam and/or information unconnected to #ChurchToo. Because my discussion 

is specific to sexual and spiritual violence experienced and relayed by women and girls 

within the context of White evangelicalism in North America, I used functions available 

in Excel to filter and remove tweets unrelated to evangelicalism, evangelical churches, 

evangelical denominations, or evangelical institutions. Specifically, I removed tweets that 

referenced Catholicism, the Pope, nuns, bishops, altar boys, or the Vatican. I additionally 

removed tweets generated from countries outside of North America.84 (Sexual and 

 
84 Pamela Cooper-White notes the Western tendency of attributing sexual violence to third-world countries, 
arguing that this assumption is statistically inaccurate. See Pamela Cooper-White, The Cry of Tamar: 
Violence against Women and the Church’s Response, 2nd ed. (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2012).  Rosemary 
Radford Ruether speaks specifically to “white affluent Western Christians” in North America, writing that 
“we need to know who we are. We are those to profit from the most rapacious system of colonial and neo-
colonial appropriation of the land and labor of the earth ever created. We need to repudiate this system and 
its benefits ourselves in order truly to stand in solidarity with poor women.” See Rosemary Radford 
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spiritual violence is rampant, and appears in many countries, religions and faiths outside 

evangelicalism and North America. It is significant to note that from the very inception of 

#ChurchToo, members of the Orthodox Catholic Church in India joined the #ChurchToo 

Twitter movement to disclose sexual violence from priests.)85  The cleaned dataset 

contained 25,138 original tweets.  

Systematic sampling is often employed when analyzing large collections of 

qualitative data,86 and qualitative content analysis of social media data usually relies on a 

random selection of ten percent of the data.87 Through the Excel random sampler add-in 

function, I generated a random sample of 10 percent of the collected tweets. 

Content Analysis 

The quantitative approach of content analysis is used to explore concepts and 

develop themes based on qualitative data.88 The quantitative process of content analysis, 

developed by Ole Holsti in 1969, is “any technique for making inferences by objectively 

and systematically identifying specified characteristics of messages.”89 Krippendorff 

 
Ruether, “Ecofeminism: First and Third World Women,” in Women Resisting Violence: Spirituality for 
Life, ed. Mary John Mananzan et al. (Eugene: Wipf & Stock Publishers, 2004), .34. 
85 Samuel Smith, “India Needs Its Own #ChurchToo and #MeToo Movements, Bishop Joseph D’Souza 
Warns,” The Christian Post, July 18, 2018, https://www.christianpost.com/news/india-needs-its-own-
churchtoo-and-metoo-movements-bishop-joseph-dsouza-warns-interview.html. 
86 Klaus Krippendorff, Content Analysis: An Introduction to Its Methodology (Thousand Oaks: Sage 
Publications, 2019). 
87 Maria Gintova, “Understanding Government Social Media Users: An Analysis of Interactions on 
Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada Twitter and Facebook,” Government Information Quarterly 
36, no. 4 (October 2019), 101388. 
88 Anselm L. Strauss and Barney G. Glaser, The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative 
Research (New York: Routledge, 2017). See also Klaus G. Witz, “‘Awakening To’ an Aspect in the 
Other,” Qualitative Inquiry 13, no. 2 (2007). 
89 Ole R. Holsti, Content Analysis for the Social Sciences and Humanities (Reading: Addison-Wesley, 
1969), 14. 
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writes that contemporary content analysis is empirically-grounded, exploratory, and 

extracts “meaningful matter from texts, images, and voices.”90 

I began my analysis of the sample data set with an inductive coding process by 

using WordStat’s content analysis tool to locate common phrases and prominent 

themes.91 While WordStat’s software was not particularly helpful in locating specific 

themes within the data, the program provided a ranking of commonly used phrases and 

keywords. These phrases and keywords were instructive in that suggested themes I did 

not anticipate. For example, I did not expect (and was quite intrigued to discover) the 

theme of rage within several #ChurchToo tweets. This category of tweets contained 

vehement expressions of rage, fantasies of violence, profanity, and a general desire to set 

various inanimate objects on fire and watch them burn. 

Grounded Theory 

Barney Glaser and Anslem Strauss define grounded theory as a research method 

in which a systematic set of procedures is performed to develop an “inductively derived” 

theory.92 Researchers are increasingly using the term grounded theory to reference the 

methods for collecting and analyzing data. In “Grounded Theory Research: Procedures, 

Canons, and Evaluative Criteria,” Strauss and Corbin follow the original 1967 work of 

 
90 Klaus Krippendorff, Content Analysis: An Introduction to Its Methodology (Thousand Oaks: Sage 
Publications, 2019), 6. 
91 An inductive approach is open (unrestricted) coding that allows themes to generate from the data. While 
the practice of coding qualitative data is often a complex process that can be completed through several 
methods, researchers Andrea Bingham and Patricia Witkowsky suggest the most comprehensive approach 
relies on both inductive and deductive coding. See Andrea Bingham and Patricia Witkowsky, “Deductive 
and Inductive Approaches to Qualitative Data Analysis,” in Analyzing and Interpreting Qualitative 
Research: After the Interview, ed. Charles Vanover, Paul Mihas, and Saldaña Johnny (Thousand Oaks: 
Sage Publications, 2022), 113-148. 
92 Anselm L. Strauss and Barney G. Glaser, The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative 
Research (New York: Routledge, 2017). See also Juliet M. Corbin and Anselm L. Strauss, Basics of 
Qualitative Research: Techniques and Procedures for Developing Grounded Theory (Thousand Oaks: Sage 
Publications, 1998). 
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Glaser and Strauss to explain how the process of qualitative coding provides an overview 

of general patterns and themes within data, which then guide subsequent, more specified 

research and theory development.93  The qualitative process of analyzing tweets grouped 

under a common hashtag symbol moves beyond the quantitative method of indexing 

content to consider how the grouped tweets operate as a digital “storytelling device.”94 

This process, following a grounded theory approach, generates further themes based on 

initial data, and allows for a close reading of associated tweets.  

My original quantitative method of content analysis of #ChurchToo tweets 

uncovered various themes, phrases, and terms that prompted me to perform additional, 

specialized keyword searches to locate topic-specific #ChurchToo tweets within the 

larger, cleaned dataset. This deductive coding process applied self-created codes based on 

previous feminist research surrounding sexual violence, silencing, shame, purity culture, 

and feminist scholarship surrounding rape culture and gender-based violence.95 

These additional specialized keyword searches within the collected tweets 

revealed longer sets of “conversations” generated from the original tweet. These longer 

“conversations” included commentary and perspectives of other users that provided 

clarification and context to the original tweet.  Reading these full, complete 

 
93 Juliet M. Corbin and Anselm Strauss, “Grounded Theory Research: Procedures, Canons, and Evaluative 
Criteria,” Qualitative Sociology 13, no. 1 (1990), 3-21. 
94 Janna Joceli Omena, Elaine Teixeira Rabello, and André Goes Mintz, “Digital Methods for Hashtag 
Engagement Research,” Social Media + Society 6, no. 3 (2020), 1. Performing quantitative research of 
Twitter data is limited, and is best used to represent raw numbers and statistics, rather than to investigate 
the nuances of social movements. One example of quantitative analysis of Twitter is found in an early 
study that collected information relating to approximately 100,000 Twitter users, such as the number of 
other Twitter accounts the users “followed,” the number of accounts “following” those users, and how 
frequently users updated their Twitter status. See Balachander Krishnamurthy, Phillipa Gill, and Martin 
Arlitt, “A Few Chirps about Twitter,” Proceedings of the First Workshop on Online Social Networks, 
August 2008, 18-24. 
95 A deductive approach to coding applies pre-selected themes and codes based on previous scholarship on 
the topic, relevant theories, and/or the research questions. 
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“conversations” in context allowed for a deeper theoretical formulation based on 

knowledge of user engagement with the topic. 

Preview of Chapters 

The upcoming chapter two, “The Problem of Evangelical Culture,” I define the 

term “conservative evangelical culture” by providing an overview of the origin and 

structure of evangelical movement. I position evangelicalism as a White, middle-class 

social movement that consists of conceptual theological unity, shared history, and 

transdenominational community. I additionally address conservative evangelicalism as a 

specific subgroup within the broader understanding of “evangelicalism,” and how that 

subgroup cultivates a particular perspective of contemporary culture, upholds specific 

views of morality and sexuality, enforces rigid gender roles in both the public and private 

sphere, and consists of a distinct church structure. 

Chapter three, “The Problem of Perpetual Patriarchy” overviews the classist and 

racist nature of the structure of patriarchy, asserting that patriarchal philosophies are not 

unique to ancient civilizations or to cultures outside of the United States. While 

patriarchy remains “a living, breathing, and dangerous entity that continues to be a 

palpable presence in all our lives,” the operation of the patriarchal structure depends on 

variables such as race, class, and sexual orientation.96  

Chapter four, “The White Supremacy of Evangelicalism” continues the discussion 

of conservative evangelical culture by juxtaposing the evangelical movement with White 

supremacy. Various intracultural and intersectional factors have largely excluded Black 

women from Black churches from participating in the #ChurchToo movement. This 

 
96 Robert Bahlieda, “The New Patriarchy,” in The Democratic Gulag: Patriarchy, Leadership & Education 
(New York: Peter Lang Publishing, Inc., 2015), 70 
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chapter additionally demonstrates how discourses of Whiteness and White supremacy 

within evangelicalism construct the three specific racial projects of White patriarchal 

heteronormativity; the notion of “pure” White womanhood; and the policies and practices 

within the evangelical institution of Bob Jones University.  The chapter concludes by 

examining primary evangelical responses to White supremacist discourse within the 

movement. 

Chapter five, “Spiritual Rape: The Ultimate (Soul) Fuck,” explains how 

traditional theological teachings surrounding women operate as a form of spiritual rape 

and mobilize the five categories of sexual terrorism. The inherent patriarchal theological 

ideologies of spiritual rape appear within biblical narratives, theological teachings 

surrounding women, and the mandates of purity culture. Patriarchal ideologies 

accompanying both physical and spiritual rape are supported by the propaganda of rape 

myths within purity culture. The resultant perceptions of both victim and perpetrator 

operate to normalize, minimize, and perpetuate sexual and spiritual violence. 

Chapter six, “The Prophetic Resistance of Myth Naming,” employs Mary Daly’s 

conceptualizations of “patriarchal reversals” and “myth naming” to analyze how 

#ChurchToo tweets engage in prophetic resistance. Through the practice of truthtelling, 

#ChurchToo tweets name and describe four foundational theological myths confiscated 

by and distorted within evangelical purity culture: The Myth of Evil Eve; the Sin of 

Bathsheba; the Jezebel Spirit; and the Rape of Tamar. 

The following chapter seven, “Dreadful Women and Holy Hags,” positions my 

analysis of the #ChurchToo movement within the context of the Rage of Dreadful 

women, Holy Haggard Hags, and the Original Rage of Jesus’ temple exorcism. I then 
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demonstrate how #ChurchToo tweets exorcize internalized demons by reversing 

“patriarchal reversals” to reclaim the power of confiscated Holy Hags: The Myth of Evil 

Eve becomes “Ezer Kěnegdô;”97 Bathsheba the Innocent Lamb dethrones King David; the 

Spirit of Jezebel is reclaimed by Confident and Clever Women; and Tamar reappears as a 

Prophetess to symbolize the collective power of sisterhood. 

My final chapter, “Looking Back, Looking Forward,” concludes my discussion of 

White evangelical culture and the #ChurchToo movement by reviewing the significance 

of my findings, reflecting on the limitations of my study, and suggesting categories for 

future research that continues the quest of reclaiming stolen mythical power. 

 
97 Genesis 2:18 
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CHAPTER TWO: THE CONSERVATIVE CULTURE OF EVANGELICALISM 

Introduction 

Evangelical theological beliefs, combined with related practices surrounding the 

White family, sexuality, and gender, create a distinct evangelical culture. Evangelicals 

were initially drawn into public and political life through their concern over questions 

surrounding gender, sexuality, and the White family, and continually monitor these issues 

through cultural presence and internal oversight.98  The traditionally patriarchal structure 

of evangelicalism places importance on “the rule of the fathers,” and perpetuates a system 

wherein men hold power and women largely do not, where the supreme deity remains 

exclusively male, the blame for humans’ fall from perfection is attributed to women, and 

the ultimate authority to interpret religious discourse belongs to men.99  

This chapter, “The Conservative Culture of Evangelicalism,” begins my multi-

layered discussion of the patriarchal structure of the evangelical movement. The purpose 

of this chapter is to establish a clear definition of the term “conservative evangelical 

culture” by overviewing the foundational components of the overall evangelical 

movement.  Within the first main section of this paper, I position the White evangelical 

movement as one that defies common categorization. I begin by overviewing scholarship 

from theologians and historians on the disputes and general problems encountered with

 
98 Sarah Diefendorf, “Evangelical Sexual Politics in Trump’s America” (PhD diss., University of 
Washington, 2018), July 31, 2018, accessed January 23, 2019, http://hdl.handle.net/1773/42547. 
99   Donald P. Levy, The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Sociology, ed. Gorge Ritzer (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 
2007), s.v. “Patriarchy.” See also Edward Sumerau, Irene Padavic, and Douglas P. Schrock, “‘Little Girls 
Unwilling to Do What’s Best for Them,’” Journal of Contemporary Ethnography 44, no. 3 (2014): 308. 
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defining the term “evangelical.” I further identify common problems surrounding 

quantification that arising from disparate research methods, confusion over 

denominational affiliation, and contradicting groups within the movement that self-

identify or resist the label of “evangelical.” 

Within the second main section of this chapter, I discuss the evangelical 

movement as a White, middle-class social movement that consists of conceptual 

theological unity, shared history, and transdenominational community. I then define 

“conservative evangelical culture” by offering a working definition of conservative 

evangelicalism, and establish the evangelical culture as one that cultivates a particular 

approach to contemporary culture, upholds specific views of morality and sexuality, 

insists on rigid gender roles, and is made up of a unique church structure. 

The Confusion of Categorization 

Beginning with the Protestant Reformation, the word “evangelical” simply meant 

“Protestant” or (almost as frequently), “anti-Catholic.” 100 The word evangelical is derived 

from the Greek New Testament word εὐαγγέλιον (euangélion, Latin: evangelium) which 

translated, means “good news”101 However, acknowledgment of these two details seems 

the only agreement evangelicals–or any other group–have ever had regarding the precise 

definition of “evangelical.”  

Past and previous attempts to establish a definition of evangelicalism have 

regularly been accompanied by acrimonious and unproductive debates – both among 

 
100 Linford D. “Evangelicals and Unevangelicals: The Contested History of a Word, 1500–1950.” Religion 
and American Culture 26, no. 2 (2016): 184-226. 
101 David E. Aune, “The Meaning of εὐαγγέλιον in the Inscriptiones of the Canonical Gospels,” in A 
Teacher for All Generations: Essays in Honor of James C. VanderKam, ed. Eric F. Mason, vol. 153 
(Netherlands: Brill, 2011), 857. 
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outsiders attempting to define the movement–and insiders who argue amongst themselves 

which person, church, or organization is really evangelical (or perhaps just a counterfeit 

version masquerading as the real thing). Sociologists Conrad Hackett and Michael 

Lindsay note that because the outcomes and conclusions of research surrounding issues 

within evangelicalism tend to vary depending on the researcher(s) own stated definition 

of the term itself, such an analysis must articulate a specific definition of evangelicalism, 

and that definition should best relate to the particular issue under analysis.102 With this in 

mind, I address here the confusion surrounding the term, define evangelicalism by stating 

its unifying theological beliefs, and then discuss how these beliefs, coupled with 

evangelical philosophies and practice, create evangelical culture. The descriptor 

evangelicalism, when mentioned by scholars, journalists, pundits, or perhaps a few co-

workers sharing a beer after work, could refer to the new mega-church in town, confusing 

voting behaviors, or anxious, White, conservative men. Referring to confusion 

surrounding the denotation of “evangelicalism,” Jonathan Merritt, wryly observes in The 

Atlantic, “To the pollster, it is a sociological term. To the pastor, it is a denominational or 

doctrinal term. And to the politician, it is a synonym for a White Christian 

Republican.”103  Mark Noll, a prominent evangelical scholar and author, attributes much 

of this generalized misunderstanding to “slippery usage” of the term by media outlets, 

journalists and critical pundits, announcing the misnomer as a “plague.104“  Noll 

 
102 Conrad Hackett and D. Michael Lindsay, “Measuring Evangelicalism: Consequences of Different 
Operationalization Strategies,” Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 47, no. 3 (2008). 
103 Jonathan Merritt, “Defining ‘Evangelical’: Its Meaning has Shifted Throughout Christianity’s Long 
History and Changes Depending on Who You Ask. Why?” The Atlantic, December 07, 2015, accessed 
November 19, 2018, https://tinyurl.com/yb264wy3/. 
104 Mark A. Noll, The Logic of Evangelicalism and the Challenges of Philanthropy (Indianapolis, IN: 
Center on Philanthropy at Indiana University, 2007), 8. Mark Noll is a prolific author and an American 
historian specializing in the history of Christianity in the United States. Noll was previously the research 
Professor of History at Regent College and was Francis A. McAnaney Professor of History at the 
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additionally admits, however, that the term “evangelicalism” itself has always been 

notoriously difficult to define, primarily because the movement has always been “diverse, 

flexible, adaptable, and multiform.”105  

The national prominence of Billy Graham in the 1950s provided much visibility 

to the evangelical movement–so much so, that by the 1960s, many Protestants who 

admired Billy Graham enthusiastically labeled themselves “evangelicals.” In the 1950s 

and 1960s, an evangelical was simply “anyone who likes Billy Graham.”106 But in 1987, 

when journalist Terry Mattingly asked Billy Graham to define the term “evangelical,” 

Graham replied: “Actually, that’s a question I’d like to ask somebody too.”107 Billy 

Graham, arguably America’s most famous evangelical preacher, struggled to describe 

“evangelical” in 1987, and I suggest the contemporary task is just as–if not more–

difficult.  

Russell Moore, a prominent Southern Baptist, observed how “many secular 

people think that all evangelicals are alike when there are multiple streams and 

theological and generational divides within evangelicalism.108 Church historian Mark 

Ellingsen direly (and accurately) predicted in 1988 that “the evangelical movement 

would never become a well-defined movement.”109 Feminist theologian Julie Ingersoll 

 
University of Notre Dame. Noll was named by Time magazine in 2005 as one of the twenty-five most 
influential evangelicals in America. 
105 Mark Noll, “The Future of Protestantism: Evangelicalism” at 424, original emphasis. 
106 George M. Marsden, “The Evangelical Denomination,” in Evangelicals: Who They Have Been, Are 
Now, and Could Be, ed. Mark A. Noll, David Bebbington, and George M. Marsden (Grand Rapids, MI: 
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2019), 17-30. 
107 Terry Mattingly, “Defining ‘Evangelical,’ or Not, in 2013,” On Religion (UExpress, January 11, 2013), 
https://www.uexpress.com/on-religion/2013/1/11/defining-evangelical-or-not-in-2013. 
108 Daniel Burke, “7 Types of Evangelicals - And How They’ll Affect the Presidential Race,” CNN Politics 
(Cable News Network, January 25, 2016), https://www.cnn.com/2016/01/22/politics/seven-types-of-
evangelicals-and-the-primaries/index.html. 
109 Mark Ellingsen, The Evangelical Movement: Growth, Impact, Controversy, Dialog (Minneapolis: 
Augsburg Publishing House, 1988), 100. 
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elaborates on how evangelicalism “is fraught with difficulties over definitions and 

terminology.” Ingersoll notes that “definitions for evangelical are elusive, and …so 

contextual (and even politicized) that they grow increasingly problematic.”110 Historian 

Molly Worthen notes the term is “mired in adjectives and qualifiers, contaminated by 

politicization and stereotype.”111 While often considered a “homogenous group”112  there 

exists no one single definition of “evangelicalism,” because, according to historical 

scholar George Marsden, evangelicalism “is not one entity but a coalition of fragmented 

subgroups, each with its own standards and agenda.”113  Historian Timothy Smith refers 

to the movement as a “mosaic” and a “kaleidoscope.”114  

Disparate Methods of Quantification 

First, it seems quite difficult to determine, exactly, the actual number of 

evangelicals in America. Scholars and researchers describe evangelicalism as either a 

declining movement, or a growing force.115 These discrepancies exist primarily because 

 
110 Julie Ingersoll, Evangelical Christian Women: War Stories in the Gender Battles (New York: New York 
University Press, 2003), 11-12. 
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Oxford University Press, 2016), 3. 
112 Monsma, S. V. (2017). What is an Evangelical? Does it Matter? Christian Scholars Review, 46, 
323-340. See also Mark A. Noll, “The Future of Protestantism: Evangelicalism,” in The Blackwell 
Companion to Protestantism, ed. Alister E. McGrath and Darren C. Marks (Oxford: Blackwell, 2004), 424. 
113 George M. Marsden, “‘Why No Major Evangelical University? The Loss and Recovery of Evangelical 
Advanced Scholarship,” in Making Higher Education Christian: The History and Mission of Evangelical 
Colleges in America, ed. Joel A. Carpenter and Kenneth W. Shipps (Eugene: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 
2019), 299. For a discussion of the varied relationships that different conservative Protestant groups have 
with evangelicalism, see Donald W. Dayton and Robert K. Johnston, eds., The Variety of American 
Evangelicalism (The University of Tennessee Press, 2001). 
114 The terms “mosaic” and “kaleidoscopes” describing evangelicalism were used by Timothy L. Smith, the 
former in “The Postfundamentalist Party,” a review of The Evangelicals in The Christian Century, 
February 4-11, 1976, 25, and the latter in “The Evangelical Kaleidoscope and the Call to Christian Unity,” 
Christian Scholars Review 1 5 (1986): 125-40. As a former member of this “kaleidoscopic” coalition, 
Smith’s definition resonates with me, but makes little sense to many others. 
115 David Masci and Gregory A. Smith, “Following Rev. Billy Graham’s Death, 5 Facts about U.S. 
Evangelical Protestants” (Pew Research Center, March 1, 2018), https://tinyurl.com/tpznfy7). “Though the 
percentage of Americans who identify with evangelical Protestant denominations has ticked downward, the 
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researchers tend to use differing operational methods of identification (such as self-

declared identification, or researcher-declared identification such as denominational 

membership, and/or election poll results).116 Leith Anderson and Ed Stetzer, writers for 

Christianity Today, a leading evangelical magazine, agree, and further explain that an 

evangelical can be “self-identified,” and/or identified as an evangelical by others because 

of denominational affiliation or adherence to “classic evangelical beliefs.” 117   

Intermeshing Denominations 

The terms “evangelical” and “evangelical church,” are often contradictorily 

understood because evangelicalism has never been an organized religion, but rather 

represents an “ever-diversifying series of local churches, parachurches,118 national and 

international ministries, and interlocking networks of publications, preachers, and 

personal contacts.”119 Although the evangelical movement originated from the Baptist 

denomination (and partially from Methodism and Presbyterianism) the evangelical 

movement has never consisted of any one particular denomination.120  For example, the 

central theology of some denominations is characteristically evangelical, but other 

denominations, while “broader in theological values and conviction… have strands of 

evangelicalism or minority groups of evangelicalism within them.”121 Some 

 
absolute number of evangelicals appears to be rising as the overall U.S. population grows. In 2014, there 
were roughly 62.2 million evangelical Protestant adults, up from about 59.8 million in 2007.” 
116 Christian Stephen Smith, American Evangelicalism: Embattled and Thriving (Chicago: The University 
of Chicago Press, 1998). 
117 Leith Anderson and Ed Stetzer, “Defining Evangelicals in an Election Year” (Christianity Today, April 
2016), https://tinyurl.com/thpa7ge) 
118 Parachurch organizations are Christian faith-based organizations that work outside and across 
denominations to engage in social welfare and evangelism. 
119 Noll 2014, 33. 
120 Mark A. Noll, Between Faith and Criticism: Evangelicals, Scholarship, and the Bible in America 
(Vancouver, B.C.: Regent College Publishing, 1998), 5. 
121 Some of the reasons for evangelicals not being part of denominations can be traced to the 
Fundamentalist– Modernist Controversy in American religion in the 1920s and 1930s, during which time 
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denominations do tend to be more evangelical in nature than others. According to 

religious historian George Marsden, “those who have the strongest sense of being 

“evangelicals” are persons with directly fundamentalist background, although persons 

from other traditions – Pentecostal, holiness, Reformed, Anabaptist, and others – often 

are deeply involved as well.”122 But realistically, many evangelical groups are comprised 

of various non-denominational churches – dispensational premillennialists and “hardline 

cultural conservatives” may or may not belong to any particular denomination.123   

Contingent Identification 

American Studies scholar Janelle Wong notes that “many who adhere to the key 

tenants of evangelical faith may not self-identify as ‘evangelical’ and those who do may 

be different systematically from those who do not.”124  Confusingly, while 65 percent of 

those who adhere to evangelical beliefs describe themselves as evangelicals, only 45 

percent of self-identified evangelicals follow “core evangelical beliefs.”125 According to 

 
conservatives lost numerical strength and control of some denominations and were either expelled from 
them or split and founded new denominations or remained independent.” Timothy J. Demy and Paul R. 
Shockley, Evangelical America: An Encyclopedia of Contemporary American Religious Culture (Santa 
Barbara: ABC-CLIO, 2017), 104. 
122 George M. Marsden, “The Evangelical Denomination,” in Evangelicals: Who They Have Been, Are 
Now, and Could Be, ed. Mark A. Noll, David Bebbington, and George M. Marsden (Grand Rapids, MI: 
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2019), 27. 
123 John Nelson Darby (1800-1882) was the founder of the Plymouth Brethren movement and the father of 
dispensationalism theology. See J.  Kristian Pratt, “Darby, John Nelson (1800–1882),” in The Encyclopedia 
of Christian Civilization, ed. George Thomas Kurian (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2012), 673-674. 
Dispensational premillennialists believe in a pre-tribulation rapture, and “emphasize the importance of the 
nation of Israel in the study of the end times, and how God will restore his chosen nation to greatness when 
Messiah returns.” See Jeffrey Khoo, “Dispensational Premillennialism in Reformed Theology: The 
Contribution of J.O. Buswell to the Millennial Debate,” Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society 44, 
no. 4 (December 2001): 697. See also Jason Bivins, Religion of Fear: The Politics of Horror in 
Conservative Evangelicalism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 11. 
124 Janelle Wong, “The Evangelical Vote and Race in the 2016 Presidential Election,” The Journal of Race, 
Ethnicity, and Politics 3, no. 1 (2018), 85. 
125 Bob Smietana, “Many Who Call Themselves Evangelical Don’t Actually Hold Evangelical Beliefs,” 
LifeWay Research, December 6, 2017, https://lifewayresearch.com/2017/12/06/many-evangelicals-dont-
hold-evangelical-beliefs/; Thomas S. Kidd, “Is the Term ‘Evangelical’ Redeemable?” in Evangelicals: Who 
They Have Been, Are Now, and Could Be, ed. Mark A. Noll, David Bebbington, and George M. Marsden 
(Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2019), 247-250. 
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the National Association of Evangelicals, many individuals and groups increasingly 

refuse to identify as evangelical, primarily because of the negative connotations attached 

to the term.126 (Interestingly, although Southern Baptists serve as an excellent illustration 

of “evangelical,” the Southern Baptist Convention has, until very recently, vehemently 

rejected the “evangelical” label entirely.)127 Boz Tchividjian, the grandson of Billy 

Graham, recently announced he no longer identifies himself as evangelical. “Evangelical 

isn’t like Baptist or Episcopalian, which can be clearly defined. The minute you use that 

term to someone, “you’re defined by how they interpret it.”128 Some argue the word 

“evangelical” has lost any positive meaning, and that “the word is a cover for racism, 

patriarchy, and all kinds of Trumpism.”129 And arbitrary rejection of the label is anything 

but a new phenomenon. Jerry Falwell, originally independent Baptist (but later alienated 

from other Baptist fundamentalists), once famously announced, “I used to like the word 

‘evangelical,’ but it has been corrupted. And you cannot let anybody tag you with that 

 
126 “What Is an Evangelical?,” National Association of Evangelicals (NAE/LifeWay Research, March 1, 
2021), https://www.nae.net/what-is-an-evangelical/.  
127 Jason K. Allen, The SBC and the 21st Century: Reflection, Renewal, & Recommitment (Nashville: 
Broadman & Holman Publishers, 2016); Justin Taylor, “Are Southern Baptists ‘Evangelicals?’” The 
Gospel Coalition, June 16, 2016, https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/blogs/evangelical-history/are-
southern-baptists-evangelicals/. In 1976 Foy Valentine of the Southern Baptist Christian Life Commission 
asserted: “Southern Baptists are not evangelicals. That’s a Yankee word. They want to claim us because we 
are big and successful and growing every year. But we 
have our own traditions, our own hymns, and more students in our seminaries than they have in all theirs 
put together. We don’t share politics or their fussy fundamentalism, and we don’t want to get involved in 
their theological witch-hunts” Foy Valentine, quoted by Kenneth L. Woodard in “Born Again! The Year of 
the 
Evangelicals,” Newsweek 88 (October 25, 1976), 76. 
128 Josiah Hesse, “‘Exvangelicals’: Why More Religious People Are Rejecting the Evangelical Label,” The 
Guardian (Guardian News and Media, November 3, 2017), 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/nov/03/evangelical-christians-religion-politics-trump. 
129 John Fea et al., “Evangelicalism and Politics” (The American Historian, November 2008), 
https://www.oah.org/tah/issues/2018/november/evangelicalism-and-politics/. 
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name anymore because every breed of religious animal hides under that tent today.”130 

Bob Jones Sr. of Bob Jones University declared, “I’ll tell you what an evangelical is: it’s 

someone who says to a liberal, ‘I’ll call you a Christian if you call me a scholar.’”131  

Additionally, various groups and individuals self-select the term “evangelical” to 

establish their theological identity and (what they consider to be) their “theological 

purity.”132 However, some who self-identify as “evangelical” disregard the theological 

markers of the movement.133 Second, the conflation of the term “evangelical” with “born 

again” often complicates understanding which groups self-identify with which term in 

two ways. “Born-again,” is an evangelical colloquialism derived from Jesus’ words in the 

New Testament that “describes a conversion experience in which a person encounters 

God and is spiritually transformed.”134 Since a main element of evangelicalism is the 

experience of personal conversion, often referenced as being “born-again,” many 

evangelicals reference these terms interchangeably.135 However, the label “born-again is 

problematic for two reasons. First, not all who self-identify as “evangelical” are 

completely aware of or fully understand the term “born-again.” For example, one large 

 
130 Justin Taylor, “The 4 Phases of Protestant Fundamentalism in America,” The Gospel Coalition, June 14, 
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Label,” The Review of Faith & International Affairs 17, no. 3 (March 2019): 7-19. 
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born-again-aren-t-2132632.php. In John 3:3, Jesus said, “I say to you, no one can see the kingdom of God 
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Analysis.,” Psychology of Religion and Spirituality, 2019, pp. 1-35. 
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study of evangelical Christian college students revealed that while acknowledging a 

“conversion experience” to Christianity, many students expressed unclear and/or 

disparate conceptualizations of the term.”136 Second, although many evangelicals describe 

themselves as “born-again,” not all who identify as “born-again Christians” are 

evangelical. Joe Carter of The Gospel Coalition explains that “…some Mormons even 

consider themselves to be ‘born again Christians,’ yet no evangelicals (that I’ve ever 

known) would consider Mormonism a branch of evangelicalism.”137  

The Evangelical Movement 

While the associated array of doctrines, practices, and persuasions surrounding 

and entrenched in evangelicalism defy easy explanation, defining “evangelical,” is not an 

impossible task. Evangelicalism can be defined, and I begin the process in this section by 

describing the general evangelical movement as a White, middle-class social movement 

that consists of conceptual theological unity, shared history, and transdenominational 

community.138 

 
136 John D. Foubert, Matthew Brosi, and Dale Fuqua, “Explaining the Wind: How Self-Identified Born-
Again Christians Define What Born Again Means to Them,” Journal of Psychology and Christianity 31, 
no. 3 (2012), 
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A White Social Movement 

In Evangelicalism: An Americanized Christianity, Richard Kyle notes that above 

all, evangelicalism is “a movement, an ethos, and a mood.”139 While some theologians 

and scholars prefer to reference evangelicalism as a “tradition,”140 theological scholar 

Brian Steensland explains, regarding evangelicalism as a “tradition” suggests 

evangelicalism is “frozen in time.”141 But because evangelicalism is anything but 

stagnant, I emphasize here before beginning the subsequent discussion of doctrinal 

hallmarks and shared history, that evangelism is a White, middle-class social movement 

that continually morphs and changes–and will continue to do so.142 

In Shaking the World for Jesus, Heather Hendershot remarks that the “center” of 

evangelicalism is made up of “middle-class, mostly-White Christians.”143  In Jesus and 

Justice: Evangelicals, Race, and American Politics, Peter Heltzel provides a helpful 

deconstruction of why the general evangelical movement primary consists of White 
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people. Heltzel points out that one main reason lies in “its deep, White evangelical root 

system…” and as a result, “many historical accounts classify evangelicalism as an almost 

entirely White phenomenon.”144 In constructing evangelicalism’s White identity, it is 

additionally relevant to note that although evangelicalism may at times in the past been 

associated with “lower class and status positions,” or as the “religion of the dispossessed”  

within the past few decades, White evangelicals have generally become “well educated 

[and] economically well off.”145 

While my discussion is mainly of White, conservative evangelicals, which I 

discuss at length further in this chapter, I briefly note here (and elaborate further in later 

in this discussion) that the evangelical movement as a whole is both racially and 

politically diverse.146 For example, historian Janelle Wong notes that Latino and Asian 

evangelical churches in the United States are the “largest and fastest growing” 
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legitimacy.” See Max Weber, The Sociology of Religion (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 1991), 107.See also 
Omri Elisha, “The Spiritual Injuries of Class,” in Moral Ambition: Mobilization and Social Outreach in 
Evangelical Megachurches (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011), 121. 
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organizations.147 In Religion and Politics in the United States, Kenneth Wald and Allison 

Calhoun-Brown explain that Black Protestant churches exist as a unique category within 

evangelicalism because of their “historical situation, social role, and organizational 

independence.”148 I discuss Black churches and their relationship to “White conservative 

evangelicalism” further in the following chapters. 

Conceptual Theological Unity 

Among the general uproar over what “evangelical” is supposed to mean, noted 

evangelical theological scholars Mark Noll and David Bebbington established which 

theological characteristics evangelical groups hold in common.149 In general, 

“evangelical” refers to Protestants who emphasize a personal relationship with Jesus 

Christ, who believe that the Bible is historically accurate, who believe that the Bible is 

the only reliable guide for understanding life and God, and, since they believe that their 

faith saves them from “eternal damnation,” actively encourage others to follow Jesus 

 
147 Janelle S. Wong, “The Role of Born-Again Identity on the Political Attitudes of Whites, Blacks, Latinos, 
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Christ as well.150  Mark Noll specifically recommends the “Bebbington Quadrilateral” as 

“the most serviceable general definition.”151 Religious historian David Bebbington 

formulated what he proclaimed a “quadrilateral” of four core evangelical doctrines–

conversionism, activism, biblicism, and crucicentrism.152 According to Bebbington, 

evangelicalism’s conversionism is the belief that individual lives must be transformed by 

“the power of Christ and his Holy Spirit” through a specific, personal event where an 

individual becomes “born-again.” Second, the movement’s activism entails activities 

such as missionary work and philanthropy. Third, evangelical’s biblicism involves the 

view of the Bible as the inerrant and infallible word of God. Fourth, evangelicalism’s 

crucicentrism emphasizes the sacrifice of Christ on the cross to atone for the sins of 

humanity.153 

Historian Timothy Gloege acknowledges that while “Bebbington’s definition was 

a valuable steppingstone” the Bebbington Quilateral consists of terms that are both 

unmeasurable and not unique to evangelicals. In particular, Bebbington’s definition 

“confuses common, ill-defined, features of Protestantism or Western Christianity for 

 
150 Wendy Murray, The Beliefnet Guide to Evangelical Christianity (New York: Three Leaves Press, 2005), 
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 Hyman, 1989), 1. 
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evangelical particularities.”154 Theologian and philosopher Richard Mouw elaborates that 

the evangelical movement is not unique Christian group in their belief in any of these 

four principles or even in “holding all four of them together.” Rather, the movement is 

distinctive in “that these items are singled out as key theological basics, and that they are 

held in a certain way” (emphasis original).155 Mouw’s claim that “the certain way” 

evangelicals observe these four principles separates them from a more “nominal” 

Christianity. Political scientist scholar Corwin Smidt provides further clarity by 

specifically delineating how these four categories differentiate evangelicals from 

mainline Protestants.156 

First, evangelicals are “theologically exclusive” in their emphasis that order to be 

“saved” (become a Christian) conversionism, a specific religious conversion experience–

becoming “born again” –  must occur. Mainline Protestants do not necessarily view 

conversion as any one specific event, but rather explain their Christianity as “being 

nurtured in the faith,” a general commitment to religion and morality, or regular church 

attendance.157 Second, mainline Protestants and evangelicals differ in their approach to 

activism. In contrast to Mainline Protestants, who advocate a “social gospel” approach to 
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social reform,158 the belief that social transformation will follow individual conversionism 

urges evangelicals to “spread the gospel” (share their Christian faith and religious 

viewpoints). This “passionate nature” toward being evangelistic is noted as a “common 

denominator” among members of the group. 159 Further, evangelical biblicism emphasizes 

that the Bible is the infallible and literal Word of God, whereas mainline Protestantism 

suggests that the Bible perhaps “contains the word of God or becomes the Word of God” 

to the Christian who reads it.160 Evangelicals additionally refuse to “allow churchly 

authority to ‘correct,’ [the Bible] or to supplement[it] in relativizing ways.”161 Finally, 

evangelicals are “theologically exclusive” in their belief in crucicentrism, the conviction 

that “Christ’s death was the crucial matter in providing reconciliation between a holy 
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Green: Bowling Green State University Popular Press, 1988). The movement also advocated what Ohio 
minister Washington Gladden termed “social salvation.” See Washington  
Gladden, Social Salvation (Boston: Houghton Mifflin and Company, 1902). 
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practice. I mean an attitude–an attitude towards God and our neighbor and our mission that is passionate. 
Brian D. McLaren, A Generous Orthodoxy: Why I Am a Missional, Evangelical, Post/Protestant, 
Liberal/Conservative, Mystical/Poetic, Biblical, Charismatic/Contemplative, Fundamentalist/Calvinist, 
Anabaptist/Anglican, Methodist, Catholic, Green, Incarnational, Depressed-Yet-Hopeful, Emergent, 
Unfinished Christian (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2006), 117. 
160 Corwin E. Smidt, “Evangelical and Mainline Protestants at the Turn of the Millennium: Taking Stock 
and Looking Forward,” in From Pews to Polling Places: Faith and Politics in the American Religious 
Mosaic, ed. Matthew J. Wilson (Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press, 2007), 33. 
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17, 2019), https://www.christianitytoday.com/scot-mcknight/2019/april/movement-formerly-called-
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God and sinful humans.”162 In contrast, mainline Protestants are more apt to be 

“universalistic,” pronouncing that there are “many roads unto salvation.”163 

Shared History 

Various scholars discuss the history of evangelicalism by elaborating on the 

multiple associated people, places, and convictions. For the purpose of my discussion 

here, it is sufficient to state that the movement has morphed through four specific eras, 

which Joustra summarizes as “the genesis of evangelicalism in America, evangelicalism 

during and after the American Revolution, evangelicalism near the turn of the century, 

and evangelicalism in the era of the Moral Majority.”164 In this section, I also suggest the 

contemporary era of evangelicalism can be understood as the era of political identity. 

Early America 

The first evangelical era situated “the shared experiences and encounters of early 

evangelicalism” in England and early America. The history of evangelicalism in America 

began with a series of 18th century evangelistic revivals.165 The three primary figures of 

this era in the early 18th century were George Whitefield, John Wesley, and Jonathan 

Edwards, all three of whom were evangelists, theologians, hymnists, and preachers.166 

 
162 Rich Lowry, “‘Crucicentrism’” (National Review, October 10, 2017), 
https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/crucicentrism-rich-lowry/. 
163 Lyman A. Kellstedt, Corwin E. Smidt, and Paul M.  Kellstedt, “Religious Tradition, Denomination, and 
Commitment: White Protestants and the 1988 Election,” in The Bible and The Ballot Box: Religion And 
Politics In The 1988 Election (New York: Routledge, 2019), 138-159. 
164 Jessica Joustra, “What Is an Evangelical? Examining the Politics, History, and Theology of a Contested 
Label,” The Review of Faith & International Affairs 17, no. 3 (March 2019), 10. Joustra emphasizes that 
throughout each of these four eras, evangelicals never functioned as “one, united movement as they applied 
their faith to cultural, social, and political contexts.”  
165 Jo Ann Schneider and Isaac Morrison, “Comparing Strategies to Maintain Connections Between Faith 
Communities and Organizations Across Religions,” 2010, 1-98 

166 Thomas S. Kidd, The Great Awakening: The Roots of Evangelical Christianity in Colonial America 
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2009), xi; Mark A. Noll, A History of Christianity in the United 
States (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1992), 91-93. 
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“More than any other two preachers,” according to historian Jemar Tisby, “George 

Whitefield and Jonathan Edwards symbolized the spiritual revival” of this evangelical era 

in America.”167 The evangelical movement became a “permanent fixture of American 

religious life” with the arrival of George Whitefield, a notable and passionate evangelist, 

to America in 1730. Jonathan Edwards, Edwards, with theology from the Reformed and 

Puritan traditions, is noted for the rhetoric within his well-known sermon, Sinners in the 

Hands of an Angry God.168 

Post-Revolutionary War 

The second era of evangelicalism, as explained by evangelical scholar Mark Noll, 

occurred after the American Revolutionary War, when it became a prevalent social and 

political force.169 Before the revolution, evangelicals fell into four different categories: 

“patriot evangelicals,” “reformist evangelicals,” “Loyalist evangelicals,” and “sojourning 

evangelicals.”170 After the revolution, evangelicalism both expanded and divided into 

“elites and populists” that according to Noll, “paralleled, reflected, and perhaps even 

influenced the division between Federalists and Democratic-Republicans.”171 Following 

the reactive turn away from the “Social Gospel” known as the “Great Reversal,”172 

Evangelicals focused their resources and organizational initiatives on conversion. This 

 
167 Jemar Tisby, The Color of Compromise: The Truth about the American Church’s Complicity in Racism 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2019), 46. 
168 Jonathan Edwards, Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God. A Sermon Preached at Enfield, July 8th, 
1741, ed. Reiner Smolinski (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska-Lincoln Libraries, 1741). 
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ed. Mark A. Noll, David Bebbington, and George A. Rawlyk (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 
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171 Noll, “Evangelical Social Influence,” 117. 
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emphasis was captured by a famous quote from evangelist Dwight L. Moody: “I look 

upon this world as a wrecked vessel. God has given me a lifeboat and said to me, 

‘Moody, save all you can!’”173   

The Guiled Age 

The third era of evangelicalism is noted by sociologist James Davison Hunter as 

“the gilded age of American Protestantism.”174 This era began when evangelicalism was 

“unquestionably predominant, not only in the religious life of America, but in the broader 

culture.”175 However, the end of this era at the turn of the century (1880-1919)? was 

marked by the rise of modernism, urbanization, industrializations, and publications such 

as The Origins of Species. Hunter refers to this time as the “disestablishment of American 

Protestantism,”176 a time when evangelicals began to ask themselves hard questions about 

their foundational theological and historical beliefs. In particular, evangelicals tried to 

decide if these beliefs allowed them involvement with larger, modern culture and society, 

or were they compelled to adopt “a posture of separatism.”177 

The Minor and Major Majority 

The fourth distinct era of evangelicalism featured increasing involvement in 

American evangelical social action in the 1970s and 1980s. The 1976 presidential 

campaign and election of Jimmy Carter functioned to influence the evangelical 

movement in two primary areas. First, Carter’s campaign “was the central mobilizing 

 
173 William Haven Daniels, Moody: His Words, Work, and Workers (New York: Nelson & Phillips, 1877), 
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force which propelled White evangelicals into the electoral arena.”178 (Theological 

scholar David Swartz also notes that the Carter’s campaign and election “illuminated the 

incoherence of evangelical politics.”179 For example, many evangelicals were quite 

surprised – and chagrined - to discover that many southern evangelicals were 

Democrats.)180 Second, and more significantly, the events surrounding the Carter 

campaign galvanized the inception of the “evangelical left,” otherwise known as the 

“Moral Minority,” a movement that subsequently mobilized the formation of the “Moral 

Majority.” 

In October 1976, the cover story of Newsweek featured journalist Kenneth 

Woodward’s article, “Born Again! The Year of the Evangelicals,”181 which attributed the 

election of Jimmy Carter as the president of the United States of America to a strong 

evangelical voting bloc. In particular, the article in Newsweek focused on younger 

evangelicals, citing their stated commitment to social action, and their goal to close “the 

gap between private and public demonstrations of faith.”182 This evangelical political 

action, according to Woodward, was mobilized by progressive political causes: a “moral 

minority,” or as they came to be known, as the “evangelical left.”183  

 
178 Jared A. Farley, “The Politicalization of the American Evangelical Press, 1960-1981: A Test of the 
Ideological Theory of Social Movement Mobilization.” (Dissertation, 2006), https://etd.ohiolink.edu/. 
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180 Sara Diamond, Spiritual Warfare: The Politics of the Christian Right (Boston: South End Press, 
1989), 56:: “Nearly half of the nation’s evangelicals voted for Carter, among Baptists in 
particular, the Democratic voting percentage was closer to 60 percent.” 
181 Kenneth L Woodward, “Born Again! The Year of the Evangelicals,” Newsweek, October 25, 1976, 68-
78. 
182 Woodward, “Born Again!” 76. 
183 David R. Swartz, Moral Minority: the Evangelical Left in an Age of Conservatism (Philadelphia: 
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During Carter’s campaign, many evangelicals were gratified by his open 

profession as a “born again Christian,”184 his claim to “a very close, intimate, personal 

relationship with God,” and his frequent public announcements that “the most important 

thing in my life is Jesus Christ.” 185 Liberal activists, Democrats, Republicans, and both 

Black and White evangelicals claimed him as their own, and voted accordingly.186  

The “evangelical left” or the “Moral Minority” appeared directly before the 

solidification of the Moral Majority in the 1980’s. The inception of the “evangelical left” 

officially began in 1973, when, as historian David Swartz details, fifty evangelical 

leaders held a meeting of what they called an “emerging group of evangelical social 

activists,” with the goal of connecting “progressive politics and evangelical piety.”187  

 
184 Dan F. Hahn, “One’s Reborn Every Minute: Carter’s Religious Appeal in 1976,” Communication 
Quarterly 28, no. 3 (1980): 56-62; Ronald B. Flowers, “President Jimmy Carter, Evangelicalism, Church-
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Broadway Books, 1996), 150. 
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However, as historian George Marsden details in Understanding Fundamentalism 

and Evangelicalism, “After the Vietnam War and the presidency of Richard Nixon, a 

new, more religious coalition began to coalesce around ethical issues such as 

antiabortion, antipornography, anti-ERA, and symbolic religious issues such as school 

prayer.”188 In this period of culture wars and the rise of alignment between a significant 

number of evangelicals and the Republican party in the Moral Majority there was, states 

Swartz, a “surge of conservatism that swept Ronald Reagan into power.”189 By the 1980s, 

the Moral Majority and its related political concerns became tantamount to “evangelical” 

to many, both inside and outside the movement.190 

Political Identity 

The contemporary political identity of White evangelicals can be summarized 

with the fact that 81% of White evangelicals voted for Donald Trump in the 2016 

presidential election.191 Although some point to the alignment of White evangelicalism 

with the Republican party as “comparatively new,”192 (beginning with the 1960’s and 

then strongly entrenched by the early 1980’s), White evangelicalism has increasingly 
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become a political label to describe White, ideologically conservative voters.193   

Particularly since the recent presidential election of Donald Trump, which was largely 

made possible by the overwhelming support of White, evangelical voters, religious and 

non-religious groups alike understand evangelicalism in general “through a political lens 

instead of a theological one.”194 As Mark Young, President of Denver Seminary (an 

evangelical Christian establishment), laments, the 2016 election demonstrated a 

“subjugation of evangelicalism’s theological identity and missional priority to political 

partisanship.”195 Similarly, Mark Labberton, President of Fuller Theological Seminary 

(also an evangelical institution) recently expressed regret that the word “evangelical” 

means nothing other than a “passionately defended, theo-political brand.”196  

It is also relevant to note here that while Hispanic, Black, and Asian evangelicals 

are “very similar in terms of general doctrine,” as White evangelicals,197 the groups hold 
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differing political identifications.198 For example, those who attend Black churches 

(evangelical and non-evangelical) are “strongly likely to identify as Democrats, to 

approve of Democratic presidents,” and vote accordingly.199 

Transdenominational Community 

My mention of the evangelical transdenominational community refers to the 

“complicated infrastructures of institutions and persons who identify with 

evangelicalism.”200 Sociologist Michael Lindsay notes the contemporary and concerted 

effort within evangelicalism toward “cultural engagement” and “societal transformation,” 

and that in particular, parachurch organizations–and their related networks–are the 

primary method through which evangelicalism attempts to “legitimate the movement to 

the wider public.”201 

Christian Smith in American Evangelicalism: Embattled and Thriving, notes that 

evangelical churches…  

…[are] wide open for inventive leaders to emerge and launch new 
initiatives. Entrepreneurial evangelical leaders…[often] generate their own 
new evangelical churches, colleges, missions boards, parachurch 
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ministries, radio programs, publishing ventures, biblical teachings, and 
spiritual programs.202 

Other parachurch organizations include evangelical day schools, colleges and 

universities, media companies, and various political groups.203 Some well-known 

evangelical universities include Liberty University, Moody Bible Institute, Wheaton 

College, Bob Jones University, among others. Some central evangelical institutions 

include Campus Crusade for Christ, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, and the National 

Association of Evangelicals.204 Evangelical media groups publish magazines such as 

Christianity Today, and books, manuals, and other materials are produced by broader 

groups such as The Evangelical Christian Publishers Association. The texts, broadcasts, 

songs, and discussions that radio personalities, televangelists, musicians, and bloggers 

produce function as the social atmosphere of the conservative evangelical community. 

The goal of this chapter was to articulate a clear definition of the term 

“conservative evangelical culture” through overviewing foundational components of the 

evangelical movement.  Within the next chapter, “The Problem of Perpetual Patriarchy,” 

I discuss the patriarchal system as a structure in which men possess and control women, 

and understandings of class position women as either “respectable” or “disreputable.” I 

demonstrate that while patriarchy remains “a living, breathing, and dangerous entity that 

continues to be a palpable presence in all our lives,” the operation and mobilization of the 

patriarchal structure depends on variables such as race, class, and sexual orientation.205  
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CHAPTER THREE: THE PROBLEM OF PERPETUAL PATRIARCHY 

Introduction 

“It is fashionable,” says Andrea Dworkin, “to think that women, who have come a 

long way, baby, are entirely removed from chattel status. It is fashionable to think that the 

chattel status of women is ancient, buried with the old cities of defunct civilizations.”206 I 

imagine this feminist-inspired advertising slogan for Virginia Slims cigarettes from 1968 

will always be much more fashionable than (and preferable to) pondering the status of 

women as chattel.207  The various implications of the well-known phrase, “You’ve Come 

A long Way, Baby,” are ironic and absurd (and depressing, if I think about them too 

much). Several print versions of this early attempt at “femvertising” (a too-obvious 

appeal to late 1960s second-wave ideology) juxtaposed black and white photos of women 

before the women’s rights era with colorful photos of the 1960s “New Woman,” who, 

now supposedly free from oppression, confidently smoked a cigarette.208 I usually smirk 

sarcastically to myself at how this ironic early version of “femvertising” simultaneously
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infantilized women while touting cigarettes as a symbol of their “empowerment.”209 After 

my typical mental review of various infuriating cultural phrases (while still missing those 

cigarettes I used to smoke) I resume speculating why patriarchy is so damn persistent. 

Obviously, this attempt to sell Virginia Slims cigarettes by encapsulating second-wave 

feminists’ resistance to “sexist, racist, capitalistic patriarchy” was (and is) ridiculous and 

somewhat dismissive.210 However, I am more concerned by evidence that “we” haven’t 

“come a long way,” after all. I do notice, that in general, feminist ideologies and 

emphases continue to evolve, becoming more inclusive and diverse. I also notice how 

closely so many women’s daily, lived experiences continue to reflect oppressive 

patriarchal arrangements from ancient times. 

Since evangelicalism itself is grounded in patriarchal assumptions surrounding 

women, I dedicate this particular chapter to an overview of the overall structure and 

ideology of patriarchy. I begin by defining patriarchy as a system wherein men possess 

women. Following this, I explain the origin of the patriarchal structure, and then discuss 

how this structure contributes to notions surrounding family and class status separating 

women as either “respectable” or “disreputable.” 
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I conclude by noting that while patriarchy remains “a living, breathing, and dangerous 

entity that continues to be a palpable presence in all our lives,” the operation of the 

patriarchal structure depends on variables such as race, class, and sexual orientation.211 

The Ideological System of Patriarchy 

The term ”patriarchy” means “rule of the father,” and is derived from the Greek 

word πατριάρχης (patriarkhēs), which translated means “father of a race,” or “chief of a 

race.”212 The system of patriarchy operates through both its structure and its associated 

ideologies.213 The structure of patriarchy consists of a dominant group, made up of “a 

highly-stratified hierarchy that dictates who has access to which positions; by definition, 

certain groups are superior, while other groups are subservient.”214 Associated with the 

structure of patriarchy are ideologies within patriarchal systems that exist as the “means 

by which the dominant group utilizes internal controls to force acceptance of the structure 

and to prevent the subordinate group from rebelling.”215 Sylvia Walby writes how the 

structure of patriarchy, comprised of “practices in which men dominate, oppress and 

exploit women,” appears within modes of production, employment practices, government 

policies, male violence, sexuality, and “cultural institutions, such as religion, the media 
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Journal of Law and Feminism 2 (1990), 264.  See also Janet Rifkin, “Toward a Theory of Law and 
Patriarchy,” Harvard Women’s Law Journal 3 (1980), 83, who defines patriarchy as a “group organization 
in which males hold dominant power and determine what part females shall and shall not play, and in 
which capabilities assigned to women are relegated generally to the mystical and aesthetic and excluded 
from the practical and political realms, these realms being regarded as separate and mutually exclusive.” 
215 McDonald, “Battered Wives,” 264. 
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and education.”216 Carol Christ fittingly defines patriarchy as “a system of male 

dominance, rooted in the ethos of war which legitimates violence, sanctified by religious 

symbols, in which men dominate women through the control of female sexuality.”217 

 In Why History Matters, Lerner expounds that patriarchy is enacted as “a 

hierarchical, militaristic organization in which resources, property, status and privileges 

are allocated to persons in accordance with culturally defined gender roles.”218 Likewise, 

in The Creation of Patriarchy, Gerda Lerner defines patriarchy as “the manifestation and 

institutionalization of male dominance over women and children in the family and the 

extension, of male dominance over women in society in general.”219 Lerner notes that 

while patriarchy has “gone through many forms” it currently exists as “an 

institutionalized pattern of male dominance in society.”220 Lerner further demonstrates 

how patriarchy ensures that “men hold power in all the important institutions of society 

and that women are deprived of access to such power.”221  From among many relevant 

and useful feminist discussions available, I primarily rely on Gerda Lerner’s 

understanding of patriarchy as a system that assumes male ownership of women as 

 
216 Sylvia Walby, “Theorizing Patriarchy,” Sociology 23, no. 2 (May 1989), 214. See also Sylvia Walby, 
Theorizing Patriarchy (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1990), 20. Feminist attorney and scholar Janet Rifkin 
writes: “By patriarchy, I mean any kind of group organization in which males hold dominant power and 
determine what part females shall and shall not play, and in which capabilities assigned to women are 
relegated generally to the mystical and aesthetic and excluded from the practical and political realms, these 
realms being regarded as separate and mutually exclusive.” See Janet Rifkin, “Toward a Theory of Law 
and Patriarchy,” Harvard Women’s Law Journal 3 (1980), 83. 
217 Carol P. Christ, “A New Definition of Patriarchy: Control of Women’s Sexuality, Private Property, and 
War,” Feminist Theology 24, no. 3 (2016), 214. 
218 Gerda Lerner, “Rethinking the Paradigm,” in Why History Matters: Life and Thought (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1998), 146-147. 
219 Gerda Lerner, The Creation of Patriarchy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), 239. 
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“property” (in which men possess and control female sexuality) and enforces class 

distinctions that divide women as either “respectable” or “disreputable.”  

Men Possessing “Respectable” Women 

From the inception of patriarchy, two key patriarchal power structures have 

enforced women’s sexual and physical subordination: the father-dominated family, and 

an “artificial division” of women as “respectable” or “not-respectable.”222 Contemporary 

versions of these two arrangements, which created a “rigid distinction between public and 

private” serve to “justify female subordination and to shield human rights abuses in the 

home from public scrutiny.”223  

In “A Female Property,” cultural critic and author Lewis Hyde discusses the 

notion of “property,” writing: 

“Property,” by one old definition, is a “right of action.” To possess, to 
enjoy, to use, to destroy, to sell, to rent, to give or bequeath, to 
improve, to pollute – all of these are actions, and a thing (or a person) 
becomes a “property” whenever someone has “in it” the right of any 
such action.224 

According to Gerda Lerner, in The Creation of Patriarchy, the first power 

structure, the patriarchal family arrangement assuming women as property possessed by 

the father, “is the cell out of which the larger body of patriarchal dominance arises.”225 

Lerner demonstrates how the concept of “women as property,” developed from 3100 

 
222 While I provide here a brief sketch of the origins and details of these two ideologies, further along in 
this analysis, I do explore in greater detail the ways in which the patriarchal family and the 
“Madonna/Whore” dichotomy manifest within evangelical purity culture. 
223 Fatmagül Berktay, “Gender and Violence in Turkey: An Introduction,” in Business Against Intimate 
Partner Violence: A Case of Participatory Action, ed. Melsa Ararat (Singapore: Springer, 2019), 82. 
224 Lewis Hyde, “A Female Property,” in The Gift: How the Creative Spirit Transforms the World, 3rd ed. 
(New York: Vintage Books, 2019), 122. 
225 Lerner, The Creation of Patriarchy, 209. 
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B.C. to 600 B.C. in the Near East.226 During the hunter-gatherer era, woman gave birth, 

nursed, and raised children, while men hunted and gathered food.227 This gendered 

division of labor was culturally accepted as both functional and advantageous for both 

men and women. The notion of “private property” evolved from the commodification of 

women when the hunter-gatherer system shifted to the agricultural “Neolithic period.” 228 

Men participated in an “exchange of women,” and consequently “women themselves 

became a resource, acquired by men much as the land was acquired by men.”229 Women 

no longer participated in a “mutually-agreed upon division of labor;” instead, conquering 

men exploited women’s sexual and reproductive capacities, and created “slave women 

and children [who] were the first property in these societies.”230 As a consequence, says 

Lerner, “the exploitation of human labor and the sexual exploitation of women became 

inextricably linked.”231 

As male dominance increased within these archaic structures, the father-

dominated family also evolved as a “mixture of paternalism and unquestioned 

authority.”232 Early laws allowed fathers unlimited authority over wives and children, and 

regulated women’s sexual behavior. This family arrangement, says Lerner, was one 

 
226 While “men make their own history,” says Karl Marx, “they do not make it just as they please; they do 
not make it under circumstances chosen by themselves, but under circumstances directly encountered, 
given and transmitted from the past.”  See Erik Olin Wright, “What Is Analytical Marxism?,” in Rational 
Choice Marxism, ed. Terrell Carver and Paul Thomas (Houndmills: Macmillan, 1995), 21. 
227 Lerner, The Creation of Patriarchy, 29. 
228 “Broadly speaking, [western] attitudes to property are associated with the development of capitalism and 
with the notion of the commodity. Property for us is based on the idea of ‘private ownership’ which confers 
on the individual the right to use and to disposal. Property is thus seen as valued goods/objects which can 
be transferred between legally constructed individuals.” Hirschon Renée, Women and Property - Women as 
Property (London: Croom Helm, 1984), 2. 
229 Lerner, The Creation of Patriarchy, 212, 214 
230 Ibid, 56. 
231 Ibid, 56. 
232 Ibid, 121. 
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where male offspring became free once they married and became heads of their own 

families, but “the subordination of female children and of wives [was] lifelong.”233 

Women’s only avenue for escape was to “place themselves as wives under the 

dominance/protection of another man.”234 This scenario mobilized the second power 

structure, class distinctions positioning women as either “respectable” or not 

“respectable.” 

According to Lerner, the power structures surrounding ideas of “class” 

additionally institutionalized sexual subordination of women. While class hierarchy for 

men originated from “their occupations or on their father’s social status,” class 

distinctions diving women as “respectable” versus “disreputable” depended on two 

separate factors.235  The first, “their relationship – or absence of such – to a man who 

protects them,” and second, “their sexual activities” determined which women were 

“respectable” or “disreputable.”236  A “respectable” woman was a “private woman,” 

meaning she was attached to (or more accurately owned by) a man. In contrast, a 

“public” (unattached) woman was “disreputable,” because her sexuality was available – 

and provided – to many men. A significant and cultural perspective resulting from this 

arrangement, known as the “Madonna/Whore” dichotomy, exists within patriarchal 

societies as a way to distinguish ‘good’ girls from ‘bad’ girls, and to control, dissuade, 

punish and alienate women that step outside the bounds of socially acceptable 

behavior.”237  

 
233 Ibid 218. 
234 Ibid, 240. 
235 Ibid, 139. 
236 Ibid, 9. 
237 Barbara G. Brents, Gayle Morris, and Lisa Licausi, “Prostitution,” in Women and Work: A Handbook, 
ed. Sonia Carreon et al. (New York: Garland Publishing, 1996), 221. 
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Patriarchal Bargains 

Patriarchal constraints, says Lerner, do not render women completely and 

hopelessly oppressed. Instead, women’s position of subordination “allows for the 

possibility of collusion… the possibility of voluntary acceptance of subordinate status in 

exchange of protection and privilege.”238  Deniz Kandiyoti’s term “patriarchal bargain” 

recognizes the various active and passive strategies women employ when negotiating 

(and surviving) patriarchal systems.239 Maxine Molyneux rejects the notion that such 

compromises and “bargains” indicate women’s “false consciousness,” but that a different, 

or more direct approach, “could threaten the practical interests of some women, or entail 

a cost in the loss of forms of protection.”240  Kandiyoti concedes that while “patriarchal 

bargains” are never completely “good buys” for the women who negotiate them, they do 

afford opportunities they may not otherwise obtain. However, Lerner acknowledges these 

types of situations and agreements “characterize so much of the historical experience of 

women,” and can scarcely be considered ideal.241  

Intersectional Variables 

While I have established that patriarchal systems regularly oppress women, it is 

important to remember, as noted by Chandra Talpade Mohanty, that there is no 

“universal patriarchal framework” of oppression that “can be applied universally and 

cross-culturally.”242 Factors such as race, class, socioeconomic position, and 

 
238 Lerner, 234. 
239 Deniz Kandiyoti, “Bargaining With Patriarchy,” Gender & Society 2, no. 3 (1988): pp. 274-290, 275. 
240 Maxine Molyneux, “Mobilization without Emancipation? Women’s Interests, the State, and Revolution 
in Nicaragua,” Feminist Studies 11, no. 2 (1985), 234. 
241 Lerner, 234. 
242 Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Feminism without Borders: Decolonizing Theory, Practicing Solidarity 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2003), 20-21. 
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heteronormative standards cause women to encounter and suffer from patriarchal 

oppression in vastly different ways. 243  

The term “intersectionality” refers to theories and practices that analyze how 

forms of oppression exist simultaneously. Kimberlé Crenshaw first coined the theory of 

intersectionality in her 1989 article “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex,” 

in which she used the term as a metaphor to demonstrate how “boundaries of sex and race 

discrimination doctrine are defined respectively by White women’s and Black men’s 

experiences.”244 In her 1991 work, “Mapping the Margins,” Crenshaw further defined 

intersectionality as structural, political, and representational.245 According to Crenshaw, 

structural intersectionality involves how “the intersection of race and gender makes our 

actual experience of domestic violence, rape, and remedial reform qualitatively different 

than that of White women.”246  

In Black Feminist Thought, Patricia Hill Collins expanded on Crenshaw’s 

definition by observing intersectionality to be “particular forms of intersecting 

oppressions, for example, intersections of race and gender, or of sexuality and nation.” 

Further, claimed Crenshaw, these “intersectional paradigms remind us that oppression 

 
243 Both Carol Christ and Gerda Lerner (among other feminist scholars) agree that the patriarchal “system 
of domination” I describe here is not necessarily permanent and unchangeable. Christ points out how some 
cultures never adopted patriarchal arrangements, and that the structure we currently endure is “neither 
eternal nor inevitable.” See Christ, “A New Definition of Patriarchy,” 216. Gerda Lerner notes that since 
patriarchy “has a beginning in history,” patriarchy can similarly “be ended by historical process.” See 
Lerner, The Creation of Patriarchy, 6. Judith Bennett confirms, “the history of patriarchy is not just a 
history of men; it is a history of women as survivors and resistors of patriarchy.” See Judith M. Bennett, 
“Patriarchal Equilibrium,” in History Matters: Patriarchy and the Challenge of Feminism (University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 59. 
244 Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist 
Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory, and Antiracist Politics,” University of Chicago 
Legal Forum, 1989,143. 
245 Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence 
against Women of Color,” Stanford Law Review 43, no. 6 (1991): pp. 1241-99. 
246 Crenshaw, “Mapping the Margins,” 1245. 
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cannot be reduced to one fundamental type, and that oppressions work together in 

producing injustice.”247 Scholars Bonnie Thornton Dill and Ruth Enid Zambrana note that 

an intersectional analysis effectively exposes “the workings of power, which is 

understood as both pervasive and oppressive […] at all levels of social relations.”248 As 

such, Dill and Zambrana maintain, an intersectional approach can “reveal how oppression 

is constructed and maintained through multiple aspects of identity.” 249 

Additionally, factors such as race, class, sexual orientation, and so forth, 

determine the extent to which certain groups of men are privileged. In The Gender Knot, 

Allan Johnson, while agreeing that patriarchal structures are “male dominated, male 

identified, and male centered,” also emphasizes how patriarchy, as a social structure, 

oppresses men as well as women (emphasis in original).250 As Catharine MacKinnon 

notes, “not all men have equal access to male power.”251 For example, “feminine and gay 

men are routinely oppressed as such, as are African-American, Latino, and Asian-

American men.” 252 And even many White men “are far from the top of the patriarchal 

 
247 Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of 
Empowerment (New York: Routledge, 2000). 
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order, particularly at work…some of the ways in which [White] men feel less than 

powerful are attributable to the costs of conforming to patriarchal ideals of manhood.”253 

Double Patriarchy 

 “Racism and patriarchy” writes Dorothy Roberts, “are not two separate 

institutions that intersect only in the lives of Black women. They are two interrelated, 

mutually supporting systems of domination.”254 Omofolabo Ajayi-Soyinka refers to this 

phenomenon as “double patriarchy,” which she describes as “a system under which 

sexism, the weapon of patriarchal power and its various manifestations, politically, 

socially and economically oppress women twice over.”255 “ 

Double patriarchy” also positions specific “types” of women as inferior or 

superior to other women. Patriarchal structures, which exist as the source of oppression 

and misery for countless people, are often actively supported by many (usually White) 

women who derive certain benefits. These privileges have not gone unnoticed. In a 2018 

article in the New York Times, Alexis Grenell blasted “White women [who] benefit from 

patriarchy by trading on their Whiteness to monopolize resources…in return they’re 

placed on a pedestal to be ‘cherished and revered.’”256 White woman “benefit” from 

patriarchal standards of beauty from standards that often exclude women of color. 257 

 
253 Ibid, 31. As Patricia Hill Collins fittingly observes, “varying amounts of penalty and privilege…frame 
everyone’s lives.”  See Patricia Hill Collins, “Black Feminist Thought in the Matrix of Domination,” in 
Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment (New York: 
Routledge, 2000), 230. 
254 Dorothy E. Roberts, “Racism and Patriarchy in the Meaning of Motherhood,” Journal of Gender and the 
Law, 1993, 3. 
255 Omofolabo Ajayi-Soyinka, “Black Feminist Criticism and Drama: Thoughts on Double Patriarchy,” 
Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism VII, no. 2 (1993), 162. 
256 Alexis Grenell, “White Women, Come Get Your People,” The New York Times, October 6, 2018, 
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While some feminist scholars insist that “beauty cannot be quantified or objectively 

measured,” this conclusion seems more like wishful thinking than recognition of reality. 

258  Soyini Madison writes that because American perceptions of beauty are specific to 

White women, “beauty [is] only achievable by and awardable to them.”259 An “ideal” 

beautiful woman, at least in American culture, is White, young, thin, tall (but not too 

tall), with enough money to maintain her appearance.260 Patricia Hill Collins states, “these 

benchmarks construct a discourse of a hegemonic (White) femininity that becomes a 

normative yardstick for all femininities in which Black women typically are relegated to 

the bottom of the gender hierarchy.”261  In “Hey Girl, Am I More than My Hair?” Tracey 

Owens Patton starkly proclaims: “African American beauty is the antithesis of White 

beauty.”262 And according to feminist philosopher Anna Stubblefield,  “…Whiteness sets 

the standard – Whiteness is normative – such that anything that is symbolic of or 

associated with Blackness is therefore deviant”263 One consequence of this philosophy is 

that women who adhere to (White) standards of attractiveness are generally perceived as 

“intelligent, kind, happy, flexible, interesting, confident, sexy, assertive, strong, outgoing, 

 
258 Elayne A.  Saltzberg and Joan C. Chrisler, “Beauty Is the Beast: Psychological Effects of the Pursuit of 
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friendly, poised, modest, candid, and successful.”264 Additionally, employers are more 

likely to hire women who conform to cultural (White) beauty ideals – those “attractive” 

White women also often receive better performance reviews, higher salaries, and are 

more frequently promoted than Black women.265  

This chapter, “The Problem of Perpetual Patriarchy,” has established the 

patriarchal system as a structure in which women appear as the property of men and are 

divided as either “respectable” or “disreputable.” Intersectional variables such as race, 

class, socioeconomic position, and heteronormative standards cause women to encounter 

and suffer (or benefit) from patriarchal oppression in vastly different ways. The next 

chapter, “The White Supremacy of Evangelicalism,” continues my discussion of the 

structure of evangelicalism by demonstrating how categories of Whiteness and White 

supremacy appear within evangelical racial projects to reveal the foundation of 

evangelicalism as a “White supremacist social movement.” 

 
264 Saltzberg and Chrisler, “Beauty Is the Beast,” 141. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE WHITE SUPREMACY OF EVANGELISM 

Introduction 

This chapter continues my discussion of conservative evangelical culture by 

juxtaposing the evangelical movement with White supremacist discourse. The history of 

White American evangelicalism is marked by racial “inequality, turmoil, and prolonged 

segregation.”266 The associated and resultant patriarchal White supremacist discourses are 

perpetuated by, sanctioned by, and reinforced within many evangelical churches, 

institutions, and organizations across America. 

I begin this chapter by reflecting on the unique position of Black women within 

the Black evangelical church structure, and by extension, the varied roles and responses 

of either group to the #ChurchToo movement. Following my discussion of #ChurchToo 

within the Black church, I describe aspects of White supremacy and White supremacist 

discourse that comprise racial projects within evangelicalism that position the movement 

as a “White supremacist social movement.” The three racial projects discussed include 

White patriarchal heteronormativity, conceptions surrounding “pure” White womanhood, 

and the policies and practices within the evangelical institution of Bob Jones 

University.267  I conclude this chapter by overviewing the main responses from

 
266 Nancy D. Wadsworth, “Reconciliation Politics: Conservative Evangelicals and the New Race 
Discourse,” Politics & Society 25, no. 3 (1997), 3. 
267 Glenn E. Bracey and Wendy Leo Moore, “‘Race Tests’: Racial Boundary Maintenance in White 
Evangelical Churches,” Sociological Inquiry 87, no. 2 (2017), 282. 
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evangelicals regarding the existence of White supremacist discourse within the 

movement. 

#ChurchToo in the Black Church 

Smith-Pollard affirms that the Black church has long been a place of great 

suppression and oppression of women, including abuse and sexual assault, while a recent 

article on #ChurchToo in Black Sugah magazine refers to the Black church as “an 

institution of sexual violence, misconduct, toxic masculinity, and  patriarchy.”268 Black 

activist and author Sherronda Brown states the event that caused her to realize the 

importance of the #ChurchToo movement within the Black church was August 2018 

when Bishop Ellis, a Black minister, groped Ariana Grande’s breast during Aretha 

Franklin’s funeral. The incident occurred on camera, while Bishop Ellis stood in the 

pulpit, and was witnessed by both the full sanctuary and the general public.269 Brown 

refers to the incident as “a sexual assault,” and asserts that the event served as “an 

impetus” for the Black church to “recollect just how common these ‘unholy touches’ are 

and how many of us have similar stories and experiences.”270 Brown further reflected:  

Witnessing the Bishop’s actions has served as an unpleasant reminder for 
so many Black folks who came up in spaces like this and experienced this 
kind of touching from a “man of God.” Witnessing his behavior caught on 
camera and seeing Christians rushing to defend him and shame her serve 
as a traumatic reminder for so many Black folks who were abused by a 
“man of God” and watched him be absolved while they were blamed.271 

 
268 Ashley Short, “#ChurchToo: Pastors, Preachers, and Bishops. Oh My!,” (Black Sugah, September 6, 
2018), https://www.blacksugahmag.com/blog/2018/9/4/churchtoo-pastors-preachers-and-bishops-oh-my. 
269 Kalhan Rosenblatt, “Bishop Apologizes for Inappropriately Touching Ariana Grande at Aretha Franklin 
Funeral,” NBCNews.com (NBCUniversal News Group, September 2, 2018), https://tinyurl.com/ydgkdu69. 
270 Sherronda J. Brown, “We Just Got a Huge Reminder of Why #ChurchToo Is so Necessary,” The Black 
Youth Project, September 5, 2018, http://blackyouthproject.com/we-just-got-a-huge-reminder-of-why-
churchtoo-is-so-necessary/. 
271 Sherronda J. Brown, “We Just Got a Huge Reminder of Why #ChurchToo Is so Necessary.”. 
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From the inception of the #ChurchToo movement, news stories, articles, blogs, 

and commentaries identified pastors and church leaders who had covered up sexual 

violence, justified or ignored sexual violence, or participated themselves in perpetuating 

sexual violence. I noticed that many of these pastors and church leaders were well-known 

White evangelical pastors from well-known White evangelical churches. I recognized 

several of these pastors, either through past acquaintances or from previous attendance at 

their churches. I knew some of these pastors on a personal level. Some well-known 

evangelical leaders identified by women they formerly abused included Bill Hybels of 

Willow Creek272 and Paige Patterson, president of the Southwestern Baptist Theological 

Seminary.273 And while the volume of #ChurchToo tweets began to decline toward the 

end of December 217, the movement galvanized revitalized significantly in January 2018 

in response to a live-streamed video admission by White, evangelical pastor Andy 

Savage to his White evangelical megachurch, acknowledging that he sexually assaulted a 

teenage girl twenty years before as a youth pastor while driving her home.274 

As the #ChurchToo movement continued, other women from faith traditions and 

denominations outside of evangelicalism, such as Catholic, Lutheran, and Methodist, co-

opted the #ChurchToo hashtag. These women shared their stories under the hashtag, 

often modifying the hashtag to more closely match their demographic, such as #nunstoo, 

mosquemetoo, #lutheranstoo, etc. However, the women responding under the original 
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#ChurchToo movement remained overwhelmingly White. At first, I wondered if I was 

mistaken; after all, it is difficult to determine race from Twitter usernames or avatars. But 

because I recognized so many of the White pastors and White evangelical churches and 

institutions named in the tweets, my instinct led me to investigate further. My conclusion 

is that although both Black evangelical churches and White evangelical churches are 

patriarchal and rife with sexual abuse, because of intersecting oppressions, Black women 

have not participated in #ChurchToo to the same extent as White women. 

Silencing Forces 

Since sexual violence occurs within both the evangelical church and the Black 

church, why do few stories from the Black church appear under #ChurchToo? Najuma 

Smith-Pollard, pastor and program manager with the USC Cecil Murray Center for 

Community Engagement at USC Dornsife’s Center for Religion and Civic Culture, 

states: 

Several factors make it particularly difficult for women to come forward 
and report their experiences of abuse within Black congregations. Too 
often, the only voices heard regarding sexual misconduct and abuse in the 
church are the voices of those in the [White] evangelical community. We 
need our voices to be heard, too.275 

When #ChurchToo began as a movement formulated by White evangelical 

women from White evangelical churches and organizations, women of color did not feel 

included in that larger conversation, nor did they feel welcome to join.  

 
275 Najuma Smith-Pollard, pastor and program manager with the USC Cecil Murray Center for Community 
Engagement at USC Dornsife’s Center for Religion and Civic Culture. Quoted in Susan Bell, “A Nascent 
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News RSS (USC University of Southern California, June 27, 2019), 
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The primary reasons for lack of Black women’s #ChurchToo voices include 

intracultural factors of sexism and secrecy, misogynoir, conceptions surrounding the 

“acceptable victim,” and the perception of #ChurchToo as primarily a White woman’s 

movement. 

cultural silencing surrounding sexual violence in the Black church and the 

exclusion of Black voices within White Evangelicalism. 

Intracultural Sexism 

Additional social and political factors within their community silence women of 

color. Scholars point to “intracultural sexism” and silence around sexual abuse within the 

Black community.276 Smith-Pollard observes that the Black church has traditionally been 

a “man’s place,” and that since slavery, a Black church was the only place a Black man 

could enjoy respect and authority. Dr. Toinette Eugene, director of the African American 

Pastoral Center, Diocese of Oakland, condemns what she calls “the levels of sexism and 

patriarchy within this institution which conspire to oppress Black women.”277 Eboni 

Marshall Turman in “Let’s Talk about Sexism in the Black Church” writes: “While the 

history of White Christianity in the Americas has been a primary source of Black death 

and deprivation, like White Christians, Black men in the Black church kill Black women 

too, literally and figuratively. Sacralized misogynistic Black church practices invisibilize, 

demonize, and morally paralyze Black women and Black girls every day.” In his book, 

For My People: Black Theology and the Black Church, James Cone states: “Just as 

Whites were responsible for creating the social structures that aided Black self-hate, so 
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Black men are responsible for creating a similar situation among Black women in the 

church . . . we [must] learn how to listen to women tell their stories of pain and struggle. 

The art of listening is not easy, especially for oppressors whose very position of power 

inhibits them from hearing and understanding anything that contradicts their values.”278 

Intracultural Secrecy 

In his book, Sexual Abuse of Power in the Black Church: Sexual Misconduct in 

the African American Churches, Donald Matthews cited studies that reveal how Black 

women experience three times the amount of sexual violence in Black churches 

compared to White women attending White churches. The silence surrounding the abuse, 

says Matthews, emanates from “cultural secrecy.” He writes: “ 

It is important to recognize the suffering of African Americans in this area 
and to try and remedy it as well. This cannot be done as long as the ... 
taboo of discussing sexual matters continues in the African-American 
community and churches.279 

An article by Latina author Gricel Medina on the Christians for Biblical 

Equality’s website, almost a year after #ChurchToo began, speculated that the shortage of 

#ChurchToo stories among women of color up to that point was confirmation that 

“#women of color [in churches] typically don’t report abuse, sexual harassment, and 

predatory behavior.”280 Smith-Pollard relays the trepidation of Black women in publicly 

exposing Black ministers, noting that “as these revelations ripple out across 
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congregations, [they] could be devastating for many church communities and their 

leaders.”281  

Smith-Pollard also notes that reporting abuse in the Black church often results in 

complex and far-reaching repercussions. Not only do Black women fear they will not be 

believed, but, perhaps even more troubling for many, is the idea of coming out with a 

serious complaint against their own spiritual leader. White supremacist culture has long 

cultivated stereotypes of rapist Black men and whorish Black women – therefore, the 

knowledge that their church could potentially be destroyed by a report of abuse has 

historically caused many Black women to remain silent. 

Misogynoir 

Charlotte Henderson, a queer Black woman who was raised within White 

evangelicalism, is uniquely positioned to comment on the racism inherent within purity 

culture and how that racism contributes to the lack of Black #ChurchToo voices. In her 

article, “Control: A Black Woman’s Response to The GC2 Summit,” Charlotte 

Henderson writes that because “evangelical theology is White supremacist theology, the 

burden of being a woman in purity culture was supplemented with misogynoir, a term 

that literally means ‘hatred of Black women.’”282 Henderson recalls the oppression and 

powerlessness she experienced, when as a young Black girl, she learned from older, 

White evangelical men “how to act, how to dress, and how to enact my sexuality.” 283   
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Acceptable Victims 

Henderson concedes that within the context of evangelical purity culture: 

“Sometimes the victim will be taken seriously, but only if they fit into the church’s idea 

of what a victim looks like: White and female. Thin and conventionally attractive. 

Straight.”284 While many victims of sexual violence feel embarrassed, ashamed, and fear 

rejection, women of color are often concerned that if they report the attack, others will 

not understand, believe, or even listen to them.285 Latina theologian Gricel Medina 

speculates: “When you’re both a woman and a person of color, you often get the most 

blame and the least sympathetic ear.”286 LySaundra Campbell, a Black scholar and 

activist, writes about Black women of #ChurchToo, wondering if “the voices and 

experiences of women and girls whose views, lifestyles, and beliefs look less like Beth 

Moore (read: White, middle-class, conservative) would be heard, let alone believed.”287  

White women typically report sexual assaults at a significantly higher rate than 

Black women, who explain they “do not anticipate that they will be protected by 

traditional authorities and institutions.”288 And many women of all races and ethnicities 

(correctly) anticipate retaliation for reporting the assault, particularly if their assailant is a 
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family member. And so, because of the collusion of racism, cultural and familial 

pressures (and many other factors) many women have not, and perhaps never will, 

publicly testify – will never post a #ChurchToo tweet, write a Facebook #ChurchToo 

post, or create a #ChurchToo Instagram story.  

Henderson observes how the majority of the evangelical #ChurchToo stories she 

has read come from White women who fit this image of the “acceptable victim.” And 

when these women, who have “performed their femininity correctly,” come forward with 

their stories, “they are abused, harassed and gaslit.” Henderson points to the example of 

Jules Woodson, a White woman, who disclosed in 2018 that evangelical leader Andy 

Savage had sexually assaulted her when she was a teenager. After finally admitting a 

“sexual incident” had occurred in his past, Andy Savage was given a standing ovation 

from church members after he offered a non-apology accompanied by crocodile tears.289 

Moments like these, says Henderson, keep her silent about her own experience of 

evangelical sexual violence: “I remember thinking to myself: “If they won’t listen to a 

White woman, there’s no way they’ll listen to me, a queer Black woman.”290 

White Women’s Movement 

An additional factor contributing to the general silence from the Black church 

within the #ChurchToo movement is the immediate association of the #ChurchToo 

movement with White evangelicalism. Evangelicalism as a movement is understood as a 

White movement, and because of White supremacist discourse within White 

evangelicalism, few women of color are comfortable identifying as evangelical, and feel 

automatically excluded from the #ChurchToo movement.  
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One primary critique of the #MeToo movement was the minimal credit afforded 

to its founder, Tarana Burke. Instead, public attention primarily concentrated on White 

women, who then somehow became the focus of the campaign. Similarly, the 

#ChurchToo movement is a space where mainly White women’s stories exist. For 

example, the majority of #ChurchToo accounts (or most publicized) involve White 

women speaking out against White, male, evangelical leaders.291 Najuma Smith-Pollard, 

pastor and program manager with the USC Cecil Murray Center for Community 

Engagement at USC Dornsife’s Center for Religion and Civic Culture, states: 

Several factors make it particularly difficult for women to come forward 
and report their experiences of abuse within Black congregations. Too 
often, the only voices heard regarding sexual misconduct and abuse in the 
church are the voices of those in the [White] evangelical community..292 

And while one may also conjecture that since #ChurchToo originated from two 

White evangelical women, the movement resonated with White evangelical women, the 

focus of initial #ChurchToo statements and websites seemed geared toward White 

women. For example, the official statement by #silenceisnotspiritual, which was formed 

as part of the #ChurchToo movement, acknowledged the correlation between race and 

violence against women. 293 But the statement merely mentioned the correlation and 
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nothing further, and it did not express interest or investment in revealing/discussing the 

unique #ChurchToo experiences of women of color.  

White Supremacy 

The term “Whiteness” signifies more than race – rather, Whiteness more 

accurately operates as a system. Scholars of critical Whiteness theory generally 

understand Whiteness as “a socially constructed category that is normalized within a 

system of privilege” (emphasis mine).294 More specifically, Whiteness is a system 

produced on a cultural, social, political and institutional level by processes and practices 

that benefit White people while oppressing those who are not. 295 Ruth Frankenberg 

explains Whiteness as a “set of linked dimensions,” elaborating that: 

…Whiteness is a location of structural advantage, of race privilege. 
Second it is a “standpoint,” a place from which White people look at 
ourselves, at others, and at society. Third, “Whiteness” refers to a set of 
cultural practices that are usually unmarked and unnamed.296 

Whiteness is also an identity. Critical Whiteness studies scholars suggest that 

structural and cultural norms normalizing and privileging Whites contribute to a “White 

racial identity.”297 Sociologist Samuel Perry notes that White Americans in particular tend 

to enact their “White racial identity” through disproportionately controlling the majority 

of institutions, setting “cultural norms” within those institutions (while expecting all other 
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cultures to accede), and living mostly unaware of both their White identity and 

privilege.298 

Understandings of both whiteness and White supremacy function as key elements 

within a racist, patriarchal system.299 In Blackness Visible, Charles Mills writes that 

“White supremacy is to race what patriarchy is to gender.”300 In “White Supremacy (and 

What We Should Do about It),” Ansley defines White supremacy as: 

a political, economic, and cultural system in which Whites 
overwhelmingly control power and material resources, conscious and 
unconscious ideas of White superiority and entitlement are widespread, 
and relations of White dominance and non‐White subordination are daily 
reenacted across a broad array of institutions and social settings.301 

White supremacy is a form of structural oppression perpetuated in contemporary 

America, as Marion Iris Young describes, through “the everyday practices of a well-

intentioned liberal society.”302 Cultural scholar Barbara Applebaum suggests that these 

“everyday practices” are often “made invisible through normalization” to the extent that 

they are “taken for granted as just what is (emphasis mine).”303 White supremacy, 
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therefore, operates as a system of privilege that White people, often unconsciously, 

perpetuate (in what seems to White people) through common, unremarkable, and 

sometimes even ostensibly “good” practices. 

In “Representations of Whiteness in the Black Imagination,” bell hooks reports 

that within her scholarship, the term “racism” ceased to be a useful term to describe 

oppression faced by people of color, and instead began to use the term “White 

supremacy.”304 This is an important distinction, as racism is commonly associated with 

“prejudice and mean-spirited acts of discrimination…exclusively about having a set of 

prejudiced beliefs or stereotypes or negative attitudes towards racial groups.”305 In 

contrast, the racism implicit within White supremacy is perpetuated by those who do not 

believe themselves to be prejudiced, and who act with good intentions. 

White Racial Frame 

Social theorist Joe Feagin defines the “White racial frame” as “an organized set of 

racialized ideas, emotions, and inclinations as well as recurring or habitual discriminatory 

actions, that are consciously or unconsciously expressed by individuals and institutions in 

U.S. society”306 Bracey elaborates on the “White racial frame” by noting how it mobilizes 

positive attitudes and practices toward those who are White but negative attitudes and 

practices toward people of color. These attitudes and practices include justifications of 

racial inequality, and priorities that privilege the interests of those who are White. 
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Racial Formation 

In Racial Formation in the United States: From the 1960’s to the 1990’s, Omi 

and Winant define racial formation as “the sociohistorical process by which racial 

categories are created, inhabited, transformed, and destroyed.”307 According to the 

authors, racial formation varies between two extremes. The first extreme is essentialist, 

and considers race to be “a matter of innate characteristics, of which skin color and other 

physical attributes provide only the most obvious, and in some respects most superficial, 

indicators.”308 The second extreme, claim the authors, trivializes race as a category, and 

assumes that since race is socially constructed, the best method to eliminate racism is to 

completely ignore race. 

Racial Projects 

Omi and Winant claim that a primary element of racial construction is the idea of 

a “racial project,” which they describe as “simultaneously an interpretation, 

representation, or explanation of racial dynamics, and an effort to reorganize and 

redistribute resources along particular racial lines.309 Omi and Winant further explain that 

a “project” is racist if it “creates and reproduces structures of domination based on 

essentialist categories of race.” 310   

Racial projects function to ideologically connect “what race means in a particular 

discursive practice and the ways in which both social structures and everyday experiences 
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are racially organized.”311 Various racial projects are developed by elites, popular 

movements, state agencies, cultural and religious organizations, and intellectuals. Racial 

projects tend to subtly form racial ideas within the social consciousness through ordinary, 

unremarkable, everyday practices. The authors note how “racial classification” and 

“racial identity” is realized “often without obvious teaching or conscious inculcation.” In 

this way, race becomes a “‘common sense’ way of comprehending, explaining, and 

acting in the world.”312 

Evangelical Racial Projects 

The White evangelical church is a White institutional space with a “possessive 

investment in Whiteness.”313 In “‘Race Tests:’ Racial Boundary Maintenance in White 

Evangelical Churches,” Glen Bracey and Wendy Moore observe how White conservative 

evangelical churches are “religious social spaces” which possess specific “demographics 

and religio-cultural norms.”314 Bracey and Moore  additionally claim that the Whiteness 

within White evangelicalism is “totalizing” in that “Whiteness informs every aspect of 

these churches’ institutional organization, culture, and practice.” In “The White 

Evangelical Church,” Glen Bracey defines White evangelicalism as a “White supremacist 

social movement that organizes itself through religious institutions and uses Christian 

discourse to promote White interests.” Other scholars who study the evangelical 
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movement propose that White conservative evangelicals ascribe to “covert racial 

ideologies, attitudes, and practices” understood as “White racial identity” or “Whiteness.”  

The Whiteness of evangelicalism is not merely a byproduct of a “cultural toolkit,” 

but rather a mechanism within a racial project designed to preserve legitimize and 

reproduce White structural and cultural dominance” within evangelical churches and 

evangelical institutions.315 In her recent book, I Bring the Voices of My People, Chanequa 

Walker-Barnes writes: “Nowhere do the intersections of racism, sexism, and patriarchy 

overlap more so than within the top ranks of the flagship organizations of American 

evangelicalism.” And in White Too Long, Robert P. Jones claims that “deeply racist 

attitudes have become embedded in the DNA of White Christian identity,” declaring that 

“White Christian churches have not just been complacent; [and] they have not only been 

complicit…rather, as the dominant cultural power in America, they have been 

responsible for constructing and sustaining a project to protect White supremacy at the 

expense of Black equality.”316  

Because of its documented and significant influence, my analysis of #ChurchToo 

demands a full consideration of the ways White supremist patriarchy is embedded within 

the White evangelical church. I accomplish this task by reviewing three particular racial 

projects within evangelicalism: the construction of white patriarchal heteronormativity; 

notions surrounding “pure,” white womanhood;” and Bob Jones University. 
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The Racial Project of Evangelical White Heteronormativity 

White Patriarchal Heteronormativity 

Anthropologist Sophie Bjork-James, declares patriarchal heteronormativity the 

primary element to “particularly defend White racial privilege.”317 In White Man Falling, 

Abby Ferber positions heteronormativity as the “central project of the contemporary 

white supremacist movement.”318  Heteronormativity is comprised of “systems and 

structures that presume and perpetuate a gender binary system, male dominance, and 

normative heterosexuality.”319  Heteronormativity considers heterosexuality as “normal 

and natural,” and all other configurations “abnormal, aberrant, and abhorrent.”320  

Therefore, my understanding of White patriarchal heteronormativity is a “racialized 

system of power and control based on White supremacy, compulsory heterosexuality, 

patriarchy, and an imposed gender-binary system.”321 The racial project of White 

patriarchal heteronormativity is mobilized by patriarchal constructions of the family, 
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masculine ideologies of violence and control, and stereotypical images of both White 

women and women of color. 

The Family 

In Lift High the Cross: Where White Supremacy and the Christian Right 

Converge, Ann Burlein notes evangelicals code “The family” as traditional, binary, 

White and middle class, and that evangelical emphasis on “family values” is a “crucial 

technology by which [White supremacist] power is produced and exercised.”322 In her 

essay, “Heteropatriarchy and the Three Pillars of White Supremacy: Rethinking Women 

of Color Organizing,” feminist scholar Andrea Smith writes that the patriarchal system of 

the heteropatriarchal family requires a (cis) gender binary system in which only two 

genders exist.323  Smith further argues that this heteropatriarchal system, which entails 

marriage between a (White) wife and (White) husband, and the production of (White) 

children, is pivotal to White supremacy. Bjork-James posits that White masculinity 

identity is constructed through “the White mother and children who provide this figure 

with moral coherence, and the various representations of racialized others who are 

presented as threats to the moral order of White family values.”324 

Evangelicals frame the (White) heteropatriarchal family as central to a broader 

social order, and link heterosexual marriage directly to social stability. Former head of 

the Christian Coalition, Ralph Reed, who states: “The only true solution to crime is to 
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restore the family,” and that “Family break-up causes poverty.”325 Evangelical leader 

Charles Colson advocates for heteropatriarchal marriage by declaring: 

Marriage is the traditional building block of human society, intended both 
to unite couples and bring children into the world… There is a natural 
moral order for the family the family, led by a married mother and father, 
is the best available structure for both childrearing and cultural health. We 
must preserve traditional marriage in order to protect the United States 
from those who would use our depravity to destroy us.326 

Masculine Ideologies  

Specific patriarchal standards within traditional masculinity ideology include 

“anti-femininity, achievement, eschewal of the appearance of weakness, and adventure, 

risk, and violence.”327 A traditional masculinity ideology enforces patriarchal standards by 

requiring that boys and men “adopt dominant and aggressive behaviors and function in 

the public sphere,” conversely, that girls and women “adopt adaptive and nurturing 

behaviors and function in the private sphere of the family.”328  

Within such a patriarchal system, control and subjugation of women is often 

enforced through various forms of violence. Much feminist scholarship locates 
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backgrounds. See bell hooks, Black Looks: Race and Representation (Boston: South End Press, 1992), 89. 
See also bell hooks, We Real Cool: Black Men and Masculinity (New York: Routledge, 2004). 
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patriarchal masculine ideology within rape culture and sexual violence against women.329 

(Theological scholar Craig Nessan defines violence as “the attempt of an individual or 

group to impose its will on others through any nonverbal, verbal or physical means that 

will inflict psychological or physical injury.”)330 In Theorizing Patriarchy, Sylvia Walby 

claims that “private patriarchy,” which locates women’s oppression in household 

production and labor, violence often manifests as social control, and is enforced by 

actions such as restricted educational opportunities, economic control, and shaming and 

blaming. 331   

The Racial Project of “Pure” White Womanhood 

The idealization of “White Womanhood” is a particular manifestations of 

patriarchal racism within Whiteness. I begin this section by discussing the importance of 

an intersectional approach to discussions of Whiteness, and then discuss how the image 

of the ideal White woman is constructed in contrast to the image of the Black woman. 

In “Gender, Race, and Sexuality in the American Christian Right,” Andrea Smith 

observes that analysis of gender within conservative evangelicalism has typically 

excluded analysis of race; similarly, analysis of race within conservative evangelicalism 

has excluded analysis of gender.332 Therefore, before beginning my conversation about 

 
329 Sarah K. Murnen, Carrie Wright, and Gretchen Kaluzny, “If ‘Boys Will Be Boys,’ Then Girls Will Be 
Victims? A Meta-Analytic Review of the Research That Relates Masculine Ideology to Sexual 
Aggression,” Sex Roles 46, no. 11-12 (2002): pp. 359-375. 
330 Craig L. Nessan, “Sex, Aggression, and Pain: Sociobiological Implications for Theological 
Anthropology,” Zygon 33, no. 3 (1998): pp. 443-454, 451. 
331 Sylvia Walby, Theorizing Patriarchy (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991), 24. See also Heidi Hartmann, “The 
Unhappy Marriage of Marxism and Feminism: towards a More Progressive Union,” in Women and 
Revolution, ed. Lydia Sargent (Pluto Press: London, 1981), 95-119; Susan Rakoczy, “Religion and 
Violence: The Suffering of Women,” Agenda 18, no. 61 (2004): pp. 29-35. 
332 Andrea Smith, “Gender, Race, and Sexuality in the American Christian Right,” in Women & Others: 
Perspectives on Race, Gender, and Empire, ed. Celia R. Daileader, Rhoda E. Johnson, and Amilcar 
Shabazz (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 152. 
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the position of women within racialized heteropatriarchy, I emphasize here that feminist 

scholars “cannot privilege only one aspect of identity at the exclusion of another,” and 

instead must begin by acknowledging the ways that “minority women experience their 

race and gender simultaneously.”333 A sole focus on the impact of race that ignores other 

intersecting categories, “renders invisible patriarchy, heteronormativity, class oppression, 

ableism, and other forms of systemic, institutionalized discrimination.”334 

Constructing (Bad) Black and (Good) White Women 

The primary goal of the White supremacist movement is “the construction of 

White racial and gender identities. 335 Along with gender and heteronormative 

stereotypes, White supremist patriarchy depends on stereotypes surrounding racist 

stereotypes of gender and heteronormativity to reinforce the image of the “pure” White 

woman in contrast to the “whorish” Black woman. Historically, women’s bodies have 

been the sites upon with racial boundaries have been policed and racial wars have been 

fought. In the United States, for example, two of the primary ways by which White 

supremist patriarchy has exercised its power have been by controlling what White women 

could do with their bodies and by demonstrating that Black women’s bodies were 

violable.336 

 
333 Nadia E. Brown, “Political Participation of Women of Color: An Intersectional Analysis,” Journal of 
Women, Politics & Policy 35, no. 4 (2014), 316. 
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335 Abby L. Ferber, “Constructing Whiteness: the Intersections of Race and Gender in US White 
Supremacist Discourse,” Ethnic and Racial Studies 21, no. 1 (1998), 48. 
336 Chanequa Walker-Barnes, I Bring the Voices of My People: A Womanist Vision for Racial 
Reconciliation (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2019), 28. 
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Conceptions of Sexuality 

Black women’s sexuality has traditionally been constructed in opposition to the 

sexuality of White women.337 Conceptualization of “White womanhood” is based on 

“depictions of purity and virtue” in contrast to the sexually adventurous Black woman. 338  

Accompanying the traditional patriarchal family ideology is the construction of true 

(White) womanhood, in which “true” women exemplify the four significant virtues of 

piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity.”339   

“Unrapeable” and “Rapeable” Bodies 

Juxtaposed against this image of a “true” (White) woman is the “impure, spoiled” 

image of the Black female body.340 In “Slutwalks vs. Ho Strolls,” Brittney Cooper writes 

that the sexuality of White women “has largely been constructed based upon middle-

class, often Christian, heteronorms of proper chaste womanhood.” In contrast, Cooper 

declares that in the experience of Black women: 

We are always already sexually free, insatiable, ready to go, freaky, dirty, 
and by consequence, unrapeable. When it comes to reclamations of 
sexuality, in some senses, Black women are always already fucked.341 

Within Judeo-Christian traditions, the ubiquitous image of the self-sacrificing 

Virgin Mary is the ultimate model for femininity. But the Virgin’s White purity is only 

validated by the fallen “dark whore,” often the Black woman, whose body, to quote 

 
337 Evelyn M. Hammond, “Towards a Genealogy of Black Female Sexuality and the Problematic of 
Silence,” in Feminist Genealogies, Colonial Legacies, Democratic Futures, ed. M. Jacqui. Alexander and 
Chandra Talpade. Mohanty (Hoboken: Taylor and Francis, 2013), 170-182. 
338 Jane Junn, “The Trump Majority: White Womanhood and the Making of Female Voters in the U.S.,” 
Politics, Groups, and Identities 5, no. 2 (2017): pp. 343-352, 346. 
339 Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of 
Empowerment (New York: Routledge, 2015), 70. 
340 Lily D. Mcnair and Helen Neville, “African American Women Survivors of Sexual Assault: The 
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341 Crunk Collective, 2011, p. 92. 
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feminist writer bell hooks, is “the sign of sexual experience.”342 In Jezebel Unhinged: 

Loosing the Black Female Body in Religion and Culture, Tamura Lomax critiques 

religious and cultural discourse that “imagines Black women and girls and Black female 

sexuality as quintessentially different, hyperlegible, illegible, and the opposite (and 

absence) of ladydom (the latter of which may be achieved through effort).”343 

 

Images of both White women and Black women maintain a “race-gender system” 

that grant “moral justification” for racist practices and patterns.344  In Black Feminist 

Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment, Patricia Hill 

Collins discusses the ways “controlling images” have been used to “justify Black 

women’s oppression.”345 The controlling images of “mammies, matriarchs, welfare 

recipients, and hot mommas” are specifically “designed to make racism, sexism, poverty, 

and other forms of social injustice appear to be natural, normal, and inevitable parts of 

everyday life.”346 Melissa Harris-Perry notes that “the most persistent stereotypes that 

Black women encounter in contemporary American life[are] jezebel’s sexual 

lasciviousness, Mammy’s devotion, and Sapphire’s outspoken anger.”347 These 

“controlling images” secure the “matrix of domination” and maintain “White, Christian, 

male, heterosexual power.”348 

 
342 hooks, 160. 
343 Tamura A. Lomax, Jezebel Unhinged: Loosing the Black Female Body in Religion and Culture 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2018), 10. 
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Bjork-James writes that one pillar of White supremacy is “the logic of slavery.” 

As Sora Han, Jared Sexton, and Angela P. Harris note, this logic renders Black people as 

“inherently slaveable – as nothing more than property.” This is particularly salient when 

considering the images of Black women in slavery, particularly the “plantation jezebel.” 

The construction of Black women as libidinous and sexually aggressive sanctioned rape 

and sexual exploitation, assuming that enslaved women initiated the encounters and/or 

their sexuality provoked the response from their rapists.349 In Rape and the Culture of the 

Courtroom, Andrew Taslitz remarks on “the amazing longevity” of “the figure of the 

oversexed-Black–Jezebel.” Taslitz goes on to note: 

Overdetermined by class and race, the Black-woman-as-whore appears 
nearly as often as Black women are to be found in representations of 
American culture. Mary Chestnut, in her Civil Was diaries, pities the 
virtuous plantation mistress surrounded by Black prostitutes anxious to 
seduce White men and boys. The stereotype that averred there were no 
virginal Black women over the age of fourteen was prevalent enough in 
the 1890s to mobilize Black club-women nationally against it.350 

Additionally, “controlling images” negatively shape the perceptions of Black 

women who are sexually assaulted – they often view “controlling images” as 

compounding factors that impede their ability to act affirmatively.351 The imagery of 

“jezebel” continues to provide both a legal and psychological justification within the 

United States for the sexual exploitation of Black women today.352  Black women, very 

much aware of this imagery, refer to it as a “cultural frame” to understand their rape.353 

 
349 Maxine Baca Zinn and Bonnie Thornton. Dill, Women of Color in U.S. Society (Philadelphia: Temple 
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350 Andrew E. Taslitz, Rape and the Culture of the Courtroom. NYU Press, 1999, 32. 
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Whiteness as Moral Purity 

Sara Moslener, in Virgin Nation, notes that “purity culture” was designed 

with White women in mind, rather than Black women, who are presumed to be 

promiscuous. 

There are definite racist undertones to purity culture…The ideal woman 
does not just have a gentle and quiet spirit, she’s also this…submissive, 
small, White, middle-class [person]…If you even just look at the pictures 
in modesty books, you get the sense that there is only one specific kind of 
woman that is “correct.” [So] ultimately, we are talking about a system 
that prioritizes men over [and] against women and fem identifying people, 
that prioritizes adults over children, that prioritizes White folks over Black 
folks, that prioritizes people with privilege over people with less privilege. 
We’re talking about power dynamics that make abuse ripe to be 
harvested.354 

Racism particularly appears within White evangelical purity culture, as it 

positions Whiteness as purity, and women who are not White as dirty, damaged, and 

“rapeable.” Among all the diversity in evangelicalism, “the sexual purity message is one 

of the most consistent elements of the evangelical subculture.”355 The evangelical “purity 

movement” focuses on preserving the virginity of (White) women. Modesty teachings, in 

particular, maintain that women must cover their bodies in order to prevent lust and 

potential “consequences.” These teachings are not applied equally. For example, popular 

speakers and bloggers on purity are “consistently White, heterosexual, thin, able-bodied 
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women.”356 And women within White evangelicalism often suggest that women of color, 

particularly Black women, are “innately impure.”357  

The Racial Project of Bob Jones University 

The idiomatic expression “hindsight is 20/20” quite relevant to my experience 

with White racist conservative evangelicalism. My story began when I was born into a 

White family, and was raised by a White conservative evangelical pastor. I grew up in 

rural Minnesota, throughout the 1980s into the mid-1990s. As of 1990, 94 percent of the 

state’s population was White, while Blacks made up about 2 percent of the total 

population.358 I assume that the majority of the 2 percent must have lived in more urban 

areas, because in the small towns and country areas where I grew up, I rarely encountered 

someone who was not White. And when I attended the very conservative evangelical 

church my father pastored, I was regularly surrounded by White faces, White culture, 

White ways of speaking–in sum–with Whiteness. 

My freshman year at Bob Jones University began in 1995. I walked onto campus, 

and subconsciously felt a sense of ease, of belonging. Of course, I fit in. I was surrounded 

by with what I was accustomed–conservative evangelical Whiteness. When I initially 

enrolled at the university, I was vaguely aware the university previously refused to allow 

Black students to attend until 1971 (and only then under threat of losing tax-exempt 
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status for racial discrimination). Of course, there was a caveat to the concession; yes, 

Black students were permitted to enroll, but Black students were forbidden to date White 

students. Any student who dated outside their race – or even advocated the practice – was 

immediately expelled. Because of this ban on interracial dating, Bob Jones University 

officially lost tax exempt status in 1983.359 

At the time, I did not grasp the ramifications of the university’s historical 

discrimination against Black students, nor did I understand the implications of this 

particular policy on interracial dating. Unfortunately, even if I had been more aware, I 

frankly doubt I would have cared. At the age of 18, arriving fresh from the secluded 

world of homeschooling and conservative evangelical culture, I didn’t consider dating 

outside my race. I do remember wondering – briefly – why the university objected to 

interracial dating so much that they created and strictly enforced such a strange rule. 

However, since the rule did not apply to or affect me in the least, I put it out of my mind. 

(This is not a confession I am proud of. But that was who I was, and that is who I hope to 

never be again.) 

It wasn’t like there was an abundance of Black students to date, anyway. Out of a 

student body of approximately 6,000, exactly two Black students attended–one female 

and one male. I met Tamara my freshman year. She was the only Black female at the 

university. I wasn’t sure how, or even what, to think of her. I wanted to ask her some 

questions. I wanted to know why she was there, at an all-White university, a place so 

historically antagonistic toward her race. I wanted to know how she felt when certain 

 
359 Paul B. Stephan, “Bob Jones University v. United States: Public Policy in Search of Tax Policy,” The 
Supreme Court Review 1983 (1983), 33-82; Robert C. Cloud, “Bob Jones University v. United States” 
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young women refused to share a dorm room with her. I listened to Tamara confide to a 

friend when she discovered some parents called the Dean of Women’s office to ensure 

she and their daughters would not be assigned to the same room. But I didn’t how to ask 

my questions, and sometimes I wasn’t sure what my questions were. And so, I just 

observed her daily interactions. She was an enigma to me, not only because of her 

presence, but because of her Blackness. I was curious, and almost voyeuristic. 

I don’t know why Tamara attended Bob Jones University, and it really isn’t any 

of my business. I do know she spoke out against the university in 2007, stating her 

disgust with the university’s political stance, referred to the school as “the lowest 

common denominator,” and announced she placed her signet ring from Bob Jones 

University “in a drawer for the shame of the legacy that has been left behind by its 

leaders.”360 

There was one more Black student. His name was Quincy Thomas. I wanted to 

ask Quincy questions too. Although I found him interesting and fascinating (he was a 

Black man and I had seen few of those within my limited experience!)  I was too terrified 

to talk to him. Even the appearance of a Black male student “hanging out” with a White 

female student was grounds for expulsion. However, several of my questions were 

addressed in Quincy Thomas’s recently published article: “Performing White and Fine: 

The Ruin of a Racial Identity at Bob Jones University.”361 I made myself read every 

word. And I knew, before beginning the first sentence, that his account would rip my 

heart out. I wasn’t wrong.  

 
360 Ron Barnet, “Jones’ Romney Endorsement Sparks Division,” Greenville News, October 21, 2007, 25. 
361 Quincy Thomas, “Performing White and Fine: The Ruin of a Racial Identity at Bob Jones University,” 
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Growing up in Alaska, situated in a church and school characterized by “a 

rotating 

cast of military families,” Quincy writes how “the issue of my body, my Blackness, was 

not something that I knew to deliberate upon.”362 Perhaps, as he accedes, he could have 

discovered the racist past and current practices at Bob Jones University before enrolling, 

but because of a variety of factors, he did not, and happily embarked on a new journey to 

“the West Point of fundamentalism.”363 

 After arriving at Bob Jones University, Quincy walked through the third floor of 

the dormitory to the room he was assigned to for that school year, and noticed a sign 

posted on one of the dormitory doors bearing the announcement: “The South Will Rise 

Again!”364 Quincy told himself this was a mere aberration; that all would be well 

regardless.  In the chapel service the following week, Dr. Bob Jones Jr. announced to the 

gathered student body that if they did not begin using the crosswalks when walking to 

lunch after chapel, he would call in the “CIA, the FBI, and the KKK.”365 Apparently, this 

was hilarious to the majority of his audience, and Quincy once again told himself that 

perhaps this was a harmless joke. But then the personal attacks began from the students 

he interacted and lived with, who openly compared his hair to “pubes” and nicknamed 

him “Jungle Bunny.”366 Quincy tried to smile and laugh along when a fellow student 

would shout “Hey Black man,” when greeting him, and when a White girl told him 

 
362 Quincy Thomas, “Performing White and Fine,” 167. 
363 The Glory and the Power: Fundamentalisms Observed (BBC Worldwide, 1992). Further, it is not 
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“You’d be really cute if you were White.”367 But one November afternoon, Quincy was 

delivered a personal note in his P.O. box on campus. Quincy opened the note to read: 

Quincy. 
How long does it take for a Black woman to take a dump? 
About nine months. 

 The cruelty expressed within that note began to manifest as in-person 

confrontations. One evening, four young male students accosted him after a soccer game 

and accused him of watching and filming the girlfriend of one of the male students while 

she performed cheerleading during the game. Quincy remembers the sense of hopeless as 

the screams and physical assault commenced; noting that he could not call for help; all 

four of the male students worked for campus security. 

Although Quincy tried to remain calm by assuring himself that at least none of the 

faculty and staff with whom he daily interacted were abusive, or at least openly racist, 

shortly thereafter he was summoned to the room of his dormitory supervisor who accused 

him of “interracial dating,” an offense for which he could be automatically expelled.368 

Dumbfounded, Quincy asked which actions of his suggested that he was trying to date 

White girls. The answer was confusing and damning: “You look like the kind of person 

that would interracially date.”369 Battling an ever-increasing sense of paranoia and dread, 

Quincy approached a trusted Bible teacher at the school with his concerns, only to be 

admonished by the scripture passage: “Abstain from all appearance of evil.”  

 
367 Ibid. 
368 This rule against interracial dating at Bob Jones University was unevenly enforced, and nearly always 
resulted in expulsion of the (typically male) student of color, rather than the white girl, who was assumed to 
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And Quincy remembers the chapel service I have still not forgotten; the sermon in 

which Bob Jones III proclaimed that interracial marriage could result in the birth of the 

Antichrist. Quincy blinked back tears, only to note those same painful tears in the eyes of 

the half-Asian, half-Hawaiian male student seated near him. 

When I read these details narrated by Quincy, a Black man who attended the 

university the same years I attended, a familiar sensation of guilt returned, reminding me 

that my previous ignorance of the racial ramifications of evangelical practices was not an 

absolution. I had participated in a structure that benefited and advantaged me and other 

students who were White by oppressing those who were not. 

Quincy writes of the loneliness he felt as the only Black student at Bob Jones 

University, since all other Black students withdrew their enrollment after attending the 

first semester of the freshman year. Shortly after I graduated from Bob Jones University 

and began my first professional job, one of my co-workers, a Black man, asked where I 

had attended college. When I said, “Bob Jones University,” his face registered horrified 

fascination. “What was it like,” he asked me, “being on a campus where Black students 

were so discriminated against?” I stared at him blankly, and heard myself answer, “there 

really weren’t many Black students there.” He seemed surprised. I followed up by asking, 

“why would any Black student want to attend a place like that?” He nodded, agreeing that 

I made a valid point; but for the first time, I began to realize something was very wrong.  

Some individuals from my “past life” regularly object to the copious criticism 

(rightly) leveled against Bob Jones University. “But the school has changed,” is a 

common rejoinder. “Look, they started allowing interracial dating back in 2000.370 And 

 
370 Gustav Niebuhr, “Interracial Dating Ban to End at Bob Jones University” (The New York Times, March 
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they even apologized for their racist past!”371 The school’s current efforts to repair a 

broken past is irrelevant to this conversation. This particular chapter is not about Bob 

Jones University, but is rather part of a larger conversation about what the university 

represents.  Bob Jones University is an example of a larger phenomenon that occurs 

regularly in “nice” White evangelical churches, perpetuated by “nice” White people (who 

really are not). White supremacy is a cancer that has invested the White evangelical 

church for too long. And it is not the responsibility of Black people to try to fix it. White 

people caused the problem, and White people (like me) are obligated to correct hundreds 

of years of oppression, violence, and exclusion. 

White Evangelicals Respond 

Denial and Excuses 

White evangelicals have strenuously objected to proclamations of racist practices 

and patterns, insisting that evangelicalism is not racist, or that evangelicalism used to be 

racist but is not anymore. When confronted with undeniable evidence of racist practices 

and beliefs, these same evangelicals comfort themselves with multiple excuses and 

rationales. One argument offered by White conservative evangelicals is that although a 

few White individuals have, in the past, objected to greater diversity within evangelical 

congregations, 372 the segregation of White evangelical churches and Black evangelical 

churches does not necessarily imply White evangelical racism. Many note that White and 
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Black Americans tend to live and socialize in separate spaces;373 therefore, it should be no 

surprise (or problem) that this trend would continue into worship choices. After all, some 

reason, separate White and Black churches have existed in America back to before it 

even officially became a country.374 Some scholars claim White evangelicals are “well-

intentioned people,”375 and reject the notion that “significant percentages of White 

evangelicals harbor and act on racially bigoted sentiments.”376 

These evangelical scholars additionally suggest that racially segregated churches 

are more helpful to the Black community than would be integrated churches. Since Black 

churches exist as safe places for the Black community, the reasoning goes, Black 

churches will remain segregated by choice. The Black church in America emerged during 

slavery as one of the only spaces that free from the White power structure. And both 

before and after slavery, Black churches served not only a spiritual function, but also as a 

means of social support and community healing.377 For example, Dr. Terriel, a Black 
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pastor and professor of Urban Christian Ministry, explains that the Black church allows 

its members to express the ways they are mistreated in society (mistreatment which often 

involves those who are White).378  

Other evangelicals, who do acknowledge evangelicalism’s history of racist 

practices, point to previous attempts at racial reconciliation between White and Black 

evangelicals. Evangelical leaders typically mention the efforts of the 1990s, and 

indignantly insist they have tried their best to correct the problem. In 1991, the National 

Association of Evangelicals announced its commitment to “improving race relations in 

both the church and society;” 379 in 1994, a group of evangelical leaders drafted the 

“Racial Reconciliation Manifesto” (also known as “The Memphis Miracle”) pledging to 

combat the evangelical movement’s structural and institutional racism;380 in 1995, the 

Southern Baptist Convention condemned racism as a “deplorable sin;”381 and in 1996, 

Bill McCartney, founder of Promise Keepers, publicly denounced racism as “an insidious 

monster.”382  (However, when this trend eventually ran its course, evangelicals reverted to 

their initial apathy toward racial diversity and reconciliation.)383 

Self-Reflection and Condemnation  

In April 2018, Mark Labberton, president of evangelical Fuller Seminary, 

announced to a group of evangelical leaders that “[White] evangelicalism has violated its 

 
378 Terriel R. Byrd, I Shall Not Be Moved: Racial Separation in Christian Worship (Lanham: University 
Press of America, 2007). 
379 Geneva Vanderhorst and Danielle Glosser, “Faith-Based Organizations’ Policy Statements,” in 
Denouncing Racism: a Resource Guide of Faith-Based Principles (Washington, DC: National Conference 
for Community and Justice, 2002), 31-32. 
380 Frank D. Macchia, “From Azusa to Memphis: Evaluating the Racial Reconciliation Dialogue Among 
Pentecostals,” Pneuma 17, no. 1 (1995): pp. 203-218. 
381 Edward Gilbreath, Reconciliation Blues: A Black Evangelical’s Inside View of White Christianity 
(Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2006), 181. 
382 Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen, “Promise Keepers and Race,” Christian Century, March 6, 1996, 255. 
383 Gilbreath, Reconciliation Blues, 181. 
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own moral and spiritual integrity.”384 In his address, later published online, Labberton 

emphasized four particular areas in particular where White evangelicalism’s “violation of 

spiritual and moral character has shown itself.” First, Labberton condemned White 

evangelical “use of power” as an abuse of power “that seeks dominance, control, 

supremacy, and victory over compassion and justice.” Second, Labberton addressed 

evangelical support for and involvement in economic policies that “castigate [socio-

economically disadvantaged] as disgusting ‘entitlements,’” and instead “serve elite 

interests.” Third, Labberton denounced White evangelical nationalism as a “fake good 

news” that endorses the “current administration’s odious, pejorative, and totalizing 

rhetoric.” Finally, Labberton issued a scathing indictment of the “unreckoned-with reality 

of White evangelical racism.” Labberton further elaborated: “When White evangelicals 

triumphantly pronounce that we now have ‘the best president the religious right ever 

had,’ the crisis it underscores to millions of people of color is an indictment of White 

evangelicalism and a racist gospel.” 

This chapter has examined the evangelical movement as a “White supremacist 

movement by investigating how discourses of Whiteness and White supremacy construct 

three specific racial projects within the evangelical movement. The discussion within this 

chapter concludes with an examination of evangelical responses to existence of White 

supremacist discourse within the movement. The upcoming chapter, “Spiritual Rape: The 

Ultimate (Soul) Fuck,” explains how traditional theological teachings surrounding 

women operate as a form of spiritual rape by mobilizing the five categories of sexual 

terrorism. The inherent patriarchal theological ideologies of spiritual rape appear within 

 
384 Mark Labberton (April 16, 2018), https://www.fuller.edu/posts/political-dealing-the-crisis-of-
evangelicalism/. 
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biblical narratives, theological teachings surrounding women, and the mandates of purity 

culture. Patriarchal ideologies accompanying both physical and spiritual rape are 

supported by propaganda in the form of rape myths, which collectively establish 

perceptions of both the victim and perpetrator of sexual and spiritual violence in ways 

that normalize rape and further its perpetuation. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: SPIRITUAL RAPE: THE ULTIMATE (SOUL) FUCK 

Introduction 

Patriarchal ideologies exist as the “means by which the dominant group utilizes 

internal controls to force acceptance of the structure and to prevent the subordinate group 

from rebelling.”385 Particular cultural and theological discourses regarding women serve 

as ideological “internal controls” used to perpetuate “male authority to own, use, 

exchange, and have sexual access to women.”386 These cultural discourses, entwined 

within rape and rape culture, include such theological “internal controls” of misogynist 

beliefs and ideologies surrounding women; particularly those of female purity, sin, and 

evil.387  

#ChurchToo co-founder Hannah Paasch declared: 

Patriarchy has infiltrated Western Protestant evangelicalism to such an extent that 
the two are nearly inseparable. We have so woven purity culture and rape culture 
into the fabric of the Western church that it has created a breeding ground for 
rampant abuse. While individual abusers need to be outed, we recognize that this 
is ultimately a systemic problem and must be addressed as such.388 

 
385 McDonald, “Battered Wives,” 264. 
386 Angela L. Padilla and Jennifer J. Winrich, “Christianity, Feminism, and the Law,” Columbia Journal of 
Gender & Law 1, no. 1 (January 31, 1991) 83. 
387 Kate Millett notes how patriarchal ideology operates to “secure the apparent consent of the very women 
it oppresses… through institutions such as the academy, the church, and the family, each of which justifies 
and reinforces women’s subordination to men.” Systems such as “the academy, the church, [and] the 
family,” are based on patriarchal assumptions of male dominance and hierarchy, in which the roles 
assumed by men are dominant and those by assumed by women subordinate. See Kate Millett, Sexual 
Politics (London: Virago, 1977), 35, 106. 
388Hannah Paasch, quoted in Olga Segura, “How #ChurchToo Empowers Victims of Sexual Abuse in 
Religious Spaces to Share Their Stories,” America Magazine: The Jesuit Review, December 6, 2017, 
https://www.americamagazine.org/politics-society/2017/12/06/how-churchtoo-empowers-victims-sexual-
abuse-religious-spaces-share. Emily Joy, also quoted in this article, insists that patriarchy and purity culture 
“are nearly inseparable,” and remain the two primary contributing factors to the “epidemic of sexual 
assault” in the evangelical church. 
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This chapter, “Spiritual Rape: The Ultimate (Soul) Fuck,” begins by defining 

spiritual rape and sexual terrorism, and explains how traditional theological teachings 

surrounding women mobilize five categories within sexual terrorism. I establish this 

correlation by first describing the ways patriarchal theological ideology, inherent within 

spiritual rape, manifests in biblical narratives, theological teachings surrounding women, 

and the mandates of purity culture. Second, I discuss the how the patriarchal ideology 

accompanying both physical and spiritual rape is supported by the propaganda of rape 

myths that establish perceptions of both the victim and perpetrator of sexual and spiritual 

violence in ways that normalize rape and further its perpetuation. 

Conceptualizations of Rape 

Rape is a sexually violent taking, an exploitation of something most personal, an 

invasion motivated by hatred and desire for control. The physical act of rape itself is 

defined by Gina Messina Dysert in Rape Culture and Spiritual Violence as: 

…the vaginal, anal, or oral penetration of any person, including spouses, 
children, other family members, and acquaintances, with any body part or 
object, without consent. In addition, it must be recognized that in order to 
consent, one cannot be coerced, threatened, or be under the influence of 
any substance. Thus, submission or nonresistance do not equate to 
consent.389 

Symbolic Meanings of Rape 

The symbolic meaning of rape originates from “the ideology that devalues women 

in relation to men while it privatizes and reifies women as the property of men.”390 Rape 

physically operates as “man’s basic weapon of force against woman” and the ultimate 

 
389 Messina–Dysert, Rape Culture and Spiritual Violence, 63. 
390 Antonia I. Castañeda, “Sexual Violence in the Politics and Policies of Conquest: Amerindian Women 
and the Spanish Conquest of Alta California,” Sexual Violence in Conflict Zones, 2011, 25. 
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“triumph of manhood.” 391 Feminist theorists attribute male sexual violence to the desire 

to assert dominance and reassure themselves and others of their masculinity.392 Feminist 

scholars overwhelmingly reject the notion that rapists are “mentally ill deviants,” and 

instead consider rapists “mostly normal men, motivated chiefly by a desire to prove their 

masculinity and to dominate and control women.”393  

Sexual Terrorism 

Terrorism is a systematic tool “to influence a target audience and change that 

audience’s behavior in a way that will serve the interests of the terrorist.”394 While 

terrorism can be conducted on a national or individual level, within individual terrorism, 

“the target is chosen with the purpose of causing fear in the larger society.”  Carole 

Sheffield defines sexual terrorism as “the system by which males frighten and, by 

frightening, control and dominate females.”395 Sexual terrorism includes the actuality of 

rape and the threat of rape–the latter of which is most effective in intimidating women 

and controlling their behavior. In the groundbreaking 1975 documentary Rape Culture, 

Mary Daly called rape “the disease of a phallocentric society,” and declared she instead 

preferred the term “rapism,” particularly because rape “puts all of us into what you would 

call a siege, all women.”396 Susan Brownmiller in Against Our Will, her classic feminist 

 
391 Susan Brownmiller, Against Our Will (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1975): 5. 
392 Anjuli Fahlberg and Mollie Pepper, “Masculinity and Sexual Violence: Assessing the State of the 
Field,” Sociology Compass 10, no. 8 (2016), 673–683. 
393 David P. Bryden and Erica Madore, “Patriarchy, Sexual Freedom, and Gender Equality as Causes of 
Rape,” Ohio State Journal of Criminal Law 13, no. 2 (2016), 299. 
394 Victoroff, Jeff. “The mind of the terrorist: A review and critique of psychological approaches.” Journal 
of Conflict Resolution 49, no. 1 (2005), 4. 
395 Carole J. Sheffield, “Sexual Terrorism,” in Gender Violence: Interdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. Margie 
L. Kiter Edwards, Laura L. O’Toole, and Jessica R. Schiffman (New York: New York Univ. Press, 2007), 
111. 
396 Rape Culture, (Cambridge Documentary Films, 1975), 
https://www.cambridgedocumentaryfilms.org/filmsPages/rapeculture.html. 
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work on rape, expounds on this siege of fear, arguing that the “critical function” of rape is 

“a conscious process by which all men keep all women in a state of fear.”397 Susan 

Griffin, in her essay, “Rape: The All-American Crime,” was another early feminist 

scholar to name the constant reminder of the inevitability of rape. Griffin writes, “I have 

never been free of the fear of rape. From a very early age I, like most women, have 

thought of rape as part of my natural environment.”398 Margaret Gordon and Stephanie 

Riger expand on this sentiment: “Most women experience fear of rape as a nagging, 

gnawing sense that something awful could happen, an angst that keeps them from doing 

things they want or need to do, or from doing them at the time or in the way they might 

otherwise do.” 399 

According to Carol Sheffield, the five components of sexual terrorism are 

“ideology, propaganda, indiscriminate and amoral violence, voluntary compliance, and 

society’s perception of the terrorist and the terrorized.”400 Ideology, writes Sheffield, is a 

system of beliefs that both explain the existing state of affairs and visualize how our 

society should be instead. (Sheffield asserts patriarchy is the foremost ideology 

supporting sexual terrorism.) Propaganda, states Sheffield, promotes specific ideologies 

by presenting false and/or biased information “to discredit opposing points of view.”401 

Sheffield describes the third component, violence, as indiscriminate, unpredictable, 

arbitrary, ruthless destruction that positions “every female a potential target of violence–

 
397 Susan Brownmiller, Against Our Will (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1975): 5. 
398 Susan Griffin, “Politics, 1971,” in Rape: The Power of Consciousness (New York: Harper and Row, 
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400 Sheffield, “Sexual Terrorism,” 113. 
401 Sheffield, “Sexual Terrorism,” 114. 
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at any age, any time, in any place.” Fourth, generalized voluntary compliance to 

patriarchal ideology is cultivated by social expectations of gendered expressions of 

masculinity and femininity. Finally, sexual terrorism consists of cultural perceptions that 

blame the victim and justify the perpetrator. 

Spiritual Rape 

Spirituality is “the interior life and mystical experience of the individual.”402 As 

Ewert Cousins states: “The spiritual core is the deepest center of the person. It is here that 

the person experiences ultimate reality.”403 Sandra Schneiders emphasizes “ultimate 

reality” is best understood as “a fundamental dimension of the human being … and the 

lived experience which actualizes that dimension.”404 Janice Turner wrote the following, 

often-quoted reflection on spirituality: “Spirituality is that which comes from within, 

beyond the survival instincts of the mind. Each of us has a spiritual center, which is our 

connection to this source of inner knowing.”405 I like to think of this “spiritual center” this 

“source of inner knowing” as my sacred space, one that is only available and accessible 

to me and those I trust implicitly. Because this space is sacred, and makes up the essence 

of “who I am,” an intrusion or betrayal by someone who I have allowed access to that 

inner space is particularly painful. 

Spiritual rape is the ultimate soul fuck. Spiritual rape is an internal colonization, 

enacted by violence, control, and manipulation, to appropriate and profit from the sacred 

 
402 Gina Messina-Dysert, Rape Culture and Spiritual Violence: Religion, Testimony, and Visions of Healing 
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power within the spirit of another. Spiritual rape is a “forced entry to one’s soul,” an 

unwanted penetration into a “sacred inner space,” enacted through religious methods of 

control and manipulation. 406  In Pillars of Flame, Maggie Ross supports her discussion of 

what she calls “psycho-spiritual rape” within church institutions by declaring: “The most 

insidious and destructive forms of rape are those that have no physical expression.”407 

Religious sociologist Diana Garland’s description of one women’s account of “clergy 

abuse” emphasized that “although her religious leader had not violently raped her,” the 

vulnerability and trust established, combined with his rejection of her when the sexual 

relationship ended, “felt like the rape of her very soul.”408 In Churches That Abuse, 

theologian Ronald Enroth writes:  

Many have described the aftermath of abusive-church involvement as 
comparable to that of rape victims, or the delayed stress syndrome 
experienced by war veterans. It is recovery from what might be called 
spiritual rape. You feel like something has been lost and you will never be 
the same again.409 

Spiritual Terrorism 

Theological scholars often refer to spiritual rape as “spiritual abuse” or “spiritual 

terrorism.”  A general definition of spiritual abuse is “misuse of power in a spiritual 

context.”410  Feminist scholar Jamie Marich defines spiritual abuse more specifically, 
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writing that spiritual abuse occurs “whenever a person or system in a position of power 

uses God or any other spiritual construct as a weapon to control, manipulate, or 

demean.”411 Because spirituality involves “every aspect of mind, soul, and matter,”412 the 

impact of spiritual abuse is “multi-faceted and multi-layered. 413 In particular, spiritual 

abuse damages the core of women’s spirit, the “sense of self.”414 Women’s spiritual 

“sense of self” often involves a “dual identification with [other] women and with 

members of a religious group.”415 Therefore, as Mary Daly notes, imbedded 

internalization of “androcentric and male-dominated” theological assumptions not only 

divides women from one another, but also “degrade[s] and mystify[s] women to such an 

extent that even the fact of this degradation is not perceived by its victims.”416 Theologian 

Boyd Purcell describes spiritual terrorism as “the most extreme form of spiritual abuse” 
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in that it involves the added component of fear.417  In the context of evangelical 

Christianity, spiritual terrorism instills and maintains fear through interpretation and 

application of specific scriptural texts, with the goal of compelling women to remain in 

spiritually abusive and subordinate positions.  

Spiritual Rape: My #ChurchToo Experience 

In Woman Hating, Andrea Dworkin writes: 

There are two definitions of woman. There is the good woman. She is a 
victim. There is the bad woman. She must be destroyed. The good woman 
must be possessed. The bad woman must be killed or punished. Both must 
be nullified.418 

I paused momentarily to roll my eyes at Dr. Phil as I distractedly scrolled through 

television channels this past January. Such a silly show, I thought to myself, as I began 

moving past the channel. But just then, a familiar face caught my attention. I stopped 

scrolling and clicked back to the show as a visiting guest began his opening statements. 

“Is that Ben?” I asked myself, squinting at the screen.  I listened in shock to the words: 

“I’m the only Williams that’s ever said yes, the verbal abuse, the physical abuse, the 

psychological abuse, it occurred.” I paused the television and read the title of the show’s 

episode to be sure: “Inside A Religious Reform School: Survivors of Hephzibah House.” 

I flopped down on my bed and closed my eyes as memories washed over me. It 

was the summer of 1985 and I was eight years old. That summer was the first time I 

remember meeting the Williams family. On occasion, various “missionary families” 

would visit the small Baptist church my father pastored in Minnesota. The father of each 

 
417 Boyd C. Purcell, Spiritual Terrorism: Spiritual Abuse from the Womb to the Tomb (Bloomington, IN: 
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missionary family would address the congregation during one (or both) of the Sunday 

services, explain their “ministry,” and invariably ask for donations. This particular 

Sunday morning’s visiting missionary was the Williams family from Hephzibah House. 

Ron Williams and his wife Patti founded and directed this “private Christian boarding 

school” for teenaged girls in Winona Lake, Indiana in 1971. Throughout the summer 

months, Ron and Patti Williams, along with their eight children, traveled to various 

Baptist churches throughout the country, promoting their Christian boarding school as 

“missionary work.” 

I shrank down in the hard, wooden pew as Ron Williams, a very large and 

intimidating man, addressed the congregation one bright Sunday morning. Perhaps if I 

looked small enough, Ron Williams wouldn’t notice me from his place behind the pulpit, 

where he explained too loudly how his missionary boarding school took in “troubled 

teenage girls that no one else could help,” and successfully reformed them into “Godly 

young ladies.” With great curiosity, I studied the teenaged girls featured in the 

promotional video. Young women dressed in matching uniforms scrubbed floors, made 

beds, washed dishes, and tearfully told the camera how sorry they were for the 

“rebelliousness” that had caused their parents to send them away to this boarding school. 

This idea–that a teenage girl could be so very terrible that her own parents wouldn’t want 

her–was entirely novel to me, and quite troubling. 

Ron Williams was speaking again that Sunday evening, so I volunteered to “help 

out” in the church nursery. Although there were few things an eight-year-old could do to 

“help,” I occasionally asked to assist in the nursery because I enjoyed playing with the 

babies. This evening, the nursery was an acceptable escape from distressing stories about 
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teenagers that no one wanted. One of the Williams’ daughters joined me to help play with 

the three youngest Williams’ children. Naomi was a year or so older than I and seemed 

quite grown up and very interesting. “What is it like,” I asked her, as we bounced babies 

in our arms, “living on the second level of a big house with so many teenagers right down 

the stairs?” Naomi looked at me as though I were far away. “It’s not like it’s fun,” she 

quietly informed me, “and lot of people don’t like my family.” I frowned in confusion, 

wondering out loud why some people would not like the Williams family. “Well,” she 

answered slowly, “some people think my parents are wrong to spank the girls.” I almost 

dropped the baby I was holding as I stared incredulously at Naomi, my mouth hanging 

open. “Your parents SPANK the teenagers that live at your boarding school?” Naomi 

shrugged.  “But why?” Naomi looked past me, her bright blue eyes serious and resolute. 

“They are rebellious,” she simply responded. That evening I anxiously approached my 

mother. “Would you and dad ever send me away to Hephzibah House?” I asked with 

great trepidation. I will never forget the look of horror that crossed my mother’s face. “Of 

course not!” she exclaimed. “That school is only for very bad girls, not for girls like 

you!” 

As the Williams family visited my church a few more times as I grew older, I 

became more familiar with each of the children and the details of their strange lives. I 

listened with horrified fascination to easily overheard conversations between their parents 

and mine. I heard things a child should never know; stories of forced vaginal exams, 

brutal “spankings,” denied toilet use, and withheld food. I had not yet begun to 

understand these horror stories as sexualized punishments for girls who were bad and 

warning signs for girls who were still good. 
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Textual Rape 

Biblical texts and related traditions often sanction physical abuse and spiritual 

rape of women.419 Several notable biblical passages, intrinsically violent in nature, 

mobilize spiritually and sexually abusive practices.420 As feminist theologian Suzanne 

Caster asserts, “sexual violence permeates the biblical text.”421 Cheryl Exum, in 

Fragmented Women: Feminist (Sub)versions of Biblical Narratives, begins her discussion 

on rape by acknowledging that although “raped by the pen is not the same as raped by the 

penis… in speaking of rape by the pen I am applying the language of bodily experience 

to literary representation.”422 This biblical “textual rape,” according to Exum, appears 

within biblical phallocentric narratives that reinforce patriarchal systems through 

validating women’s subordination to men, and punishing women’s sexual autonomy 

(often through murder). In her chapter, “Murder They Wrote,” Exum examines biblical 

narratives featuring the punishment of female characters. For example, Michal (who 

speaks her mind) is punished with barrenness. Conversely, “obedient” women are 

valorized, such as in the example of the daughter who sacrifices her own life to allow her 

father to fulfill his vow to God (this “model daughter” is remembered in song each year 

by other “obedient” daughters). 
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Texts of Terror 

Feminist theologian Phyllis Trible claims the Bible consists of several general 

narratives that operate as “texts of terror with women as victims.”423 Within biblical 

narratives, the woman appears as “the appropriate victim,” and much physical violence 

against women originates in the traditional Christian understanding that scripture requires 

the “subordination of females and their subjection to male authority and control.” 424 As 

theological scholar Susan Brooks Thistlewaite claims the Bible, “the Bible is part of the 

fabric of oppression of battered women”425 and is “complicit in excusing, hiding, or even 

requiring violence against women.”426  Within biblical narratives, the woman appears as 

“the appropriate victim,” and much physical and sexual abuse of women originate in the 

traditional Christian understanding that scripture requires the “subordination of females 

and their subjection to male authority and control.” 427  Mary Ann Tolbert, a feminist 

hermeneutical theologian, claims much of the general biblical narrative is “misogynistic,” 

“thoroughly androcentric and patriarchal,” and operates as a form of “textual 

harassment.”428 While the phrase “textual harassment” initially seems less intense than 

Exum’s reference to “raped by the pen,” Tolbert regathers her fury to condemn the social 
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harassment” involves “the specular appropriation of woman, or even her elimination altogether” (119). 
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and sexual hierarchies of oppression intrinsic within biblical passages, and name them 

directly responsible for “the mutilation of minds, spirits, and bodies perpetrated for 

centuries on women.”  

The Story of Eve 

Although the apostle Paul instructed in the New Testament, “in Christ there is no 

more male and female,” the Christian church has largely ignored this proclamation.429 

Instead, specific theological injunctions justify oppressive and punitive practices against 

women by invoking biblical narratives of “the creation,” “the fall,” and “the curse.” to 

pronounce Eve (and all women since Eve) the cause of sin, sinful in nature, and the origin 

of evil.430 The biblical narrative of “the creation” reinforces the Cartesian conjecture that 

Adam and Eve represent the unequal status of men and women: “Eve [as woman] 

represented the flesh, while Adam [as man] represented the spirit.”431 As Rosemary 

Radford Ruether exclaimed: 

Mind over body, and reason over the passions are seen as images of the 
hierarchy of the “masculine” over the “feminine.” Thus, everywhere 
Christians are surrounded by religious symbols that ratify male 
domination and female subordination as the normative way of 
understanding the world and God.432 

Before Eve’s creation, Adam’s body was “under the control of his spiritual self.” 

Upon her arrival, however, Adam experienced sexual desire, connecting him with his 
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lower self (body). This male sexual desire, awakened by Eve, “the beginning of iniquities 

and transgressions, and it is owing to this that men have exchanged their previously 

immortal and happy existence for one which is mortal and full of misfortune.”433 

Therefore, from the very beginning, Eve’s existence represents Adam’s departure from 

his (male) association with spirit and mind to an unwanted and inferior association with 

body and nature.  This theological form of Cartesian mind/body dualism associates men 

with the mind (spirit), but women with the body (nature). 434 These teachings first 

correlate women with body (nature) because the female body remains the “vehicle for the 

production of new ones,” and second, because “the body is clearly inferior to spirit.”435  

Consequently, this mind/body split associates the female body as “the site of all that is 

‘low’, dirty, and dumb,”436 rather than a “unique means of access to knowledge and ways 

of living.”437  

The Fall and Original Sin 

Foremost among the variety of “cultural, political, and religious discourses” 

surrounding women’s bodies and sexuality; 438 is the story of Eve and the apple. Evil first 
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appeared when Eve ate from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, and convinced 

Adam to join her. Eve was responsible, not only for the “fall” of Adam, but for the 

introduction of “sin” into the entire world. Consequently, from that point forward (in 

traditional Christian thought) women’s bodies contained “the threat of a debased 

subjugation to corruptibility and death.”439 Tertullian, an “important early Christian 

theologian…. [who was] instrumental in shaping the vocabulary and thought of Western 

Christianity,”440 wrote: 

Do you not realize, Eve, that it is you? The curse God pronounced on your 
sex weighs still on the world. Guilty, you must bear its hardships. You are 
the devil’s gateway, you desecrated the fatal tree, you first betrayed the 
law of God, you softened up with your cajoling words the man against 
whom the devil could not prevail by force. The image of God, Adam, you 
broke him as if he were a plaything. You deserved death, [but] it was the 
son of God who had to die!441 

Not only is woman responsible for bringing sin into the world; she remains 

continuing source of sexual seduction.  The very essence of woman herself correlates 

with evil, “she is carnal, rebellious, and guilty…she is a femme fatale, a temptress and 

seducer of man who remains powerless against sin and temptation in her spell.” 442   
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The Curse 

Because of Eve’s contribution to the destruction of humanity, all women from the 

apple onward were “cursed” by God, and “began to menstruate as penance.” 443 Archie 

Bunker’s rather unpolished retelling of “the fall” from a 1973 episode of All in the 

Family exemplifies how ideas surrounding menstruation remain entrenched in our 

cultural and collective imagination: 

Read about Adam and Eve. Going against direct orders, she makes poor 
Adam take a bite out of that apple. So, God got sore and told them to get 
their clothes on and get outta there. So, it was Eve’s fault God cursed 
woman with trouble. That’s why they call it, what do you call it, the 
curse.444 

The conceptualization of menstruation as dirty, polluting, and dangerous is further 

evidence of the “traditional Christian split between spirit and matter.”445 Menstruation, 

writes Rita Nakashima Brock, “regarded in male-dominant societies as unclean and 

defiling,” represents “aspects of femaleness” and an “embodiedness that is linked to 

vulnerability and feeling.” 446 Menstruation also provides an associated justification for 

the “suspicion of the [female] sexual body.”447 The menstruating female body is to be 

feared: it contains “powers of procreation and blood,” able to pollute both women 
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themselves and others (specifically men). 448 Further, theological assumptions credit the 

female body (existing in a polluted, “irrational,” and carnal” 449 state) with dangerous 

powers to “debase the ‘manly’ spirit and drag it down into sin and death.”450 As a result, 

notes Given Neville in “Women’s Bodies and Theology,” “women themselves regard 

their own bodies as unnatural and unclean.” 451 Early 1800s feminist writer Eliza Farnham 

laments the teachings of Christian theology that have “scorned and vilified the [female] 

body till it has seemed almost a reproach and a shame to have one.” 452 For women, their 

female body functions as a virtual “prison.” 453 While men are in control of, and free to 

enjoy their bodies, women are controlled by and trapped within theirs.454  

Continual Subjugation 

Because women are immoral, dangerous, and a source of destruction to men, a 

“whole range of coercive techniques” are employed to ensure her continued 

subjugation.455 And the female body, “the home of evil” requires “continual castigation 

for the benefit of the spirit.”456  The story of Eve also enforces “continued repression and 

subjugation of woman, as ‘punishment’ for her primordial “sin” in causing the fall of 
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man and the loss of paradise.”457 Therefore, woman’s continual punishment for Eve’s act 

is “eternal subjugation to her husband [and] the restriction of her sexuality solely for 

purposes of procreation...which is not only her punishment but also her only means of 

salvation.”458 

Purity Culture as Rape Culture 

Purity culture is evangelicalism’s version of rape culture, and the premise of both 

is that a female’s body is not her own. “Rape cultures,” writes Johanna Stiebert, “are 

cultures where rape victims are denied a voice, where their testimonies are dismissed as 

inconsequential, and where non-consensual sex is normalized.”459 A rape culture seldom 

acknowledges the actuality or seriousness of rape, infrequently considers rape criminal, 

and assumes victims are responsible for the violence inflicted on them.460 According to 

feminists Emilie Buchwald, Pamela Fletcher, and Martha Roth, rape culture consists of  

…a complex set of beliefs that encourages male sexual aggression and 
supports violence against women. It is a society where violence is seen as 
sexy and sexuality as violent. In a rape culture, women perceive a 
continuum of threatened violence that ranges from sexual remarks to 
sexual touching to rape itself. A rape culture condones physical and 
emotional terrorism against women as the norm.461 
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Male Ownership 

Liz Lenz, who describes herself as a “purity culture success story,” reported in an 

article in the Washington Post:  

Purity culture taught me that I ought to be passed down from father to 
husband, more an inheritance than a human. I was taught that men are my 
cover and my shield, when for the most part they have been the ones 
causing damage through molestation, rape and abuse.462 

Purity culture is built around traditionally Christian viewpoints of female 

sexuality, which is based in “a set of normative assumptions about male authority to own, 

use, exchange, and have sexual access to women.”463 In biblical narratives, women are 

positioned as “under the authority of their fathers before marriage and of their husbands 

after marriage,” and in both these scenarios, the women’s sexuality belongs to her male 

“owner.”464 More recently, theologian Karl Barth announced that a woman’s “proper 

place” is that of obedience, and acknowledgment that the man is the head of the 

household, since a woman “marks the completion of his creation, it is not problematic but 

self-evident for her to be ordained for man and to be for man in her whole existence.”465  

Damaged Goods 

Because her body belongs to her future husband, any other sexual activity marks 

that woman “damaged goods:” she is considered second hand and second class. As a 

result, both a woman who has engaged in unauthorized sex and a woman who has been 
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sexually assaulted view themselves and are viewed by others as “used property.” Donna 

Freitas, in her book, Sex and the Soul, notes that although evangelical men often openly 

state they expect “this gift of virginity from their future wives and about how they would 

find it hard to marry a girl who hadn’t saved it for them,” women are never assumed to 

hope for the same in their future husbands. 466   

The impetus for this ideology originates from revulsion and the ancient and 

powerful motivation of disgust toward the impure, as Richard Beck highlights in his book 

on the subject, Unclean.467  Samantha Field, a former evangelical purity culture advocate, 

writes that evangelical purity culture admonishes women that “engaging in sexual 

activity outside the context of marriage results in irreversible damage; it marks one as 

‘ruined.’”468 According to the tenets of purity culture, sexual activity outside of marriage 

reduces a woman to “a cup full of spit, a half–eaten candy bar, a destroyed rose, or 

packing tape covered in dirt and hair;” irreversibly damaged conditions. As Fields writes: 

“Oh, God can forgive you, we’re assured, but you can never really go back.” 469  

Modesty 

The foundation for this conversation about maintaining “purity” surrounds male 

sexual desire and response, and places responsibility for male sexual “purity” on the 

actions and the body of the women. According to Donna Freitas, in her book, Sex and the 
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Soul, evangelical purity culture teaches men that women can “really mess up” their lives, 

and “can destroy [them] spiritually with their sexuality.” 470  Consequently, women are 

primarily responsible for controlling male sexual response and behavior by wearing 

“modest” clothing and comporting themselves discretely. 471 And strangely enough, the 

“damaged woman” in her “fallen state” must still function as a tool of redemption in lives 

of the men who have contributed to her position. As Young (1989) observes: “The rape 

victim, the sexually abused girl, and the battered wife are given a message…to take 

responsibility for their abusers to forgive them, and by forgiving, to redeem them” 

(Young 1989, 480). The message is clear: a woman’s sexuality never belongs to herself, 

she is the property of men, and making autonomous sexual decisions forever positions 

her as a malignant and unredeemable Eve.  

Violence 

Rape culture is founded on the fear of violence, including the actuality of and fear 

of rape. Likewise, evangelical purity culture is reinforced by the message articulated by 

Linda Kay Klein in her book, Pure: Inside the Evangelical Movement, who writes that 

purity culture… “is not about sex. Rather, it’s about us: who we are, who we are expected 

to be, and who it is said we will become if we fail to meet those expectations.”472 

Violence itself is the primary strategy of any terrorist, sexual or otherwise.473 Since 

patriarchy itself is grounded in male ownership and control of women’s bodies, violence, 
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declares Rosemary Radford Ruether, is a predictable consequence those “patriarchal 

assumptions about women’s subordinate status.” 474  “Violence,” writes psychotherapist 

Carolyn Heggen, “is the inherent logic of patriarchy.” She further elaborates, “If men 

have the right to power and control over women and children, they also have the right to 

enforce that control.475 Mary Engel Potter agrees, arguing that within patriarchal systems, 

“ideologies of inequity and the practice of violence are inextricably linked.” Violence, 

she concludes, is perpetuated and justified by patriarchal ideologies surrounding female 

sexuality and subordination.476 

Shame 

Feminist scholar Kathleen Young speaks of the historical “moral disgrace” 

assigned to any female who engages “any sex outside of marriage, including rape.”477 

Tina Schermer Sellers, one of the few scholars to specifically research purity culture, 

writes: 

One of the things I started noticing about ten years ago was that I was 
seeing more and more amounts of sexual shame, of religious sexual shame 
. . . horrendous amounts. The self-loathing that people were feeling and 
describing about themselves really paralleled the kind of self-loathing that 
you often see with somebody who’s experienced childhood sexual assault. 

In her TED talk, titled “The Power of Vulnerability,” Brené Brown articulates a 

particularly relevant a definition of shame: “Shame is really easily understood as the fear 
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of disconnection. Is there something about me, that if other people know it or see it, that I 

won’t be worthy of connection?”478 Shame separates us from othether people through the 

fear of rejection. Shame perpetuated by evangelical rape culture corresponds with 

Brown’s definition– it is very clearly based in fear. The literature is full of threats of what 

might happen to a woman and her relationships if she chooses to have sex before 

marriage. In their book, Lady in Waiting, Jackie Kendall and Debby Jones warn: 

“Allowing sex to enter into a relationship before marriage will almost always result in the 

loss of an intimate friendship with the one you desire to know you for you.”479  The 

authors further ominously predict that “loss of purity” will surely result in parental 

rejection, haunting flashbacks, a “ruined Christian testimony,” spiritual pain, and even 

“separation from God.”480  Evangelical purity culture movement instills women with fear; 

particularly the fear that that if they become “impure,” they will be rejected by their 

future husband, their family, their community, and even God. 

Rape Myths 

Evangelical rape culture additionally perpetuates itself through the propaganda of 

rape myths. According to Rosemary Radford Ruther, “myths and methods” are 

continually reinvented to terrorize already compliant women into maintaining their 

position, and to “suppress or eliminate those women who have somehow escaped 

becoming sufficiently docile.”481  In general, myths consist of both stories and (usually) 
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incorrect beliefs.482 Story myths are found in historical accounts, religious beliefs, and 

cultural assumptions. Story myths cultivate social behavior, and grant context and 

significance to events and personal experiences.483 Rape myths, considered story myths, 

are incorrect beliefs (lies) that perpetuate and justify rape culture. Rape myths consist of 

“attitudes and beliefs that are generally false but are widely and persistently held, and 

serve to deny and justify male sexual aggression against women.”484  

Two particular narratives persist within rape myths. The first is that women 

regularly fabricate false rape reports.485 The second is that usually only “certain types” of 

women are raped, namely those “women with ‘bad’ reputations and those from socially 

marginal or minority groups.”486 These two recurring themes perpetuate “victim 

blaming,” a practice which conveniently removes responsibility from the perpetrator to 

the victim.487 Rape myths are particularly insidious because they operate to deny or 

minimize harm, and shift responsibility for the assault from the rapist to the victim.488 

Feminist scholars claim these commonly evoked rape myths are “invented by callous 
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men” to provide “self-serving justification” for sexual assaults.489  Sheffield explains one 

“self-serving justifications” for rape is the belief that “women are sexually ‘bad’–

depraved, insatiable, lustful.” 490 As a result, men justify sexual violence toward women 

with the assumption that sexual violence is what women deserve. These practices of 

justification and blame reversal communicates to women that they can protect themselves 

from rape by following particular patriarchal behavioral scripts, and through such 

rationalization and legitimization, alleviates men of any guilt they may (or may not) 

potentially experience.  

Rape Culture at Bob Jones University 

Becky Garrison, who frequently critiques evangelicalism, writes: 

Purity culture can be characterized by a pattern of sexual abuse, including 
child marriages, and remains vast and tenacious across the country. It is 
wrapped up in strict gender and sexual norms [exemplified] in institutions 
like Bob Jones University that systematically penalized victims who 
reported incidents or sought treatment.491 

In August 2020, the Greenville News reported that “Jane Roe” filed a lawsuit 

against Bob Jones University and Furman University for negligence surrounding how 

both universities handled her rape at Furman University the previous October while she 

was enrolled as a student at Bob Jones University.492 That past October, the victim and 

“Witness A” (another Bob Jones University student) attended a party on Furman campus 
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where football players were present. At this party, after the victim drank alcohol, smoked 

marijuana, and became “significantly intoxicated,” a Furman football player raped her. 

According to the lawsuit, when the victim and the witness reported the sexual assault to a 

police officer at Furman University the night it occurred, that police officer immediately 

called Bob Jones University to inform the school administration of the event, and to 

express “disapproval that the plaintiff and Witness A had consumed alcohol.” The police 

officer additionally noted that, since he was an alumnus of Bob Jones University, he was 

“particularly disappointed” by this “behavior.”493  After completing the phone call, the 

Furman police officer informed the rape victim and the witness that “they could either go 

to hospital or go to jail [for underage drinking].” The victim visited the hospital, where 

she received a sexual forensic exam. Within hours of visiting the hospital, the victim was 

summoned to the Dean of Women’s office, where she was immediately expelled for 

breaking a particular rule – she drank alcohol while enrolled as a student at Bob Jones 

University. 

Rape Culture: My #ChurchToo 

I was a senior at Bob Jones University in the fall of 1998. As a journalism major, 

I was quite delighted to be one of the staff writers for the Collegian, the student 

newspaper. The last weekend of each month was “crunch time” and the newspaper staff 

worked extra hours to complete the upcoming monthly edition. During this designated 

“work weekend,” the newspaper staff were afforded the seldom–granted privilege of 

staying up past midnight in our Alumni Building office to complete final production 

tasks.  I suppose because we were all about 20 years old, during one late “work night,” a 

 
493 Jane Roe vs. Furman University, defendant, et al (Greenville County Common Pleas August 5, 2020). 
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group of us student staff writers decided to play “hide and seek” in the darkened four-

story building. During the game, I ran up to the second floor to look for a place to hide. 

As I stood indecisively in the shadowy hallway, I heard my name whispered. I half-

turned to see Ben, a male student staff writer, directly behind me. Without warning, Ben 

grabbed the back of my head to turn my face toward him and kissed me. I stood stunned, 

without words, as his hands roved across my body. I felt him shaking as he fondled me in 

the heavy silence. I willed myself to move, to object, to scream, to say something, but 

remained in motionless silence. Suddenly we heard a shout from the stairs, as other 

members of the staff approached the second floor. Ben roughly pushed me away from 

him and glared at me. With a furious light in his eyes, he growled, “never tell anyone” 

and ran back down the hall. 

But I told someone. I told my best friend at the time. She agreed that the situation 

was beyond awkward, particularly since I was to continue to work with Ben on the 

newspaper staff the remainder of the school year. She also agreed that I could not 

“report” Ben’s assault to anyone. The penalty for unmarried students meeting alone in the 

dark was severe, and any sexual contact meant certain expulsion. We understood, 

somehow, that any unwelcome aspect of sexual contact was irrelevant to the university’s 

leadership staff.  And I berated myself, thinking I had done something to invite the 

groping. It must be my fault, I reasoned; otherwise, why would I feel so guilty and 

ashamed? 

Blamed, Shamed, and Dismissed 

Telling someone a secret can be a problem, particularly when that person shares 

the secret with others. Before I knew it, I was sitting in the office of Ms. Baker, the Dean 
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of Women, as she perused the list of my sins jotted on a paper before her. “Kissing a boy 

in the alumni building at night?” she questioned, peering at me sternly over her glasses. I 

nervously twisted in my chair, my palms sweating. I heard myself begin jabbering, half–

relieved to finally relay the events of that evening; the hide and go seek game, the 

unwelcome kiss, the sexual groping. At the end, I finally looked up, searching Ms. 

Baker’s eyes for some spark of understanding, perhaps shared indignation. Instead, I saw 

a slight smirk as she slowly shook her head. “How do you expect to find a good man if 

you are trotting about behaving this way?” I gasped, fumbling for words, as she 

continued, “We have already talked to Ben. He said that you attacked him. He didn’t 

report you only because he feels sorry for you.” I shrieked, “And you believe this?” Ms. 

Baker nodded primly. “You are supposed to be a leader on this campus,” she 

reprimanded me, “but you were alone with a young man in the dark doing sexual things.” 

The lecture went on, largely in the same tone, but I stopped listening to the words. In that 

moment two distinct realities became clear: I was being expelled from the university for 

one year; and that Ben was not.494  

This chapter, “Spiritual Rape: The Ultimate (Soul) Fuck,” has explained how 

traditional theological teachings surrounding women operate as a form of spiritual rape 

and mobilize the five categories of sexual terrorism. The inherent patriarchal theological 

ideologies of spiritual rape appear within biblical narratives, theological teachings 

surrounding women, and the mandates of purity culture. Patriarchal ideologies 

accompanying both physical and spiritual rape are supported by the propaganda of rape 

 
494 Although Ben may have faced some consequences for his actions, I was unaware of any disciplinary 
action he received. I do know Ben remained an enrolled student that semester. He continued attending 
university classes on campus when I returned a year later to complete my degree. 
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myths within purity culture. The resultant perceptions of both victim and perpetrator 

operate to normalize, minimize, and perpetuate sexual and spiritual violence. 

The upcoming chapter, “The Prophetic Resistance of Myth Naming,” employs 

Mary Daly’s conceptualization of “patriarchal reversals” and “myth naming” to analyze 

how #ChurchToo tweets engage in prophetic resistance. Through the practice of 

truthtelling, #ChurchToo tweets name and describe four foundational theological myths 

confiscated by and distorted within evangelical purity culture: The Myth of Evil Eve; the 

Sin of Bathsheba; the Jezebel Spirit; and the Rape of Tamar. 

 

.  
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CHAPTER SIX: THE PROPHETIC RESISTANCE OF MYTH NAMING 

Introduction 

The totality of my analysis of #ChurchToo tweets is divided into two distinct 

segments, “myth naming” and “myth making,” and appear within two separate chapters. 

The first segment appears within here within this chapter, “The Prophetic Resistance of 

Myth Naming;” and the second segment appears within the following chapter, “Dreadful 

Women and Holy Hags.”  

For women to engage in “myth breaking and myth making,” Daly claims, they 

must first “see their lie in order to see their truth,” and then women must “name “our 

Selves” and act “on our own initiative.”495  This chapter demonstrates how categories and 

themes within #ChurchToo tweets identify four primary confiscated theological myths to 

“see their lie,” and to name their patriarchal deceptions, and distorted and stolen mythic 

powers. First, Eve as “Ēzer Kěnegdô” is appropriated and distorted into the Myth of Evil 

Eve, and used to position woman’s body a source of pollution and contamination, and 

justify her abuse and inferior status. Second, the archetype of Bathsheba as Innocent 

Lamb is confiscated and twisted into the Sin of Bathsheba, excusing predatory men, 

blaming women for “complicity” in their own rapes, and imposing a divided sisterhood, 

in which women turn on one another to enforce arbitrary patriarchal standards of 

“modesty” and “morality.” Third, Jezebel as the prototype of Confident, Clever, and 

 
495 Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology, 47. 
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Powerful Woman is figuratively and literally mangled into the evil and manipulative 

Jezebel Spirit. Jezebel’s fate exists as a warning, to silence outspoken and confident 

women, and to situate them in a virtual living hell of enduring isolation, blame, and 

shame. Finally, the emblem of Tamar as Fearless Prophetess appears as the twisted tale of 

the Rape of Tamar, signaling the components of purity culture that fetishize virginity, 

assume patriarchal ownership of female sexuality, and position the racist status of 

“rapeable” women’s worth. 

Naming and Renaming Patriarchal Identities 

While collecting the first two years of #ChurchToo tweets, I immersed myself in 

each monthly catalogue of short, yet poignant, disclosures of sexual and spiritual 

evangelical rape. When my collection was complete, I revisited each month’s collection, 

re-reading and reflecting on each abbreviated, yet profound, glimpse into the lives of 

other women.  

For some time, the process of analyzing the tweets I collected seemed somehow 

unmanageable. I told myself I was simply overwhelmed by the sheer number of tweets. 

However, the amount of data was not the true reason the task appeared insurmountable, 

but rather involved my personal identification with many of the tweeted disclosures and 

the authors of the tweets themselves. Many of the #ChurchToo stories I read were 

familiar; some so much so, that I investigated the author’s twitter account and profile to 

find I recognized that person from my evangelical past. More significantly, and often 

distressingly, the disclosures of my sisters remain so familiar to me because their 

#ChurchToo stories include parts of my own.496  

 
496 A tweet by @wwclaudiado encapsulates the ways I attempt to explain the multiple, complex, and 
enmeshed components that position evangelical purity culture as spiritual rape: How do you go about 
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Second, organizing the final collection of tweets under general themes and 

categories was bewildering at best. Initially, the procedure of identifying common 

phrases and themes in answer to my two primary research questions seemed quite 

straightforward. I located multiple tweets that directly corresponded to my research 

questions investigating how the tweet contents discuss methods of spiritual rape, and how 

the tweets identify and describe the related experience of spiritual rape. However, 

organizing the tweets under various common themes, and then aligning those themes 

under the categories of methods and experiences was a confusing task at best, and 

somehow kept changing. In some respects, the harvested themes and categories within 

the tweets were very similar, and relayed a common storyline of “who, what, when, and 

how.” However, since each person’s story is unique to them, the tweets were also quite 

different from one another. Themes of many other tweets appeared to overlap, and 

several tweets defied classification altogether and seemed impossible to catalogue.  

Nonetheless, I began writing, and placing example tweets under each section based on 

common themes, such as “forgiveness,” “purity culture,” “silence,” and shame.”  I re-

wrote and re-reorganized the sections several times, only to realize each time the overall 

incoherence. The themes within the general sections did not appear to connect to one 

another, nor to any concept at all, for that matter.  

After one particularly frustrating evening, I turned to Mary Daly. Beyond God the 

Father and Gyn/Ecology remain my two all-time favorite books, and I regularly find 

 
defining an entire way of life? How do you take concepts that were *literally* taught in the cradle and turn 
them into words others can understand and relate to? Because this is #PurityCulture. This is life for a fundy 
child, raised by the patriarchy.” See @wwclaudiodo, Twitter post, January 2019, 9:31 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/wwclaudiado/status/1086451053401395200. 
I have come to realize, that along with telling my story of lived experience within evangelical purity 
culture, the most effective method to demonstrate the mobilization of spiritual rape, is to invite in and listen 
to the stories and experiences of other former and evangelical women. 
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inspiration – and some type of comfort – from each. I settled in to read, for Mary Daly to 

remind me again of women’s stolen power, of reclaiming that power by renaming, and of 

the bonds of sisterhood. 

That night as I slept, Mary Daly visited me in a dream. She did not offer any 

words of advice or encouragement. She did not speak at all. She was simply there, 

wearing her large round glasses.  And although no further “visuals” of Mary Daly 

appeared my dream, I distinctly sensed her presence. 

The next morning, I opened my computer, and again pulled up my archive of 

tweets holding so many stories of other women’s lives. “Talk to me,” I mentally pleaded 

to the array of tweets. “What are each of you saying? What do you need to tell me?” As I 

read through the stories again, and allowed each to simply speak, the jumbled categories 

of words and phrases before me fell into focus. My archive of #ChurchToo stories 

transcend typical categorization, I realized, because they collectively answer my research 

questions in a way I had not anticipated. The combined narrative within the many 

#ChurchToo tweets work together to reverse “patriarchal reversals,” and do so through 

the practices of naming themselves and their experiences, and by renaming patriarchal 

identities and belief structures. 

Confiscated Power of Appropriated Archetypes 

My conceptualization of spiritual rape is one that employs violence, control, and 

manipulation to appropriate and profit from the sacred power within the spirit of another. 

The accounts of spiritual rape within #ChurchToo stories collectively reveal how the 

structure of evangelicalism derives its potency from the confiscated identities of 
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archetypal biblical female images.497  The theologies within these appropriated images 

distort women’s bodies as polluted, damaged, and the cause and justification for violence. 

These perverse doctrines further confiscate the power of women’s voices though 

terroristic silencing strategies of blame and shame, and profit from possessing women’s 

sexuality. 

Patriarchal Reversals 

“Patriarchal reversals” remain a fundamental weapon and characteristic of 

patriarchal cultures. In Gyn/Ecology, Mary Daly explains “patriarchal reversals” as 

patriarchal narratives surrounding women that are not only untrue, but the direct opposite 

of the truth. These reversals operate within patriarchal cultures to hide certain truths, 

particularly those surrounding women’s power and male violation of women’s bodies, 

minds, and souls.  For example, one classic “patriarchal reversal” maintains that Eve, the 

first woman, originated from a male body (Adam’s rib) despite the biological fact that all 

males are created from women’s bodies. Daly offers another example of a priest and a 

little girl. While it seems common to think of a priest exorcising a little girl, perhaps the 

little girl should instead exorcise the priest.498 

Truthtelling as Prophetic Resistance 

According to Mary Daly’s scholarship, naming the lies and deceptions within 

appropriated theological myths enables women to exorcize internalized demons and 

reclaim the confiscated mythic power within those archetypes.499  Mary Daly defines 

“truthtelling” as an integral aspect of naming and “the only adequate antidote for 

 
497 Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology, 47. 
498 Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology: The Metaethics of Radical Feminism (Boston: Beacon Press, 1978),46. 
499 Mary Daly, 1978, Gyn/Ecology. 
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phallocracy’s Biggest Lies.”500 This “truthtelling,” says Margaret Arms, occurs when 

those who have been violated are allowed to speak the reality of what has happened. 

“Prophetic resistance,” writes Arms, is an empowering act that occurs through the 

practices of speaking out, remembering violations, advocating for others, and employing 

“anger to work against violence and abuse.”501 @WittyApothecary summarizes the power 

of prophetic resistance within the following #ChurchToo tweet: 

#WhyIWrite 
Because stories are what connect us. 
Because the truth needs to be told. 
Because this is how we heal. 
#Exvangelical #MeToo #ChurchToo.502 

The Power of Naming 

Daly claims that to “reverse the reversals,” women must first realize that these 

patriarchal narratives contain “stolen mythic power.”503 One power in particular that Daly 

discusses is the power of naming. At the outset of her pivotal book, Beyond God the 

Father, Mary Daly asserts: “Women have had the power of naming stolen from us. We 

have not been free to use our own power to name ourselves, the world, or God.”504 

Beginning with Adam’s naming of all animals in the first book of the Bible, the power of 

naming in patriarchal cultures has been conferred to and maintained by men. Daly further 

explains how stolen mythic power appropriated from archetypal female images prohibits 

 
500 Mary Daly and Jane Caputi, Websters’ First New Intergalactic Wickedary of the English Language 
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1987), 84 
501 Margaret Arms, “When Forgiveness Is Not the Issue in Forgiveness: Religious Complicity in Abuse and 
Privatized Forgiveness,” in Forgiveness and Abuse: Jewish and Christian Reflections, ed. Marie M. 
Fortune and Joretta L. Marshall (Binghamton: Haworth, 2004), 123. 
502 @WittyApothecary, Twitter post, October 2018, 3:38 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/WittyApothecary/status/1053369817577783297 
503 Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology, 47. 
504 Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father: Toward a Philosophy of Women’s Liberation (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1974), 83. 
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women from “the right to speak,” the power associated with naming both themselves and 

their experiences.505  

For women to engage in “myth breaking and myth making,” Daly claims, they 

must first “see their lie in order to see their truth,” and then women must “name “our 

Selves” and act “on our own initiative.”506  This chapter demonstrates how categories and 

themes within #ChurchToo tweets identify four primary confiscated theological myths to 

“see their lie,” and to name their patriarchal deceptions, and distorted and stolen mythic 

powers. 

The Power of Renaming 

Daly positions renaming as a practice whereby women exorcise internalized 

demons of patriarchy and self-hate that originate from “false naming.”507 Daly’s 

scholarship primarily focuses on renaming and reifying God, symbolic theological 

language, and dismantling the patriarchal “dick-tionary.”508 However, her overall 

conceptualization of the practice of renaming acknowledges the significance of names 

themselves, and confirms how strategic naming or “labeling” of a person operates to 

define and create meaning.509 As women begin to identify and define themselves through 

acts of renaming, they become empowered to perform an exorcism of internalized 

“demonic power structures” and “false identities.” 510  

 
505 Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father, 130. 
506 Mary Daly,1978, Gyn/Ecology, 47. 
507 Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology, 79. 
508 Mary Daily coined the term “dick-tionary,” defining it as “any patriarchal dictionary: a derivative, 
tamed and muted lexicon compiled by dicks.” Mary Daly and Jane Caputi, Websters’ First New 
Intergalactic Wickedary of the English Language (Beacon Press: Boston, 1987). 
509 Sally McConnell-Ginet, Words Matter: Meaning and Power (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2020). 
510 Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father, 47. 
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For women to engage in “myth breaking and myth making,” Daly claims, they 

must first “see their lie in order to see their truth,” and then women must “name “our 

Selves” and act “on our own initiative.”511  Within the following sections, I demonstrate 

how categories and themes within #ChurchToo tweets identify four primary confiscated 

theological myths to “see their lie,” and to name their patriarchal deceptions, and 

distorted and stolen mythic powers. 

The Myth of Evil Eve 

The myth of the Fall is both the prototypical case of false naming and the very 

foundation of Christian theology.512 The Myth of Evil Eve assumes woman’s body as the 

origin of evil, the source of pollution and contagion, and the cause and justification for 

physical abuse and sexual violence. Evangelical purity culture assigns the identity of Eve, 

who brought “sin” into the world and caused the downfall of the human race, to women 

in general (no matter how young). All evil and corruption originates from women, and 

female sexuality is particularly evil. Even when a woman is sexually violated by a man, 

the man is assumed to have encountered pollution via female sexuality, and woman’s 

body remains the cause and justification for abuse and violence. As a #ChurchToo tweet 

from @CarrieWNettles observes, evangelicalism “has used its theologies to *sanction* 

rape culture in the church.”513  The associated doctrines of “purity culture,” tweets 

@C_Stroop, “grooms women to be victims, tells them they’re complicit in their own 

 
511 Mary Daly,1978, Gyn/Ecology, 47. 
512 Elizabeth Cady Stanton wrote: “Take the snake, the fruit-tree and the woman from the tableau, and we 
have no fall, nor frowning Judge, no Inferno, no everlasting punishment-hence no need of a Savior. Thus 
the bottom falls out of the whole Christian theology. Here is the reason why in all the Biblical researches 
and higher criticisms, the scholars never touch the position of women.” Quoted in Kathi Kern, Mrs. 
Stanton’s Bible (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2002), 177. 
513 @CarrieWNettles, Twitter post, September 2018. 2:29 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/CarrieWNettles/status/1038132280567496704 
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abuse, and convinces them it would be in their best interest to give up control of their 

narrative in order to protect the abusers and the church.”514   

Source of Original Sin 

The figure of Eve within Christian doctrine attributes woman as the original 

source of sin that led humanity into a fallen state of corruption. As @intj_jones laments, 

the “bible/Christians claim to this day that women (through fictional Eve) is to blame for 

all sin in the world.”515 Similarly, @vcsweeney regrets how in evangelical churches: 

“We’re taught that females will lead men astray, just like Eve.”516  

@JKOEastVan notes the fundamental problem with this overall assumption, 

tweeting that “when you blame Eve for the sins of humanity, you set up women to be 

scapegoats instead of demanding responsibility and accountability from men.”517 

As a source of sin, Eve cannot be trusted, and all she says is suspect. 

@laurensotolongo writes that “the theological implications of ‘Eve, sly temptress’ & 

‘Adam, innocently temped’ still rings deafeningly true.”518  A tweet from @lyrelle further 

articulates how the Myth of Evil Eve “presumes either the woman is a liar, and nothing 

happened, or the woman is a harlot.”519  These tweets point to how the Myth of Evil Eve 

in context of evangelical purity culture fosters the assumption that women and girls 

 
514 @C_Stroop, Twitter Post, December 2018, 1:42 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/C_Stroop/status/1073286932766056448 
515 @intj_jonesTwitter post, November 2017, 4:06 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/intj_jones/status/933441677704028160 
516 @vcsweeney, Twitter post, December 2017, 9:52 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/vcsweeney/status/938964348772503552 
517 @ JKOEastVan , Twitter post, November 2017, 5:36 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/JKOEastVan/status/933645534580969472 
518 @laurensotolongo, Twitter post, January 2018, 3:36 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/laurensotolongo/status/950828559920173057 
519 @lyrelle, Twitter post, November 2017, 7:21 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/lyrelle/status/933128333620944896 
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regularly lie about sexual assault, an experience many #ChurchToo tweets attest. For 

example, one tweet by @Only1Adrienne discloses “I was molested by a trustee at my 

church when I was 14, half the church accused me of lying. He was never punished.”520 

Site of Pollution 

As a #ChurchToo tweet from @NotinOurChurch1 summarized: “Abuse is not 

about sex, it’s about taking someone’s power, minimizing them, making them feel 

worthless.”521  Linda Kay Klien writes how within evangelical purity culture, “men are 

taught their minds are evil, whereas women are taught their bodies are evil. That is to say, 

men’s thoughts and actions are said to be either pure or impure, while women themselves 

are said to be either pure or impure.”522  

The assumptions of evangelical purity culture that position the body of a woman 

as sexually polluted, the source of contagion, and the punishment for her inherently sinful 

state523 are aptly summarized in one  tweet from Hannah Paasch that simply notes: “The 

thinly veiled lie underneath the purity culture fueling #churchtoo stories is that bodies are 

bad, & especially women’s.”524 @WandaSpeaks67 recalls how: “We were taught that 

menstruation and child birth were punishment for Eve eating the apple.” 

@WandaSpeaks67 confirms how within evangelical purity culture: “Every month was a 

 
520 @Only1Adrienne, Twitter post, November 2017, 7:11 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/Only1Adrienne/status/933125787871571968 
521 @NotinOurChurch1, Twitter post, June 2018, 7:22 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/NotinOurChurch1/status/1012838838111293440 
522 Linda Kay Klein, “What Is Purity Culture?,” Linda Kay Klein, April 2, 2021, 
https://lindakayklein.com/what-is-purity-culture/. 
523 Strangely enough, a woman’s body is also said to be the means of her salvation and the salvation of 
others. According to 1 Timothy 2:14-15 in the New Testament: “And Adam was not deceived, but the 
woman being deceived was in the transgression. Notwithstanding she shall be saved in childbearing, if they 
continue in faith and charity and holiness with sobriety.” 
524 @riverpaasch, Twitter post, November 2017, 1:33 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/riverpaasch/status/934852554722222080 
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reminder that you were being punished.”525 

Damaged Goods 

The sexual pollution presumably passed on from Eve assumes any girl or woman 

engaged in sexual activity outside of marriage as ruined, forever damaged, and unclean. 

(age and consent are irrelevant). These girls and women are directly compared to 

objectionable objects such as “expired milk,” “chewed gum” a “cup full of spit,” and a 

“half-eaten lollipop.”526  

In her recent book, Pure, Linda Kay details the bizarre object lessons on female 

“sexual purity” she heard often while growing up within evangelical purity culture: 

Then there is the unused tissue versus the “used” tissue full of snot, 
mucus, and phlegm, which is said to represent a girl or woman who has 
had sex; the clear glass of water versus the one to which food coloring has 
been added (the tiniest drop changing it forever); and the seemingly 
endless iterations on food: the untouched cookie or candy bar versus the 
one that has been chomped into; the unwrapped lollipop versus one that 
decreases in size and desirability after being licked for the first time.527 

@cloverkatiek recalls: “I remember the talk with only youth group girls where 

they pulled petals off a rose, implying that any sexual activity made you less worthy of 

being offered to your husband as a pure gift on your wedding night.”528 And 

@MrsBKeller tweets: “Oh, I remember the ‘duct tape’ skit. The duct tape gets stuck and 

unstuck over and over until it loses its stickiness. So, only ‘stick l’ yourself to one person 

 
525 @WandaSpeaks67, Twitter post, November 2017, 10:36 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/WandaSpeaks67/status/935532776765444096 
526 Katie Cross, “I Have the Power in My Body to Make People Sin: The Trauma of Purity Culture 
and the Concept of ‘Body Theodicy,’” in Feminist Trauma Theologies: Body, Scripture and 
Church in Critical Perspective, ed. Karen O’Donnell and Katie Cross (London: SCM Press, 
2020), pp. 73-104. 
527 Linda Kay Klein, Pure: Inside the Evangelical Movement That Shamed a Generation of Young Women 
and How I Broke Free (New York: Touchstone, 2018), 9. 
528 @cloverkatiek, Twitter post, September 2018, 12:08 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/cloverkatiek/status/1042626612636905473 
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if you want to be stuck forever…”529 

The destructiveness of the myth of sexual pollution is summarized in a 

#ChurchToo disclosure from @pinklady_ktown, who recounts: “Purity culture taught me 

that my first rape left me damaged goods. My evangelical parents did nothing about it 

because Jesus would heal me. When my youth pastor raped me I accepted it.530  In 

response, @EB_FindingMercy addresses a tweet evangelicalism in general, insisting, “be 

done with purity culture. Never again do any sort of unwrapping the Hershey kiss, pulling 

petals off the flower, or whatever else nonsense you create.”531 @AudryT writes: 

When you are raised to be ashamed of your sexuality, of your body; when 
you are raised thinking it’s your fault men want you, and that men 
wanting you is dirty, you can go to no one because even friends and 
parents are conditioned to shame and blame you. You are alone.532 

@to_offensive reflects on “the years of grooming some girls went through before 

they were sexually assaulted by a pastor or church leader,” and asserts: “Tell a girl men 

are always right, her body is bad, and add some guilt/shame. Predators can get away with 

anything in that culture.”533 A tweet from @DoreenGLM attests: 

#churchtoo tells me what I have always known from the moment I read 
about Eve in Bible, and hated her for ruining the world. It tells me that we 
deserve the maltreatment we receive, and that it is treated lightly because 
everyone believes it too. Man was innocent before woman.534 

 
529 @MrsBKeller, Twitter post, September 2018, 9:20 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/MrsBKeller/status/1042946711268851712 
530 https://twitter.com/pinklady_ktown/status/1073263315969748992 
531 @EB_FindingMercy, Twitter post, November 2017, 9:12 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/EB_FindingMercy/status/933699695213506561 
532 @AudryT, Twitter post, November 25, 1:25 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/AudryT/status/934488233198501888 
533 @to_offensive, Twitter post, February 2021, 6:57 p.m. 
https://twitter.com/to_offensive/status/1357478365574422528 
534 @DoreenGLM, Twitter post, November 2018, 10:13 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/DoreenGLM/status/935527025657380865 
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Motivation and Justification for Violence 

@writer_dee claims that within her experience as a psychosocial nurse and social 

justice advocate, physical abuse and sexual violence within conservative churches “seems 

to go back to ‘inerrant Biblical’ theology that makes it God-ordained to blame Eve and ‘a 

female partner’ of any age for any sin a man commits.”535 This faulty philosophy of the 

female body and sexuality, according to several #ChurchToo tweets, manifests as 

justification for physical abuse and sexual violence. 

The first case of female blaming for male sin appeared in the Garden of Eden 

when God confronted Adam with eating the “forbidden fruit.” Adam’s first response was 

to complain that “the woman whom thou gavest to be with me, she gave me of the tree, 

and I did eat.”536 @JennMGreenberg confirms within her #ChurchToo account: 

Part of why I react so strongly against this type of “but the woman you 
gave me” (Gen 3:12) blame-shifting legalism, is that my abuser often 
blamed my dad’s lust, rage, and violence, on what I wore, my developing 
adolescent figure, or how much I resembled his wife (my mom).537 

@Whiteevangelical writes: “Unfortunately, the #ChurchToo stories reveal that 

too often it has been the church itself that, far from upholding the body as holy, has 

perpetrated its denigration & abuse.”538 According to StandForLove1, evangelicalism is a 

“Christian fanaticism” that primarily involves “abusing abused women and calling it 

‘punishment’ for ‘being Eve’ and ‘unsubmissive’ to abusive men.”539 @samanthapfield 

 
535 @writer_dee, Twitter post, December 2018, 6:14 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/writer_dee/status/1071905967741304833 
536 Genesis 3:12. 
537 @JennMGreenberg, Twitter post, April 2019, 4:59 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/JennMGreenberg/status/1120431884977225728 
538 @whiteevangelical, Twitter post, January 2018, 6:53 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/whitevangelical/status/958850746052743169 
539 @StandForLove1, Twitter post, August 2019, 8:49 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/StandForLove1/status/1164882460360024064 
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declares how in addition to experiencing multiple episodes of sexual violence, “everyone 

else blamed me, accused me of lying, told me to ‘repent’ for being raped, told my PTSD 

made me a ‘poisoned well’ that would ‘destroy’ the person I was dating. Church is 

f***ing BROKE.”540 A tweet from @awildwitch69 opens by asking, “#churchtoo like 

where do I even begin?” @wildwitch further discloses: “The first time I was forced to 

touch a penis was in the back of a church van.”“541 @wildwitch concludes that: “The vast 

majority of my abusers/body shame/sexuality shaming were deeply rooted in the church 

and purity culture.”  

The Sin of Bathsheba 

Within the White evangelical purity culture that holds women and girls 

responsible for male morality, women and girls are tasked with ensuring that men remain 

sexually “pure” by wearing “modest” clothing.  As Hannah Paasch, a co-founder of 

#ChurchToo asserted in an interview with the Huffington Post: “Purity culture lays the 

bulk of the responsibility for maintaining the sexual purity of both genders on women’s 

attire.”542  This “modesty doctrine” within White evangelical purity culture, “a philosophy 

that controls, blames, and shames women and their bodies,” is enforced by myths 

surrounding the Blame of Bathsheba.543   

 
540 @samanthapfield, Twitter post, November 2017, 5:56 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/samanthapfield/status/933106870654562309 
541 @awildwitch69, Twitter post, November 2017, 1:46 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/awildwitch69/status/934312433128214528 
542 Hannah Paasch, “Sexual Abuse Happens in #ChurchToo – We’re Living Proof,” The Huffington Post, 
December 5, 2017, https://tinyurl.com/4yhcuxj4. 
543 Sierra, “How Modesty Made Me Fat,” No Longer Quivering (Patheos, June 5, 2012), 
https://tinyurl.com/ModestyFat. 
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Bathsheba’s story appears in the Old Testament of the Bible and occurred when 

David was king of Israel.544 Bathsheba was married to Uriah, a soldier in the Israelite 

army. One evening when Uriah was away, king David walked up to the roof of his palace 

and voyeuristically watched as Bathsheba took a bath. Because Bathsheba was very 

beautiful, David summoned her to his palace and raped her. Soon after, Bathsheba sent 

word to David that she was pregnant. Upon hearing this unfortunate news, David 

arranged for Uriah to fight in a battle area where he would most certainly be killed (and 

he was). After Uriah’s convenient death, David married Bathsheba, who gave birth to a 

baby boy. 

Evangelicals (and Christians in general) have traditionally referred to this sordid 

tale as “The Sin of Bathsheba,” and appropriated this narrative to directly blame 

Bathsheba as soliciting David’s sexual violence. An infamous evangelical article titled 

“The Sin of Bathsheba” proclaims: “None of this great evil would ever have taken place 

if Bathsheba had only been careful not to display her body in the sight of a man.”545  

Theologian Hans Wilhelm Hertzberg accuses Bathsheba of “feminine flirtation,” arguing 

she was aware David was watching her take a bath.546 In A Return to Modesty, 

evangelical author Wendy Shalit suggests that Bathsheba’s “immodesty” originated from 

“her desire for spectators.”547 Sharon Wilharm, another evangelical woman, states 

Bathsheba failure to follow the dictates of modesty caused David to sin. 548 Most 

 
544 2 Samuel 11:1-12:25. 
545 “The Sin of Bathsheba,” Pilgrim Ministry, accessed May 30, 2021, 
https://www.pilgrimministry.org/literature/the-sin-of-bathsheba. 
546  Hans Wilhelm Hertzberg, I & II Samuel: A Commentary (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 
1964), 309 
547 Wendy Shalit, A Return to Modesty: Discovering the Lost Virtue (New York: Touchstone, 2000), 67. 
548 Sharon Wilharm, “Bathsheba: A Woman Caught in a Scandalous Situation,” All God’s Women, May 19, 
2021, https://sharonwilharm.com/2020/08/25/bathsheba/. 
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horrifying of all is a passage from Created to be His Help Meet, where evangelical author 

Debi Pearl announces: 

Because Bathsheba was indiscreet, she caused great calamity, resulting in 
the bloodshed and suffering of many. Generations have associated the 
name of Bathsheba with a wicked woman…she lacked modesty and 
discretion.549 

The Modesty Doctrine 

Several #ChurchToo tweets reiterate how the evangelical “modesty doctrine” is 

incorporated to assign The Sin of Bathsheba to women and girls who are sexually 

assaulted. The modesty doctrine of purity culture reinforces hatred and shame for the 

female body as the catalyst for male sexual morality and “source of temptation” by 

stringently scrutinizing and policing the clothing of women and girls.  

A tweet from @amandargibson confirms: “I’m Christian and have been told all 

my life to be modest that it is MY job to keep men from looking at me.”550 @karlaarcher 

tweets: “In the fundamentalist/evangelical church, women are held responsible for men’s 

actions. Blamed for their lusting and even their assault.”551 @hannahelisabeth reports that 

upon disclosing her sexual assault, “I was told that I shouldn’t have gone over to his 

house by myself. Not that they were sorry. Not that his role would be changed. Just that I 

shouldn’t have gone over there alone (wearing a dress) because it caused him to be 

‘overcome by lust.’”552 

 
549 Debi Pearl, Created to Be His Help Meet : Discover How God Can Make Your Marriage Glorious 
(Pleasantville: No Greater Joy Ministries, 2005), 207. 
550 @amandargibson, Twitter post, November 2017, 11:45 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/amandargibson/status/933919354994950144 
551 @karlaarcher, Twitter post, October 2018, 10:33 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/karlaarcher/status/1047494895496298496 
552 @hannahelisabeth, Twitter post, November 2017, 4:15 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/hannahelisabeth/status/933081493668286464 
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@khhubbard91 confirms she was taught from girlhood that “it was my 

responsibility not to invite the male gaze and cause him to stumble in his faith. 

Internalized misogyny started early.”553 @mendapls tweets an incident from her 

evangelical past: “Our 45 year old youth pastor told my sister and I we should dress more 

modest because boys are ‘horny’ and proceeded to tell my sister to change her clothes 

because it was distracting to him.”554  @rachellochness remembers a sermon in which an 

evangelical pastor instructed: “‘Ladies, you have the ability to ruin a man’s power, don’t 

be in a position of making a man lust because you’re bathing in front of a 

window/dressing immodestly.’”555  The concept that a woman’s body can acquire and 

destroy male power is confounding and significant. As a tweet form @Peacheserratica 

notes: 

Such a bizarre narrative they keep, where men are declared to be 
inherently superior and dominant in every way, while also being helpless 
little babies who are incapable of exerting any control over their own 
behavior or actions and thus cannot be held accountable.556 

One particularly troubling patriarchal manifestation of the “modesty doctrine” is 

how evangelical women (rather than men) are most likely to operate as “modesty 

regulators,” and to define and enforce standards of “modesty” on other women. 

@antisocialaqua writes: “I was at youth church one night and they separated boys from 

 
553 @khubbard91, Twitter post, November 2017, 2:11 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/khubbard91/status/934499857028603904 
554 @mendapls, Twitter post, November 2017, 4:17 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/mendapls/status/934531453064568832 
555 @rachellochness, Twitter post, November 2018, 2:09 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/rachellochness/status/1067495641935314944 
556 @Peacheserratica, Twitter post, https://twitter.com/Peacheserratica/status/1362898763606413317 
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girls and this lady preached all night to us how women should dress modestly and not 

show skin.”557 @Jonee614 recalls when: 

A Youth Pastor’s wife (whom I admired) gave me a 4-page letter telling 
me to hide my figure when around her husband bc I might cause him to 
sin. I told my mother. She scolded the wife. The wife “apologized” by 
giving me another letter on female modesty. I was 17.558 

@TraumaN4mdWitch tweets: 

I remember being told by my mother when I was 14, that my shirts were 
causing my father (a missionary) and my grandfather (a deacon in the 
church) to “stumble” and I needed to “cover up.”.559 

@mfarrellgarcia tweets the following message to evangelical women who “police 

other women’s clothing choices because you have been taught that our bodies cause men 

to sin,” instructing them to “stop it. The sin is not ours.”560 @christinebinghm critiques 

the evangelical church for “incorrectly repeating biblical stories in order to 

#victimblame” asserting how “the church perpetuates #rapeculture by promoting 

#modesty and condemning female sexuality.” Because of this, @christinebinghm 

concludes, “I never bothered coming to the church when I was raped..” @OrbingPunk 

decries evangelical “modesty culture” as a “product of misogyny” that “perpetually 

fosters an environment of sexual abuse, slut shaming, and abuse of power. I have seen it 

firsthand. #churchtoo.”561 And a tweet by @sindadoodle recalls: 

In teen ministry, we once had a man come into our girls-only modesty 
class to tell us that men struggle to respect women who are dressed 

 
557 @antisocialaqua, Twitter post, November 2017, 7:30 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/antisocialaqua/status/934580200276463616 
558 @Jonee614, Twitter post, November 2017, 9:51 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/Jonee614/status/933347143334670336 
559 @TraumaN4mdWitch, Twitter post, December 2018, 8:57 p.m.,  
https://twitter.com/TraumaN4mdWitch/status/1073396431187271681 
560 @ mfarrellgarcia, Twitter post, June 2018, 10:13 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/mfarrellgarcia/status/1004728166181687297 
561 @OrbingPunk, Twitter post, November 2017, 2:26 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/OrbingPunk/status/935228324946825222 
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immodestly. I was a little disturbed because I wasn’t sure what that 
“struggle to respect” entailed. #ChurchToo.562 

MichellePanchuk tweets the futility of the “modesty doctrine,” lamenting that no 

matter how hard a woman or a girl tries, “it is impossible to be ‘submissive,’ 

‘conservative,’ or ‘modest’ enough to avoid being abused by authoritarian leaders.”563 

Instead, arbitrary rules within the “modesty doctrine,” tweets #ChurchToo co-founder 

Emily Joy, “*literally* shore up the sexual violence of #ChurchToo. You think we’re 

joking or being hyperbolic but we are TRAGICALLY not.”564  

@earthtojazi01 tweeted that within evangelical purity culture, the philosophy that 

“‘modest is hottest’ and other BS teachings on such concepts are low (high) key 

spiritually abusive and in the end demonize women and those who fall in line as such.”565 

Sharon Hodde Miller, in her article, “How ‘Modest is Hottest’ is Hurting Christian 

Women,” notes how “the Christian rhetoric of modesty, rather than offering believers an 

alternative to the sexual objectification of women, often continues the objectification, just 

in a different form.”566 The rhetoric of the “modesty doctrine,” says Miller, “continues the 

tradition of women as objects of desire, but it does so in an acceptable ‘Christian’ 

way.”567 

 
562 @sinadoodle, November 2017, 3:13 a.m., https://twitter.com/sindadoodle/status/933971840275570688 
563 @MichellePanchuk, Twitter post, June 2018, 11:09 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/MichellePanchuk/status/1006554158663655424 
564 @emilyjoypoetry, Twitter post, November 2020, 7;08 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/emilyjoypoetry/status/1333201204084609024 
565 @earthtojazi01, Twitter post, November 2017, 5:50 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/earthtojazi01/status/933830220427202560 
566 Sharon Hodde Miller, “How ‘Modest Is Hottest’ Is Hurting Christian Women,” Christianity Today, 
December 15, 2011, https://tinyurl.com/ModestHottest. 
567 Sharon Hodde Miller, “How ‘Modest Is Hottest’ Is Hurting Christian Women,” Christianity Today, 
December 15, 2011, https://tinyurl.com/ModestHottest. 
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Repentance of the Raped Body 

@christinebinghm points to how the evangelical church 

incorrectly repeats biblical stories in order to #victim blame [and] 
perpetuates #rapeculture by promoting #purity, #modesty and 
condemning female sexuality, cited to be “temptations” for men. It is why 
I never bothered coming to the church when I was raped.568  

The patriarchally appropriated myth of the Sin of Bathsheba manifests within the 

evangelical mandate requiring that women and girls who are raped “repent” of their 

“sin.” In one tweet, @jrphoenix77 writes: “One of the most disturbing things of the 

#churchtoo stories is the number of women who told church members they were raped, 

and the first reaction they received was ‘Have you asked God for forgiveness for your sin 

yet?’”569 

A notable tweet from @question_ething reminds us all to remember the 

unforgettable case of “Charles Phelps of Trinity Baptist Church in Concord NH [who] 

loved to excommunicate women who ‘fell from God.’ He made an impregnated hs girl 

stand up and apologize to the church for getting raped 2x by a deacon named Ernie 

Willis.”570 @ChristaBrown777 replied that she did “remember this girl. At 15, 

impregnated by deacon, forced to stand before church & ask forgiveness. Also had to 

apologize to deacon’s wife. (I too was made to apologize to pastor-rapist’s wife.)”571 

 
568 @christinebinghm, Twitter post, November 2017, 2:01 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/christinebinghm/status/933410019864915970 
569 @jrphoenix77, Twitter post, November 2017, 
https://twitter.com/jrphoenix77/status/933549368468213760 
570 @question_ething, Twitter post, August 2020, 10:14 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/question_ething/status/1299168543238389761 
571 @ChristaBrown777, Twitter post, August 2020, 10:16 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/ChristaBrown777/status/1299350163605975043 
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Charles “Chuck” Phelps will forever live in infamy for his dire treatment of Tina 

Anderson.572 After keeping her secret for more than thirteen years, Tina first disclosed her 

heartbreaking and infuriating story on one of the “survivor” Facebook pages of which I 

am a member. At the age of 15, Tina Anderson was raped by Ernie Willis, a married 

deacon in the church, and became pregnant. Chuck Phelps, then pastor of Trinity Baptist 

Church in Concord, New Hampshire, forced Tina to stand in front of the entire church to 

ask forgiveness for her “sin” and to apologize to Erie’s wife for “seducing” her husband. 

Tina was then banished to Colorado where she gave birth and gave her daughter up for 

adoption. Ernie Willis continued in good standing and remained a deacon in the church. 

The members of the Facebook “survivor” site where Tina shared her story urged 

her to contact law enforcement and prosecute Ernie Willis for raping her in 1997. And 

through the collective support and strength of these other survivors, Tina reported the 

crime. Ernie Willis is now serving a prison sentence of fifteen to thirty years.573 

I remember watching the events unfold on my Facebook news feed during the 

summer of 2011 with bated breath and that all-too-familiar sick feeling deep in the pit of 

my soul. When the trial began, Pastor Chuck Phelps was a board member of Bob Jones 

University (where I received my undergraduate degree) and had recently become lead 

pastor of the evangelical church I had previously attended in Indianapolis, Indiana. I 

knew Chuck Phelps, and recognized many of the names and faces that appeared in news 

articles and televised reports.  

 
572 Alan B. Goldberg et al., “Compassion or Cover-Up? Teen Victim Claims Rape; Forced Confession in 
Church” (ABC News Network, April 5, 2011), https://abcnews.go.com/2020/teen-rape-victim-forced-
confess-church/story?id=13299135. 
573 Lynne Tuohy, “N.H. Court Rejects New Trial in Church Rape Case,” USA Today (Gannett Satellite 
Information Network, August 21, 2013), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2013/08/21/nh-
church-rape-trial/2680849/. 
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During the court trial, Pastor Chuck Phelps testified under oath that upon 

discovering Tina’s rape and subsequent pregnancy, he “counseled” Tina by reading from 

Deuteronomy 22:23-24: “I told her from this verse, it says if the damsel cries out…I told 

Tina, ‘Tina, we are here to help you…you can scream. We will help you. But she did not 

call out.’”574  

The court trial transcripts and recordings contain the following conversation 

between Prosecuting Attorney Wayne Coull and BJU Board Member and Pastor (Chuck) 

Charles Phelps: 

[Prosecuting Attorney] Wayne Coull: Ok, let me give you a hypothetical. 
Let’s say that a 14-year-old girl who goes to your school gets kidnapped 
by a guy who rapes her then beats her up and leaves her out in the woods. 
She comes to you and tells she is pregnant. Would you expel her from 
your school? 

[BJU Board Member and Pastor Chuck] Phelps: It would depend on the 
situation. I don’t know. 

(After Phelps said this, the jury and many of the people in the courtroom 
shook their heads or stared at him in shock.)575 

And when Bob Jones III, the then-president of Bob Jones University was 

approached for his perspective on the events surrounding the court case, he dismissed 

Tina Anderson’s account as “consensual rape.”576 

These infuriating details surrounding the court trial of Ernie Willis are shocking to 

many, yet unsurprising to me and other former evangelicals. Several other #ChuchToo 

 
574 “Pastor Testifies in Rape Trial,” YouTube (WMUR-TV, 2011), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5l4SXnqiJ4. See also Laurie Moody, “Notes from the Trial Part 
FIVE: Chuck Phelps Testifies,” (I Support Tina Anderson, July 31, 2011), 
http://isupporttinaanderson.blogspot.com/2011/07/notes-from-trial-part-five-chuck-phelps.html. 
575 “Pastor Testifies in Rape Trial,” YouTube (WMUR-TV, 2011), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5l4SXnqiJ4. See also Laurie Moody, “Notes from the Trial.” 
576 “Bob Jones III Answers Questions About the Chuck Phelps Scandal,” YouTube (BJU News, 2013), 
https://youtu.be/kWk1xok9sXo. 
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accounts recall similar experiences. @DMcNulty70 discloses: “I was 12 but it was 

viewed as cheating. I had to pray with my abusers wife for forgiveness. She was so 

disappointed that I broke her trust.”577 @lilmermaidtiff recalls how: 

I was at summer camp a week after being drugged and rape (at 17). I 
confessed it to my camp counselor and she told me God doesn’t count 
rape as losing my virginity as long as I forgive the person who raped 
me.578 

And @sassie_79 discloses: “A friend of mine was impregnated by her older 

brother when she was in Jr high and SHE had to go before the church and ask forgiveness 

so her family didn’t get kicked out. #ChurchToo.”579  

Forgiveness Rituals of Re-Rape 

Within the context of evangelicalism, the myth of the Sin of Bathsheba is often 

evoked to compare errant evangelical pastors and leaders to King David within the fable. 

The general logic surrounding this comparison argues that since that King David, who 

raped Bathsheba, was forgiven and is positioned in the Bible as a “man after God’s own 

heart,”580 evangelical leaders and pastors who perform the same acts of sexual violence 

and abuse also hold the same status. (Interestingly enough, these proponents never seem 

to mention how King David’s curse for his rape was the death of his resultant infant son.) 

The mobilization of this myth re-rapes victims of evangelical sexual violence by the 

expectation that they perform rituals of forgiveness. Participation in these rituals is 

 
577 @DMcNulty70, Twitter post, November 2017, 10:01 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/DMcNulty70/status/933349637246849027 
578 @lilmermaidtiff, Twitter post, November 2017, 11:14 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/lilmermaidtiff/status/933549401527672832 
579 @sassie_79, Twitter post, November 2017, 6:49 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/sassie_79/status/934932044303417344 
580 “But now thy kingdom shall not continue: the Lord hath sought him a man after his own heart, and the 
Lord hath commanded him to be captain over his people, because thou hast not kept that which the Lord 
commanded thee.” 1 Samuel 13:14. 
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generally enforced through manipulation, coercion, and terror through veiled (or openly-

stated) threats. 

The following three tweeted accounts from @darcorina, @CarolHoward, and 

@LindaKayKlein describe young girls who experienced sexual violence within 

evangelicalism, and then re-victimized and re-raped through poorly formulated 

conceptions of “repentance” and forgiveness.”  

@darcorina discloses: 

I was raped when I was 9 by a member of my church. The pastor, and my 
parents, told me I needed to forgive him, as that is what Jesus would do. 
They made me hug my rapist and tell him I forgave him. #churchtoo.581 

@CarolHoward tweets: 

A member of my family was molested by our pastor repeatedly when she 
was 2-4. When my parents told the church leadership, they told my 
parents to forgive rather than press charges. #churchtoo.582 

@LindaKayKlein recalls: 

When my youth pastor was convicted of sexually enticing a 12-year old 
girl, a scared mother went to a church meeting for info. Instead, she 
watched him be hugged by every (male) church leader who then publicly 
announced: “We forgive you; we forgive you; we forgive you” 
#churchtoo.583 

@TashaMack_1982 recalls the “tortuous forgiveness exercises” victims of sexual 

violence were expected to perform, writing: “#ChurchToo is not just a hashtag. It’s some 

of our lives. Horrid memories” 584  @RealLoveIsKind writes: “Some churches overlook 

 
581 @darcorina, Twitter Post, November 2017, 11:46 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/darcorina/status/933194958810497024 
582 @CarolHoward, Twitter post, November 2017, 7:11 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/CarolHoward/status/933306995922358272 
583 @LindaKayKlein, Twitter Post, November 2017, 10:11 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/LindaKayKlein/status/935526659012419585 
584 @TashaMack_1982, Twitter Post, November 2017, 8:14 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/TashaMack_1982/status/934228825637920768 
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abuse perpetrated by those w/n their church, offering forgiveness to perpetrators while 

shunning, blaming, ignoring, & causing further harm to their victims.”585 @susankitchens 

affirms that regardless of any circumstances, in the evangelical “churchy world, 

forgiveness must be instant, automatic, and full”586  

In “Lies About Forgiveness,” Helena Knowlton writes: 

“Forgiveness” is a concept that is frequently exploited by abusers to 
divert the focus toward those who have been harmed instead of on 
themselves. The victim’s supposed lack of forgiveness will be labeled 
“bitterness,” and when this is coupled with the crocodile tears of a 
shallow “repentance,” it can be used to effectively shield the abuser from 
taking full responsibility (even while they claim to be doing so).587 

@WildestWon reiterates the guilt-inducing questions victims of evangelical 

sexual violence have been asked too many times: “Do you believe in #forgiveness? Do 

you believe in #redemption? Questions I’ve heard abusers ask. Why ask that if you didn’t 

do something wrong? #metoo #church too #sexual abuse.”588 @cgarrct condemns 

manipulative evangelical leaders who “advocate for the forgiveness of a sexual assault 

perp and use Christian spiritual abuse to try and guilt people into forgiveness for someone 

who has NOT EVER been held accountable!”589   

 
585 @RealLovIsKind, Twitter post, November 2018, 8:42 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/RealLoveIsKind/status/1059440780228616192 
586 @susankitchens, Twitter post, November 2017, 5:50 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/susankitchens/status/933467851905568768 
587 Knowlton, Helena. “Lies About Forgiveness: Unraveling Spiritual Abuse and Lies Abused Christian 
Women Struggle With.” Confusion to Clarity, March 4, 2021. 
https://www.confusiontoclaritynow.com/blog/lies-about-forgiveness-unraveling-spiritual-abuse-and-lies-
abused-christian-women-struggle-with-part-four. 
588 @WildestWON, Twitter post, October 2018, 9:02 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/WildestWON/status/1055082195998654464 
589 @cgarrct, Twitter post, September 2018, 10:40 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/cgarrct/status/1042241930615152640 
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Vampiring Repentance 

@LiriaForsythe assures others who have experienced re-rape rituals within the 

culture of evangelical sexual violence by tweeting: 

Your story is your story.  
Your timing is your timing. 
Your boundaries are yours to choose. 
Your forgiveness is yours to give. 
Your healing is your journey, not theirs. 
#metoo #churchtoo.590 

Feminist theologian Pamela Cooper-White asserts the stories of evangelical 

sexual violence rightfully belong to victims, rather than to those who perpetrated and/or 

condoned the violence.591  Unfortunately, the primary response from evangelical leaders 

to #ChurchToo tweets that directly identify various perpetrators and detail their acts of 

sexual violence is to appropriate the narrative by focusing on “repentance” and apologies 

from the culprit, and enjoining others to “forgive.”  

Evangelical leaders and pastors who counter-focus on “repentant” predators 

deflect from and erase stories that do not belong to them, re-raping and sucking further 

energy and life from the victims. A tweet from @jackie28434752 asks: “Why do these 

apologies seem like they are coming to take whatever last blood/breath from a victim?” 

@jackie28434752 continues: “They come seeking healing rather than wanting to give 

healing.  This felt vamporic.”592 

 
590 @ LiriaForsythe, Twitter post, April 2019, 8:44 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/LiriaForsythe/status/1113059743558500352 
591 Pamela Cooper-White, The Cry of Tamar: Violence Against Women and the Church’s Response, 2nd 
ed. (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2012), 
592 @jackie28434752, Twitter post, 8:25 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/jackie28434752/status/1392818321561620481 
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Praising Professing Perverts 

Evangelical churches typically either praise or protect predators and perpetrators. 

While girls and women cower under condemnation and are forced to publicly “confess,” 

perverted men are praised when expressing their deviant desires. @jamieleefinch recalls 

one memorable Sunday evening service at an evangelical church: 

I was on the receiving end of a public confession from a close male friend 
who admitted to having fantasies about molesting and raping me. He was 
immediately praised for his bravery and holiness. I was still in the room. 
#churchtoo.593 

@roseofcourse tweets her disgust: 

I CANNOT COUNT the number of times I’ve heard guys in church 
PUBLICLY admit to molestation, harassment, assault, etc., only to be 
praised for their bravery & honesty. No consequences. The church’s 
legacy of protecting abusers is sickening. #churchtoo.594 

Protecting Lewd Leadership 

If a perpetrator is a member of church leadership, upon being found out, the 

victim is either accused of lying, or the perpetrator pretends to “repent” by offering some 

kind of non-apology, and subsequently protected by others in church leadership or within 

the evangelical church network. @emilymcglawn discloses: 

I was 13 and the pastor’s daughter. A prominent church member 
molested me and I reported him to the church. The church covered it up, 
fired my father, and made the church member an elder. #ChurchToo.595 

@Zoompad recalls in a series of tweets how during her past attendance at an 

evangelical church, “a pedophile deacon raped a six year old little girl whilst he was 

 
593 @jamieleefinch, Twitter post, November 2017, 1:29 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/jamieleefinch/status/933039639551729665 
594 @roseofcourse, Twitter post, November 2017, 5:41 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/roseofcourse/status/933103015338262528 
595 @emilymcglawn, Twitter post, November 2017, 9:38 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/emilymcglawn/status/933525116503384064 
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babysitting for the parents so they could attend a church meeting.”596 @Zoompad 

continues that “after less than a year in Winson Green Prison, he was welcomed back into 

the church and he raped two more children, a three year old and a baby.”597 

@janeelisabethh affirms that “In any other system, predators are barred from re-

entering.” However, in the case of evangelical church leaders, says @janeelisabethh, 

“their membership is not revoked. Their reputation is protected on the basis of ‘anti 

slander.’ They are welcomed in with open arms because grace. How do we protect our 

people?!”598 

As @resilientbee attests, in evangelical churches, “the ‘forgiveness’ that allows 

them to keep being predators and oppressors is built right in. #ChurchToo.”599 

Infuriatingly, upon being found out, predatory pastors and lurking leaders are often 

shuffled to another evangelical church within the “good ole boys network.”600  Since 

1998, at least 35 sexual predators, consisting of pastors, employees or volunteers within 

evangelical Southern Baptist Churches,601 have found employment at other associated 

evangelical churches. Some of the pastors who were convicted of sexual crimes (and 

registered as sex offenders) have returned to their churches and resumed the duties of 

 
596 @Zoompad, Twitter post, November 2017, 9:00 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/Zoompad/status/933153233312403456 
597 @Zoompad, Twitter post, November 2017, 9:03 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/Zoompad/status/933153883416907776 
598 @janeelisabethh, Twitter post, April 2021, 22:29 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/janeelisabethh/status/1385800415728467970 
599 @resilientbee, Twitter post, November 2017, 1:03 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/resilientbee/status/933214315523346437 
600 @juleswoodson, Twitter post, December 2018, 5:33 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/juleswoodson11/status/1073345275111006208 
601 The Southern Baptist Convention is the largest evangelical network in North America and consists of 
more than 47,000 autonomous, self-governing churches. See “Fast Facts: What We Do” (Southern Baptist 
Convention, May 15, 2021), https://www.sbc.net/about/what-we-do/fast-facts/. 
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church leader.602 @SheBleeds confirms how evangelical churches “shuffle predators 

around to ‘protect God’s reputation.’ I was raised this way.”603 

The Jezebel Spirit 

Within contemporary evangelical circles, “Jezebel” refers to the biblical icon and 

her powerful, archetypal evil spirit. The wicked spirit of Jezebel relies on cunning and 

manipulation, possessing and controlling Christian women, and inspiring them to destroy 

the church.”604  

Jezebel’s identity is named within #ChurchToo tweets as one that represents and 

mobilizes a certain evangelical narrative surrounding women and girls. For example, 

@StandForLove1 names the icon of Jezebel as a “patriarchal reversal,” tweeting how 

“insanity that passes for Christianity today” positions a “faithful, godly wife and mother” 

as a “rebellious, unsubmissive Jezebel;” assumes that a “redeemed woman of God” as 

rather a “dangerous temptress;” and renames a “called and anointed female leader” as a 

“divisive troublemaker.”605  

The patriarchal distortion of Jezebel’s confiscated identity vampires power from 

women in three specific ways. First, the Jezebel fable positions women, beginning with 

(very) young girls as evil “temptresses” with power to ruin men’s lives. Second, the 

archetype of outspoken Jezebel terrorizes victims of sexual violence by warning of the 

 
602 Robert Downen, Lise Olsen, and John Tedesco, “Abuse of Faith: Houston Chronicle, San Antonio 
Express-News Investigation Reveals Decades of Sexual Abuse from Southern Baptist Church Leaders, 
Volunteers,” Houston Chronicle, February 10, 2019, 
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/local/investigations/abuse-of-faith/. 
603 @SheBleeds, Twitter post, December 2018, 5:21 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/SheBleeds/status/1071530328014184456 
604 Michael Bradley, “Jezebel Spirit and How it Operates & How to Protect Yourself,” Bible Knowledge, 
December 20, 2020, https://www.bible-knowledge.com/the-jezebel-spirit-and-how-it-operates/. 
605 @StandForLove1, Twitter post, June 2019, 7:30 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/StandForLove1/status/1140942233723703298 
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fate that will surely befall them if they speak out against “God’s anointed” to name their 

experience. Finally, the image of Jezebel as a Pagan Outsider enforces the status and 

silence of “un-rapeable” women.  

Jezebel’s Story 

The evangelical concept of “Jezebel” originated with a Biblical story of a 

controversial queen from the first Book of Kings in the Old Testament (circa 910–841 

BCE). Although Jezebel married the Israelite King Ahab, Israelis still considered her a 

“pagan;” she was not Israelite by birth and she continued to worship the fertility God 

Baal. Along with her status as a “pagan,” and her position as “less than” among the 

general Israelite culture, throughout Ahab’s reign, Jezebel was involved in several 

conflicts with the Israelite prophet Elijah. Elijah strongly disapproved of Jezebel’s role in 

expanding Baal worship among the Israelites (preferring they worship his god Yahweh). 

On one notable occasion, Elijah ordered his followers to seize all Baal and Asherah 

prophets and assassinate them at the Kishon River. Shortly before Elijah’s death, he 

became particularly angered over Jezebel’s retaliatory execution of his friend Naboth and 

uttered an ominous degree. “In the place where dogs licked the blood of Naboth,” Elijah 

informed Jezebel, “dogs shall lick your blood, even yours.”606  

After both Jezebel’s husband Ahab and the prophet Elijah died, an Israelite 

commander named Jehu began his planned assassination of Ahab’s remaining family 

members. Jezebel, upon being informed that Jehu was in route, put on makeup, jewelry, 

and a formal wig, and then sat in front of an upper window to ensure Jehu could see her 

when he arrived. Infuriated by the sight, Jehu ordered Jezebel’s servants to throw her 

 
606 1 Kings 21:19 
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from her palace window: “They threw her down; and her blood spattered on the wall and 

on the horses, and they trampled her. Then [Jehu] went inside and ate and drank.”607 

Subsequently, as decreed by Elijah, several dogs arrived. The promised dogs licked up 

Jezebel’s blood and then ate her entirely (only her skull, feet, and hands remained).608 

As a form of enduring sanction against Jezebel (and her free spirit), writers of the 

Hebrew scripture text changed Jezebel’s original name ִאז־ְיֻבל (i-zebul) meaning “where is 

the prince?” to t לבז “(i-zebel)” literally meaning “where is the shit?”609 

Jezebel’s Identity 

The patriarchal appropriation of the myth of the Jezebel Spirit compels the silence 

of evangelical sexual violence victims by assigning Jezebel’s identity to outspoken 

women and girls. @sacwriter notes that “the author who first wrote about the concept of 

the Jezebel spirit, Francis Frangipane, said it was the worst thing he ever wrote [since] it 

has been used to vilify strong, confident and intelligent women all over the church.”610 

For example, Crista Brown is a former evangelical who experienced sexual violence 

within the evangelical church. When she began the “Stop Baptist Predators” blog in 2006 

to expose sexual violence within evangelicalism, she began receiving hate mail, and 

evangelical leaders and pastors labeled her “Jezebel,” “an opportunist” and a “spawn of 

 
607 2 Kings 9:33–34 
608 2 Kings 9:35 
609 Nahman Avigad, “The Seal of Jezebel,” Israel Exploration Journal 14 (1964): pp. 274-276. Also see 
Janet Howe Gaines, “How Bad Was Jezebel?” Bible History Daily (Biblical Archaeology Society, March 
24, 2021), https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/people-cultures-in-the-bible/people-in-the-bible/how-
bad-was-jezebel/  
610 @sacwriter, Twitter post, December 2017, 6:61 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/sacwriter/status/937831683499245568 
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Satan.” The backlash became so intense, that after one year, Brown closed the blog.611 

@Holly4Hope references the response victims of evangelical violence receive if they 

“continue to speak up,” noting that they are labeled “dissenters, selfish, bitter, having 

fallen away from God, divisive, attacking the leader (using ‘touch not the anointed one’ 

as defense), and attacking the church.612  

Evangelical author Bob Larson, in his book, Jezebel: Defeating Your #1 Spiritual 

Enemy, writes: “More than a sinister queen in the Old Testament, Jezebel is a 

manipulative, controlling and evil spirit that is on assignment to attack and destroy every 

Christian.”613 After prominent evangelical teacher Beth Moore and former Liberty 

University professor Karen Swallow Prior publicly spoke out in solidarity with 

#ChurchToo victims, many evangelicals denounced both as “Jezebels.”614 Beth Moore 

responded with laughter and acknowledged she had been assigned Jezebel’s identity by 

tweeting: “You can’t be a woman of any influence whatsoever in Christianity if you have 

not yet been called Jezebel.”615 

The cost possessing in effigy the “Jezebel Spirit” is high, and one that women are 

taught (and learn) as young girls to avoid. A tweet from @coffeeslothmom recalls how 

“girls are taught that if they have any sexuality at all, they are Jezebel, Eve or Deliliah... 

 
611 Sarah Stankorb, “The Crusading Bloggers Exposing Abuse in Protestant Churches” (The Washington 
Post, June 3, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/magazine/wp/2019/06/03/feature/the-
crusading-bloggers-exposing-sexual-assault-in-protestant-churches/. 
612 Holly4Hope, Twitter post, November 2018, 2:10 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/Holly4Hope/status/1061697808112250881 
613 Bob Larson, Jezebel: Defeating Your #1 Spiritual Enemy (Shippensburg: Destiny Image, 2015), 13. 
614 Reverend Coltom, “Is This the Southern Baptist Jezebel Brigade?” Thirty Pieces of Silver, September 6, 
2020, https://thirtypiecesofsilver.org/2020/09/06/is-this-the-southern-baptist-jezebel-brigade/. 
615 Beth Moore, Twitter post, October 2020, 7:31 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/BethMooreLPM/status/1318696274808479754 
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sent here only to ruin the lives of men.”616 @IngridTheRose condemned evangelical 

leaders and pastors as responsible for perpetuating this narrative, declaring they generally 

“treat women like second-class citizens, jezebels, and potential scandals in the 

making.”617 In a #ChurchToo tweet, @WildestWON reveals how when she reported her 

youth pastor’s sexual assault of her to the leaders of her church, she was informed she 

was now a “whore,” and was then “mocked and called Jezebel and banned.”618  Another 

tweet by @marymba reports that when her “youth pastor nicknamed me Jezebel,” she 

instinctively sensed she carried the stigma of “slut.”619 

Jezebel’s Warning 

Jezebel’s fate remains a silencing warning to any girl or woman who dares to step 

outside patriarchal mandates by speaking out to reveal sexual assault in the evangelical 

church. As @ShannonDingle writes, the #ChurchToo movement is made up of “stories of 

women’s bodies sacrificed on patriarchal alters of silence.”620 @JosieMcskimming 

agrees, observing how most #ChurchToo stories are foundationally “stories of 

silencing”621 @watchkeep points out how this “posture of silencing and shaming women 

is the natural result of a church held up and fueled by pillars of patriarchy.”622 Likewise, 

 
616 @coffeslothmom, Twitter Post, November 24, 2017, 2:35 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/coffeeslothmom/status/934143476710756352 
617 IngridTheRose, Twitter post, November 2017, 4:25 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/IngridTheRose/status/933446254285135872 
618 Teddi, Twitter post, September 2018, 1:55 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/WildestWON/status/1046096090410471429 
619 Mary, Twitter post, November 2017, 8:57 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/marymba/status/933152468569153536 
620 @ShannonDingle, Twitter post, September 2018, 3:29 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/ShannonDingle/status/1040684070232121344. Adrienne Rich writes, “The woman’s 
body is the terrain on which patriarchy is erected.” See Adrienne Rich, Of Woman Born: Motherhood as 
Experience and Institution (New York: Norton, 1986), 55. 
621 @ JosieMcskimming, Twitter post, May 2018, 10:24 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/JosieMcskimming/status/994402728209145856 
622 https://twitter.com/watchkeep/status/981214884028350464 
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@WittyApothecary laments the “authoritarian patriarchy,” that has “silenced us at the 

cost of our souls.”623  

@KatieSTrout recalls the isolating nature of evangelical silencing strategies: “On 

top of shame, the teenager is totally alone, working to keep secret the evil acts of a man 

who decided she wasn’t a person anymore. ‘Your body will do.’”624 @lostenlondres 

#ChurchToo disclosure of sexual violence confides how: “The worst part wasn’t the 

actual incidents, but the silence.”625 @ChristaBrown777 confirms: “I remember how 

ancient I felt. How could I engage with the giggling normalcy of other girls when what 

was done to me couldn’t be spoken of much less giggled about? I became isolated & 

disconnected.”626 

Jezebel the Pagan Outsider 

The conception of Jezebel the Pagan Outsider represents White evangelical 

supremacist discourse that fixes the status and silence of evangelicalism’s “un-rapeable” 

women. Those women, who fail to align with the “pure” standards of White evangelical 

purity culture, tend to be Brown and Black women, and women who are trans, intersex, 

and/or queer. 

Purity Culture 

@DrSaraMoz tweets more specifically how evangelical purity culture represents 

 
623 https://twitter.com/WittyApothecary/status/933398421062504455 
624 @KatieSTrout, Twitter post, December 2020, 11:58 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/KatieSTrout/status/1335992196848373763 
625 @lostenlondres, Twitter post, November 2017, 9:41 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/lostenlondres/status/933163386539560960 
626 @ChristaBrown777, Twitter post, December 2020, 10:27 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/ChristaBrown777/status/1335969084454813702 
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“the sexual ethic of White, Christian nationalism.”627 #ChurchToo co-founder Hannah 

Paasch agrees that “the ubiquity of abuse within the church is upheld by harmful, 

misogynistic, and racist theology.”628  Jessica Valenti observes in her book, The Purity 

Myth, that White, middle-class, conservative evangelical Christians, who have 

traditionally upheld purity culture, emphasize the ideal woman as “a virgin,” who is 

“young, White, and skinny.”629  

In her recent book, #ChurchToo: How Purity Culture Upholds Abuse, author 

Emily Joy Allison writes how “the popular purity teachings of today are a result of White 

anxiety around being able to produce enough well-behaved Christian babies to remain in 

charge of Western society.630 This idea of a “pure” bloodline or “pure” race within White 

evangelical purity culture, represents the traditional concerned of maintaining the 

“purity” of “the idealized White race.” The notion of a “pure, White race” requires 

distance and difference between White women and Black and Brown women. The 

conceptualization of White women as the ideal; as good, clean and pure, renders all other 

women (Brown and Black) “dirty” and damaged. 

“Un-Rapeable” Women 

The racism within “purity culture,” tweets @charlotteirene8, “hurts women of 

color in specific ways.”631 Within White evangelical purity culture, Black women, Asian 

 
627 @DrSaraMoz, Twitter post, March 2021, 10:22 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/DrSaraMoz/status/1372372685330784256. 
628 Hayley Gleeson, “#ChurchToo: Christian Victims of Abuse Join Social Media Outpouring” (ABC News, 
November 24, 2017), https://tinyurl.com/RacistTheology. 
629 Jessica Valenti, The Purity Myth: How America’s Obsession with Virginity Is Hurting Young Women 
(Berkeley: Seal Press, 2009), 30. 
630 Emily Joy Allison, #ChurchToo: How Purity Culture Upholds Abuse and How to Find Healing 
(Minneapolis: Broadleaf Books, 2021). 
631 @charlotteirene8, Twitter post, December 2018, 11:00 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/charlotteirene8/status/1073246299938525184 
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women, and Latin women are often fetishized as intrinsically “impure” and consequently, 

“un-rapeable.” Author Dianna Anderson, who writes copiously on the evangelical purity 

movement, writes how “those entrenched in White evangelical culture frequently imply 

that women of color are innately impure – particularly Black women, whose perceived 

sexuality is seen as both worthy of punishment and pity.”632 Additionally, in Rape Culture 

on Campus, Meredith Minister writes that within evangelical rape culture, any woman 

who does not align with the image and expectations of White evangelical purity is 

deemed “deserving of sexual violence.”633 Minister further notes that those whose 

sexuality, gender, and/or race “fail to be sexually normative (pure) their failure become 

an excuse for rape.”634  

Sara Moslener’s “After Purity” project catalogues growing “stories of recovery 

and resistance” from present and former evangelicals. 635 According to Moslener, the 

“After Purity” movement is “led by gendered, sexual, and racial minorities” who “have 

been the most articulate in describing how evangelical purity culture justifies numerous 

forms of social oppression.”636  

Asian and Latina Women 

In a March 2021 episode on the of “Art of Citizenry Podcast,” host Manpreet 

Kaur Kalra was joined by Tara Teng, Rachel Faller, and Cara Shorey Choi to discuss the 

 
632 Dianna Anderson, “Purity Culture’s Racism Robs Women of Color of Their Reproductive Agency,” 
Rewire News Group, January 30, 2015, https://rewirenewsgroup.com/article/2015/01/30/purity-cultures-
racism-robs-women-color-reproductive-agency/. 
633 Meredith Minister, Rape Culture on Campus (Lanham: Lexington Books, 2019), 4. 
634 Meredith Minister, Rape Culture, 4. 
635 Moslener, Sara. “The After Purity Project.” Accessed May 23, 2021. 
https://www.afterpurityproject.com/. 
636 Sara Moslener, “After Purity: Stories of Recovery and Resistance Among Current and Former 
Evangelicals,” Louisville Institute, accessed May 23, 2021, https://louisville-institute.org/our-
impact/awards/project-grant-for-researchers/14928/. 
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fetishization of Asian women within evangelical purity culture. At one point in the 

podcast episode, Rachel Faller stated: 

You have to talk about the specific culture where this is coming from 
which is White patriarchal, misogynistic, Christianity. Fundamentalist, 
Evangelical, Christianity. We have to talk about that because that is where 
these boys are essentially being radicalized. And I know that is a really 
strong word, but that is where they are being taught to perpetuate violence 
against women when they don’t deal with their own internal issues.637 

Brad Onishi, a former evangelical who is presently associate professor of 

religious studies at Skidmore College, attests that within White evangelical purity culture, 

“Asian women have been sexualized and set up to be viewed through the lens of an 

exotic other who is sexually desirable.”638 For example, one #ChurchToo tweet by 

@Lily_Warrior recalls her experiences with racist fetishization in evangelical purity 

culture: 

“I was in purity culture for decades as a Hafu.639 I experienced ‘yellow 
fever’ from a few MARRIED evangelical men, who said cheating w/me 
was acceptable b/c ‘we’re all geishas.’ They saw me as ‘less than’ b/c I 
wasn’t White.”640 

@PdxPestle discloses how: 

When I lost my virginity, the dude paraded me in front of a soccer team. 
Like he put sunglasses on and people cheered because I was the Christian 
Asian. And then the Asian cheerleader like humiliated me in front of 
everyone and told me to take my purity ring off.641 

 
637 Rachel Fuller, “Episode 12: Purity Culture, American Imperialism and the Dehumanization of Asian 
Women,” Podcast (Art of Citizenry Podcast, March 31, 2021), 
https://www.artofcitizenry.com/podcast/episode-12-dehumanization-of-asian-women. 
638 Ruth Graham, “Atlanta Suspect’s Fixation on Sex Is Familiar Thorn for Evangelicals,” The New York 
Times, March 20, 2021, https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/20/us/evangelical-sex-addiction-atlanta-
suspect.html. 
639 Hāfu (ハーフ,) meaning “half,” is a Japanese language term referring to a person with one ethnic 
Japanese parent and one non-Japanese parent. See “The Whole Story on Being ‘Hafu;” CNN, accessed June 
1, 2021, http://hafufilm.com/en/press_reviews/cnngo-the-whole-story-on-being-hafu/. 
640 @Lily_Warrior, Twitter post, December 2018, 10:40 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/Lily_Warrior/status/1073241234074976256 
641 @PdxPestle, Twitter post, March 2021, 8:47 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/PdxPestle/status/1372349022820704257 
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Further, a tweet from @LeiSeaGee questions  

…[the] evangelical obsession w/sex trafficking, specifically in SE Asia. 
Their anti-trafficking practices are questionable, often dangerous & further 
sexualize women & girls. Not uncommon for them to see Asian women as 
in need of saving or perpetrators of a Big Sin.”642 

And similar to women from the Black church, Asian women and Latin women 

have also hesitated to publicly disclose #ChurchToo stories. @amyhan120 writes:  

Too long the Asian American church has been invisible. Not because 
media didn’t cover us. Not because we were silenced. But because we are 
silent. Saying nothing is saying something. We must find our voice and 
speak out.643 

@dalatindiva writes how “as a Latina Christian who had to sit silently while 

church leaders harangue about the evils immigrants & people of color, the problem is 

deep, it is evil, it is godless.”644 A tweet from @EB_FindingMercy is one among many to 

enjoin the #ChurchToo movement to welcome and to “amplify the voices of women who 

don’t fit the mold. Women of color. Loud women. Outspoken women. Working women.  

Childless women. Single women.”645 

Black Women 

@DeirdreJonese, a Black woman completing her Master of Divinity degree, 

tweets: 

This is significant & important. In one of my final papers on #ChurchToo 
& clergy sexual abuse, I found very few stories of Black women & very 
few Black churches speaking on sexual assault as well as fewer sources on 

 
642 @LeiSeaGee, Twitter post, March 2021, 1:25 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/LeiSeaGee/status/1372237629324984323 
643 @amyhan120, Twitter post, March 2021, 1:57 a.m., 
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644 @dalatindiva, Twitter post, June 2018, 7:05 p.m., 
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645 EB_FindingMercy, Twitter post, November 2017, 9:17 a.m., 
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sexual assault in the Black Church.646 

The dearth of #ChurchToo tweeted personal testimonies of sexual violence from 

Black women, of course, is not an indication that women do not experience sexual and 

spiritual violence within Black churches. Rather, as @fletrissure claims: “The main 

reason for my distrust in Black Church [is that] sexual abuse and bullying are 

rampant.”647 @sunnydaejones declares: “Black women are hurt by purity culture in very 

distinct ways. Know that people are using that rhetoric to justify abusing us.” 648 

@sunnydaejones additionally confirmed: “Black women experience sexual assault in 

church because of purity culture, misogyny, AND racist stereotypes about our bodies and 

sexuality.”649 @DrRondreaMathis points out that “Black girls learn their worth and value 

by sermons that talk about Eve being ordered to submit to her husband, Mary Magdalene 

being a whore, and Bathsheba tempting David.” And @ejr1026 confirmed: “The Black 

church is notorious for this. The victims always have to forgive their abusers.”650 

Similar to @DeirdeJonse, I also did not initially locate #ChurchToo tweets 

disclosing sexual violence within the Black Church within my sample dataset. 

Subsequently, I conducted a specialized keyword search within the entirety of the larger 

dataset, resulting in a total of only 33 tweets.651 Of those tweets, only four included an 

 
646 @DeirdreJonese, Twitter post, July 2019, 11:30 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/DeirdreJonese/status/1138287429427834881 
647 @fletrissure, Twitter post, November 2017, 9:41 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/fletrissure/status/933707046054187009 
648 @sunnydaejones, Twitter post, November 2017, 11:37 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/sunnydaejones/status/933192789403361280 
649 @sunnydaejones, Twitter post, November 22, 7:12 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/sunnydaejones/status/933307182195539968 
650 @ejr1029, Twitter post, November 2017, 11:32 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/ejr1026/status/934278547212038145. 
651 My dataset was harvested from between 2017–2018. It is possible that more recent tweets include a 
larger number of #ChurchToo disclosures from Black twitter users. 
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account of sexual violence or spiritual rape within the Black church. The remainder of 

these tweets authored by Black women acknowledge spiritual and sexual violence do 

occur in Black Churches, and eloquently point to the historical and current racial barriers 

that preclude their participation in the #ChurchToo movement.  

Black #ChurchToo 

Of the four accounts of sexual and spiritual violence in Black Churches, three 

disclosed only general details, and is unclear if tweet author was the victim. One account 

was written by @lyvonnebriggs discloses one account, and @DrRondreaMathis discloses 

two. The tweet from @lyvonnebriggs declares: 

You cannot have consensual sexual encounters between a (youth) pastor and a 
teenaged member. it doesn’t work that way. this was an abuse of power and a sin. 
Justice for all of the teen girls (Black, Brown, or otherwise) who spoke up and 
were silenced.652 

The first tweet from @DrRondreaMathis states: “#Churchtoo is when Black girls 

get pregnant and have to stand at the front of the church alone because they’re the ones 

who carry the shame of unwed pregnancy.653 The second tweet from @DrRondreaMathis 

claims: “#Churchtoo is for all the daughters of abused mothers, grandmothers, and great 

grandmothers, for whom nobody spoke up because nobody cared about a broken little 

Black girl.654 

The fourth tweet from @tanyqua7 discloses sexual violence by a church leader 

and expresses indignation: 

 
652 @lyvonnebriggs, Twitter post, January 2018, 1:30 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/lyvonnebriggs/status/951884180123664384 
653 @DrRondreaMathis, Twitter post, November 2017, 8:43 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/DrRondreaMathis/status/933148897404272641 
654 @DrRondreaMathis, Twitter post, November 2017, 8:47 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/DrRondreaMathis/status/933149852283916288 
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Imagine a congregation telling you to go home and pray while their 
minister is under indictment for rape, sodomy and child abuse with 72 
counts and has been there for decades and tells everyone you’re just an 
angry Black woman.655 

While one tweet by @LEBoone announces that “these #churchtoo stories are not 

surprising,” and the author is “waiting to see a Black twitter hashtag,”656 other tweets 

confirm Black women do not participate in Twitter’s #ChurchToo because of strongly 

enforced cultural codes of silence. User @NowWithNicole explains few women disclose 

sexual violence within Black Churches “because less Black women tell. We are force-fed 

the ‘Strong Black Woman’ nonsense to the point we think telling makes us ‘weak.’” In an 

interview with The New York Times, Black actress Gabrielle Union notes the general 

silence from Black women within the #MeToo movement, stating: 

I think the floodgates have opened for White women. I don’t think it’s a 
coincidence whose pain has been taken seriously. Whose pain we have 
showed historically and continued to show. Whose pain is tolerable and 
whose pain is intolerable.657 

Racist History 

Other tweets cite the history and continuation of racist evangelical practices as a 

deterrent to participation in #ChurchToo. @mskathykhang points out a painful, historical 

fact: “Let’s be clear…WOC intimately know the intersection of racism and misogyny. 

Don’t forget White men who enslaved Black women would rape them and go to church 

on Sundays.” Use @redrev notes: “The #churchtoo movement toward evangelicals 

proves why reparations for Black men and women are long overdue. Before these modern 

 
655 @tanyqua7, Twitter post, November 2017, 6:45 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/tanyqua7/status/934931045266444288 
656 @_LEBoone, Twitter post, November 2017, 11:40 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/_LEBoone/status/933374711995789312 
657 The New York Times (December 5, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/05/style/gabrielle–union–
memoir.html. 
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day stories, rape occurred under churches.” 

The remaining tweets pronounce evangelical practices in the #ChurchToo 

movement that operate to erase or minimize the Black church. @abesthedancer observes: 

#Metoo was started by a Black woman. #Churchtoo was started by queer women. And 

yet, the main spokespeople we keep seeing are straight White women.” 

@KyleJamesHoward denounces the White evangelical “abuse advocates [who] seek to 

ideologically colonize PoC thru White supremacist language & manipulation tactics.” 

And user @motherfulkser asked a pointed question regarding White evangelicalism’s 

“forgiveness” of Andy Savage: “Let’s ask ourselves a very serious question in light of all 

the #andysavage nonsense…if he had been Black, would the support be the same? 

SERIOUSLY.” 

LGBTQ Voices 

In one #ChurchToo tweet, @emilyjoypoetry remarks how within “the White 

evangelical church at large, no one wants to talk about how…sex-negative anti-LGBTQ 

theology [creates] a culture of abuse, shame & secrecy.”658 @jakekircher tweets that 

when evangelical churches “over-emphasize masculine traits, many women, transgender, 

and intersex persons feel less-than, that their voices and bodies don’t matter as much as 

men’s, that God’s image is not in them.659   

The points made by Emily Joy and @jakekircher are significant, and highlight 

how evangelical-based oppression, and silence surrounding gender and sexuality, 

 
658 In one #ChurchToo tweet, @emilyjoypoetry remarks: “Of the White evangelical church at large, no one 
wants to talk about how patriarchal authority structures, sex-negative anti-LGBTQ theology & White 
supremacy are risk factors & building blocks for a culture of abuse, shame & secrecy.” @emilyjoypoetry, 
Twitter post, February 2019, 9:54 a.m., https://twitter.com/emilyjoypoetry/status/1097509714894704641 
659 @jakekircher, Twitter post, April 2018, 6:46 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/jakekircher/status/988368570349387781 
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contribute to missing #ChurchToo accounts from LGBTQ voices.  In two separate tweets 

#ChurchToo co-founder Emily Joy addresses the controversy that ensued just a few 

weeks after the #ChurchToo hashtag she began with @HannahPaasch went viral. Emily’s 

first names the generalized suggestion that the #ChurchToo movement 

…not mention queer women because #churchtoo was taking on a “larger 
theological debate” by trying to highlight queer experience rather than 
“just focusing on sexual abuse” and that’s not okay.660 

Emily Joy then follows up on that named suggestion, tweeting: 

I hate to break it to non-affirming folks out there but #churchtoo was 
started by two queer women and we unapologetically affirm and highlight 
the stories of abuse in the church shared by LGBTQ persons and have 
from day one.661 

#ChurchToo co-founder also Emily Joy tweets in reference to LGBT acceptance 

within evangelicalism: 

I have seen certain conservative commentators paint #MeToo/#ChurchToo 
as one side of the sexuality coin and the “LGBT lifestyle” or “premarital 
sex” as the other side, positing that it’s all bad, and that would be 
hilariously wrong if it weren’t so harmful.662 

Co-founder Hannah Paasch tweets under her handle @riverpaasch: “When 

theology tells us that being LGBT+ is a sin, sexual desire comes out sideways and abuse 

is perpetuated.” A #ChurchToo tweet from @wallflowerinfj discloses: 

I’ve since left the church and my abuser is still there working with 
children. The church did nothing. Well, except file a report after I came 
out saying I was gay and had worked with the children’s ministry.663 

 
660 @emilyjoypoetry, Twitter post, December 2017, 11:07 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/emilyjoypoetry/status/943694278148149249 
661 @EmilyJoyPoetry, Twitter post, December 2017, 11:08 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/emilyjoypoetry/status/943694672354045952 
662 @emilyjoypoetry, Twitter post, June 13, 2:27 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/emilyjoypoetry/status/1006966355562778627 
663 @wallflowerinfj, Twitter post, November 2017, 9:52 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/wallflowerinfj/status/933457438883368960 
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In response to @wallflowerinfj’s above tweet, a Twitter account user listing the 

moniker “trans nursing student” discloses under the handle @heykeir: 

A trend I am noticing with #churchtoo: abusers are often charismatic, 
adored by a community, and in leadership positions. This is what keeps 
folks silent. It’s kept me silent too.664 

@zacharydmallory, whose pronouns are they/them, writes their #ChurchToo 

experience: “I was spiritually abused by a youth pastor. I came out as Gay while in a 

youth group. I was turned away from participating in any related activities.”665 

A tweet from @StandForLove1 announces: 

Because misogyny is the root of hate crimes “Christianity,” the two groups 
most often targeted and vilified by hate crimes “Christians” are: 
Women  
Homosexual men 
The irony is that misogyny is the repressed anger and hatred of men who 
are latent/closet homosexuals.666 

A tweet from @WalterForcatto (presumably) male, proclaims: 

If you’re an ally of #metoo and #churchtoo but not of #LGBTQ 
community because they can’t fit into your neat, conservative take on 
what it means to be a follower of Jesus, check your outrage at the door. 
You just may be straining the gnat but swallowing the fucking camel.667 

And @RevEricAtcheson also (presumably) male points to how “Churches 

continue to make it easier and quicker to cast LGBTQ people out of their pews 

than abusers out of their pulpits. It’s no accident. It’s a statement of values.”668 

 
664 @heykeir, Twitter post, November 2017, 9:52 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/heykeir/status/933347390035173377 
665 @zacharydmallory, Twitter post, November 2017, 8:55 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/zacharydmallory/status/933514408520765441 
666 @Stand4Love1, Twitter post, August 2018, 7:16 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/StandForLove1/status/1162322301746110470 
667 @ WalterForcatto, Twitter post, June 2020, 2:01 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/WalterForcatto/status/1272589975322796034 
668 @ RevEricAtcheson, Twitter post, August 2019, 12:26 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/RevEricAtcheson/status/1163849884027383808 
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The Rape of Tamar 

The twisted tale of the Rape of Tamar confirms primary components of 

evangelical purity culture. This tale manifests pedophilic tendencies mobilized by a 

theme of the virtual prostitution of virgin girls. The story of the rape of Tamar by her 

half-brother, Amnon, appears in the Old Testament of the Bible.669 Amnon, the crown 

prince and son of King David rapes his half-sister Tamar, and then throws her out into the 

street. Tamar expresses profound grief over this betrayal and violation by crying loudly 

throughout the corridors of the palace as she tears her robe and puts ashes on her head. 

Feminist theologian Anna Carter Florence writes that Tamar’s mourning script is 

prophetic: “‘Look at my wretchedness!’ she might as well be crying. ‘Listen to me 

scream! I’ll make sure your eyes are opened to what we’ve become!’”670 Tamar’s brother 

Absolom responds by advising Tamar to just “be quiet for now.” And although King 

David is very angry that his son raped Tamar, he refuses to punish Ammon. The story 

concludes with the eventual complete ruin of Tamar: “So Tamar remained desolate in her 

brother Absolom’s house.”671 The Hebrew verb  ָׁשֵמם shâmêm, (be desolate) connotes 

destruction by an enemy or being attacked and mutilated by an animal.672 

Tamar the Trickster 

Tamar’s backstory has traditionally painted her as a controversial figure fraught 

with moral dilemmas. The biblical narrative of Tamar reveals how prior to her rape, she 

 
669 2 Samuel 13:7-20. 
670 Anna Carter Florence, “Read the Rape of Tamar, and Pay Attention to the Verbs,” The Christian 
Century, July 18, 2018, https://www.christiancentury.org/article/critical-essay/read-rape-tamar-and-pay-
attention-verbs. 
671 2 Samuel 13:20. 
672 Phyllis Trible, Texts of Terror: Literary-Feminist Readings of Biblical Narratives (Minneapolis: 
Fortress Press, 1984), 52. 
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had disguised herself as a prostitute to seduce her father-in-law Judah into having sex 

with her and impregnating her, after which she gave birth to twin boys.673 Because of the 

event in which she “played the harlot,”674 Tamar generally receives little to no sympathy 

from evangelicals, regardless of extenuating circumstances, and particularly because she 

is a direct ancestor of Jesus. In “Tamar: The Righteous Prostitute,” Carolyn Custis James 

recalls how her childhood pastor would scream: “Tamar corrupted the line of Christ!”675  

Other sermons and writings from evangelicals and biblical scholars express similar 

sentiments.676   

However, Tamar took on this role of a “trickster” to obtain what was rightfully 

hers.677 Tamar’s husband had died, leaving her childless and without resources to care for 

herself. Judaic custom mandated that her father-in-law, Judah, offer her one of his sons in 

marriage to her upon death of her husband (Onan was the son who should have married 

Tamar). Judah refused, placing Tamar in a position where choices are never chosen, and 

options rarely exist. 

 Tamar’s Hell 

According to several #ChurchToo tweets, women and girls sexually assaulted 

within evangelicalism were threatened that if they disclosed their abuse, they would 

 
673 Genesis 38 1-30. 
674 Genesis 38:24. 
675 Carolyn Custis James, “Tamar: The Righteous Prostitute,” in Vindicating the Vixens: Revisiting 
Sexualized, Vilified, and Marginalized Women of the Bible, ed. Sandra Glahn (Grand Rapids: Kregel 
Academic, 2017), 32. 
676 This published sermon by Steven J. Cole is an excellent example of sermons that malign the image of 
Tamar as “corrupt” and “morally putrid:” Steven J. Cole, “Lesson 65: Conformity With Corruption 
(Genesis 38:1-30),” Genesis Series (Bible.org, 1997), https://bible.org/seriespage/lesson-65-conformity-
corruption-genesis-381-30. 
677 Melissa Jackson, “Lot’s Daughters and Tamar as Tricksters and the Patriarchal Narratives as Feminist 
Theology,” Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 26, no. 4 (2002), 32: “Power or might is not at a 
trickster’s disposal, so they employ wit and cunning in devising a plot to achieve their desired end.” 
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either go to hell or send others there. @HopeLoveJustice recalls: 

So many of us abused by parents in religious leadership were silenced by 
religious power norms & frameworks involving threats of hell, threat of 
limiting ministry of “godly” person &/or worry of shaming ourselves or 
religious leaders.678 

@ByronsShade confirms: “They said if I told anyone it would cause the people I 

knew & loved in my church to doubt God & lose their faith. I heard that as I’d be sending 

people to hell!”679 @ByronsShade continued the story in a subsequent tweet, relaying: “I 

was terrified. I said okay. I wanted out of there. They left.  My Dad come into my room 

again that night.  But I kept silent because I didn’t want anyone to go to hell because of 

me.” 

Other #ChurchToo tweets from victims of evangelicalism announced that they 

were already in hell or had at least lived the experience. @SophieSchollsGhost reflects: 

“The real hell is the abuse suffered at the hands of men against women & children in 

evangelical churches & communities.”680 @Lorisadventure discusses the “hell in our 

minds”681 that results from sexual violence, and @marcylala writes: “I can’t even read 

anymore of #churchtoo because it puts me back in my 15 yrs of hell.” In 

@LudoingLustuff disclosure of her father’s abuse, she stated: “This was my actual hell 

that I lived in 24/7.” According to @GoBeeCee1, “leaders of churches can create hell on 

Earth, claiming to know the way to Heaven,” and @writer_dee reflected: “I once was 

blind, when nurtured and enmeshed in the institutional ‘club’ commonly known as 

 
678 https://twitter.com/HopeLoveJustice/status/1138956627455856640 
679 https://twitter.com/ByronsShade/status/1138868097991864320 
680 https://twitter.com/Saintsfan5348/status/1003384715821236224 
681 https://twitter.com/Lorisadventure/status/1004835185819435008 
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‘church,’ but now I see clearly having been thru hell on earth.”682 

Some #ChurchToo tweets announced that if those who violated them were going 

to heaven, they would rather go to hell anyway. As @CFB articulates: “I really don’t 

think we give enough credit to women who are faced with the choice of everlasting 

torment in hell or an eternity in heaven with the men who raped and assaulted them. 

That’s a tough decision.683 And @wild_mall announced: “No way am I going to heaven – 

that grand orgy in the sky. I choose hell over that depravity!” 

Others were told they were going to hell regardless of how or if they speak up. 

@kaiamar relays the horrifying (and confusing) conversation: “My mother force-fed me 

her religion and told me I’d go to hell when I was molested as a child. Last time I saw her 

she said Josh Duggar shouldn’t be punished. She laughed and said: ‘All boys do it. It 

doesn’t mean anything.’”684 This shocking “patriarchal reversal” (from a woman’s 

mother!) not only claims her daughter will go to hell because she was violated, but also 

that men who inflict that violence should not be punished because “it doesn’t mean 

anything.” As @ccurrin93 tweets: “Let’s not forget to call out the people who didn’t 

believe us when we told them our stories, the pastors, parents, teachers, who left us 

hurting & alone. You are responsible too.”685 

Creepy Old Man Horror Movie 

It is possible that King David refused to punish Ammon his son because of his 

 
682 @writer_dee, Twitter post, November 2019, 2:40 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/writer_dee/status/1190700213641646080 
683 https://twitter.com/CFD_Steve/status/939115000232333312 
684 @kaiamar, Twitter post, September 2018, 9:19 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/kaiamar/status/1043671057243230210 
685 @ccurrin93, Twitter post, November 2017, 6:02 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/ccurrin93/status/933108463005249536 
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own rape of Bathsheba; however, as @NotUnderBondage tweeted, while “David 

repented when Nathan confronted him [about Bathsheba], he didn’t drop his male-

entitlement mentality. He didn’t punish his firstborn son Amnon after Amnon raped his 

half-sister Tamar.”686 The “male-entitlement mentality @NotUnderBondage mentions is 

an integral aspect of evangelical purity culture.  

@GetWisdomDude composed and tweeted the below free verse in two separate 

tweets, beginning by asking rhetorically: 

Are we trapped in some disgusting 
Creepy Old Man horror movie where the 
chosen offer up virgin daughters 
to be sacrificed to the slimy perverted monster?687 

@GetWisdomDude continues: 

The slimy cult patriarchal dominionists 
masquerading as “Christian” 
are pimps, grotesque monsters 
feasting off the innocence of young children.688 

The above #ChurchToo tweet by @GetWisdomDude encapsulates how the 

patriarchal appropriation of the Rape of Tamar signals the Creepy Old Man horror movie 

of evangelical purity culture. Within this world, patriarchal ownership of female sexuality 

is assumed, and fathers possess and profit the virginity of their daughters; a scenario 

mobilizing pedophilic proclivities and the virtual prostitution of young girls. 

Pedophilic Pimps of Patriarchy 

The “pimps” and “grotesque monsters” within the free verse by 

 
686 @NotUnderBondage, Twitter post, July 2018, 10:56 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/NotUnderBondage/status/1019415688908165120 
687 @GetWisdomDude, Twitter post, November 2017, 6:26 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/GetWisdomDude/status/933295592557527041 
688 @GetWisdomDude, Twitter post, November 2017, 8:48 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/GetWisdomDude/status/933331475285594113 
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@GetWisdomDude are enabled by the divine image of a “Creepy Old Man,” whose 

hands remain folded in dismissal while predators grope and rape. While “Creepy Old 

Man” may be quite different from how many understand the Christian God, this 

description unfortunately fits within the experience of those victimized by the “grotesque 

monsters” cultivated by the ideologies within evangelical purity culture. A tweet from 

@julianneigans asserts: “If you’re going to talk about sexual abuse in the church, you 

can’t act like these men are just born monsters. You have to recognize the part that purity 

culture and evangelical culture plays in creating them.”689 @alessandi1 articulates the 

idea of evangelical “pimps,” reporting: “I was at a human trafficking talk the other day 

and heard about the ‘pimp to pastor’ pipeline, which is well known among groups 

helping survivors of sexual assault/trafficking.  When you think about it, they take similar 

skills.”690  

In some sense, evangelical purity culture does perform the role of a “pimp.” A 

“pimp” essentially “owns” and profits from women’s sexuality.691 A 2016 study 

published in Women and Criminal Justice, authored by Kristine Hickle and Dominique 

Roe-Sepowitz, reported how women and/or girls described their relationships with 

“pimps.” The respondents either depicted relationships that involved “force, fraud, 

coercion, or deception,” or as relationships with family members that were not 

necessarily portrayed as “pimping,” but nevertheless featured a third party who 

 
689 @julianneigans, Twitter post, December 2018, 11:45 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/julianneigans/status/1073257499753676801 
690 @alessandi1, Twitter post, August 2019, 11:33 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/alessandi1/status/1161843303563911168 
691 Celia Williamson and Terry Cluse-Tolar define “pimp” as one who control and lives from “the proceeds 
of one or more women.” See Celia Williamson and Terry Cluse-Tolar, “Pimp-Controlled Prostitution: Still 
an Integral Part of Street Life,” Violence Against Women 8, no. 9 (2002), 1088. 
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orchestrated and benefited from the respondents’ sexual activities.692  

There are several categories of “pimps,” such as the “Guerilla pimp,” who 

dominates through coercion and threats; the “Finesse pimp,” who lures his victims in 

with “smooth talk” and fake promises; the “Romeo,” who pretends to sincerely love and 

care for his prey, and the “Daddy” pimp, who operates as a father figure within a 

structure mimicking a family unit.693 Within this simulated family unit, the father 

“Daddy” pimp controls (typically) multiple female family members, some of whom are 

often children. The “Daddy” pimp primarily holds power within “the family” and 

“exercises that power in an authoritarian and sometimes physical manner,” often by 

engaging in sexual relationships with the female “daughters” whose sexuality he also 

exchanges for profit.694  Several #ChurchToo disclosures revealing sexual assaults that 

occurred when the victims were children highlight a perverse pedophilic tendency within 

evangelical purity culture to both fetishize virginity and to attribute sexual deviance and 

desire to even very young girls. @FukudaEira recalls: “Pastor told my mom I had 

seduced a man of god, should wear more modest clothing and be punished. She agreed. I 

was 11 years old.”695 @blairezdoodle recalls: “Someone I love very much went to her 

pastor to tell him her stepfather was molesting her.  It was the first time she reached out 

for help.  It was also the last.  Minister asked her what she’d done to ‘tempt’ and ‘entice’ 

 
692 Kristine Hickle and Dominique Roe-Sepowitz, “‘Curiosity and a Pimp’: Exploring Sex Trafficking 
Victimization in Experiences of Entering Sex Trade Industry Work Among Participants in a Prostitution 
Diversion Program,” Women & Criminal Justice 27, no. 2 (January 22, 2016), 124. 
693 Read, Kate W. “Sex Work: Constructing ‘Families’ with Community of Practice Theory.” Community, 
Work & Family 17, no. 1 (2014): 60-78 
694 Weinkauf, Kathleen. “Yeah, He’s My Daddy:” Linguistic Constructions of Fictive Kinships in a Street-
Level Sex Work Community.” Wagadu: A Journal of Transnational Women’s & Gender Studies 8 (2010), 
16. 
695 FukudaEira, Twitter post, November 2017, 5:54 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/FukudaEira/status/933468806315253760 
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him. She was 11.”696 @DnlvanhornBower recounts when: “I spoke to the pastor/biblical 

counselor and told him of my sexual abuse that began at age 12 and continued for 27 

years, by a father figure/pastor.  I was shown a circle on a piece of paper and asked to 

draw the pie percentage of my responsibility.  Hot tears and shame. Left.”697 

Evangelical patriarchal pedophilia originating from (or perhaps motivated by) 

fetishizing and possessing female virginity manifests in predictable and destructive ways. 

In 2019, the Houston Chronical published six-part series of investigative articles 

revealing that from 1998 onward, more than 220 evangelical church leaders and 

volunteers within the Southern Baptist Convention had been “convicted or took plea 

deals for sex crimes.”698 The youngest of the more than 700 victims was only three years 

old.699 @KatieSTrout’s discloses that the years of sexual assault she and others 

experienced within evangelical churches reflects how “‘normal’ ended at a very young 

age for many of us.’”700 @Haleyjadey93 recounts that when she was a teenager: 

I was constantly told by my youth pastor how beautiful I was and if he 
was younger he would’ve been all over me. I was constantly pulled aside 
to discuss how sexy my clothes are and how I was tempting him to sin. 
He was married with children. #churchtoo.701 

 
696 @blairedoodle, Twitter post, November 2017, 8:08 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/blairezdoodle/status/933140011481931777 
697 @ DnlvanhornBower, Twitter post, July 2018, 8:09 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/DnlvanhornBower/status/1015387228732682241 
698 Robert Downen, Lise Olsen, and John Tedesco, “Abuse of Faith: Houston Chronicle, San Antonio 
Express-News Investigation Reveals Decades of Sexual Abuse from Southern Baptist Church Leaders, 
Volunteers,” Houston Chronicle, February 10, 2019, 
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/local/investigations/abuse-of-faith/. 
699 Robert Downen, Lise Olsen, and John Tedesco, “20 Years, 700 Victims: Southern Baptist Sexual Abuse 
Spreads as Leaders Resist Reforms,” Houston Chronicle, August 27, 2019, https://tinyurl.com/700Victims. 
700 KatieSTrout, Twitter post, December 2020, 11:53 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/KatieSTrout/status/1335990752065826825 
701 @Haleyjadey93, Twitter post, November 2017, 1:14 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/Haleyjadey93/status/934123019202646017 
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Pledges and Rings 

Similarly enmeshed, the evangelical rituals of “purity covenants,” “purity rings,” 

and “purity balls” originate with the assumption that a girl’s sexuality belongs to her 

father, and should rightfully be owned and controlled by her father until he bestows her 

sexuality to the ownership of her husband.702 

A “purity pledge” or “purity covenant” is a formal contract signed by both a 

father and his daughter, in which the father promises to protect and guard his daughter’s 

“purity” (her sexuality) until she is married, and the daughter is expected to “measure 

other men that come into her life, is this man a good man, is he like my father?”703 The 

contract or covenant symbolizes the authority and ownership of his daughter’s sexuality 

so that he may prepare (groom) his daughter for her potential husband (her next 

patriarch).704 A purity ring, given from the father to his daughter, signals “a commitment 

to spiritual cleanliness, the ring of purity worn before the ring of marriage, until impure 

sex became pure.”705 On her wedding day, woman is expected to remove and return the 

ring to her father, who then bestows it to her now-husband. As Meredith Minister notes in 

Rape Culture on Campus, purity rings remind the women or girl wearing it, visually 

symbolize her “commitment to “purity” to others, and “mark the bodies that maintain the 

social order.”706 

 
702 On Anderson Cooper’s (now-defunct) daytime talk show “Anderson Live,” Jessica Valenti pointed out 
how virginity pledges and purity balls sexualize young girls by hyper-focusing on their virginity. See Lori 
Adelman, “Jess Rocks It Out, Talks Purity Balls with Anderson Cooper,” Feministing, January 23, 2012, 
http://feministing.com/2012/01/23/jess-rocks-it-out-talks-purity-balls-with-anderson-cooper-2/. 
703 Sean Elliott, “Religion in Society,” Religion in Society (University of Victoria, December 7, 2019), 
https://onlineacademiccommunity.uvic.ca/sociologyofreligion/tag/purity-pledge/. 
704 Elizabeth Gish, “Producing High Priests and Princesses: The Father-Daughter Relationship in the 
Christian Sexual Purity Movement,” Religions 7, no. 3 (2016), 33. 
705 Ana Siljak, “Purity Culture,” Christianity, Politics, and Culture (Mere Orthodoxy, April 13, 2021), 
https://mereorthodoxy.com/purity-culture/. 
706 Meredith Minister, Rape Culture on Campus (Lanham: Lexington Books, 2019), 10. 
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In September of 2018, the late Rachel Held Evans tweeted: “I signed a “purity 

pledge” at 15. How old were you?”707 The answers are horrifying, and unfortunately 

unsurprising. @WittyApothecary responded: “I was 9. I was molested for the first time 

when I was 3. Mindfuck doesn’t even BEGIN.”708 @ithinksoghoul simply replied: 

“11,”709 and @joremmons also responded (with more detail): “I was 11. Our church held 

a True Love Waits conference for the middle schoolers and high schoolers. Students 

made purity vows and parents (who were required to attend with their kids) made vows to 

‘protect’ and ‘shepherd’ them to ensure their purity.”710 @TheAlphaBetty discloses: “I 

was made to sign a purity contract at age 11. And witnessed a man confess from the 

pulpit having sex w/a child. Praised for his bravery. No further action.”711 @kjmclaugh 

also states: “11. I didn’t even know what I was really signing but I did. I’m pretty I even 

laminated the damn thing, which is embarrassing.”712 @thecoachkessler replied: “I was 

given a ‘purity ring’ over breakfast at Applebee’s at age 13.”713 @courneyrphoto also 

confirmed: “I was 13.  It didn’t work.  And I felt disgusting for years because of it.”714 

The Covenant (I Subconsciously) Kept 

It was the summer of 1990, and I was also only 12 years old. But I was almost 13, 

 
707 @rachelheldevans, Twitter post, September 2018, 10:01 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/rachelheldevans/status/1042594570033393664 
708 @WittyApothecary, Twitter post, September 2018, 12:24 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/WittyApothecary/status/1042630578489704450 
709 @ithinksoghoul, Twitter post, September 2018, 10:39 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/ithinksoghoul/status/1042785282360336384 
710 https://twitter.com/joremmons/status/1042641669382987776 
711 @TheAlphaBetty, Twitter post, November 2017, 5:56 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/TheAlphaBetty/status/933091785915621376 
712 https://twitter.com/kjmclaugh/status/1042596719605821440 
713 https://twitter.com/thecoachkessler/status/1042614777539784704 
714 @courtneyrphoto, Twitter post, September 2018, 11:27 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/courtneyrphoto/status/1042616286658879488 
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and quite sure that I was just on the verge of fully developing into a woman.  And since 

Andy, that new song leader in church, was showing me so much attention, something 

special must be going on. One Sunday evening, just a few weeks before my 13th birthday, 

he confided to me in the church basement that “he was waiting for me to grow up so he 

could marry me.” Since then, he often reminded me what a perfect wife I would be to 

him. I was pleased and flattered when I noticed him watching me during church services. 

I did not comprehend the sinister implications of a 35-year-old man demonstrating such 

interest in a 12-year-old girl. I was a child, and I thought I was in love. 

Right before my 13th birthday, my parents took me on a car trip to a 

homeschooling conference in Knoxville, Tennessee. Before I left, Andy handed me an 

envelope. “Read this in the car on your way,” he instructed. As our family car began 

traveling from Minnesota, I opened the envelope from Andy. The card contained jewelry, 

a small amount of money, and a birthday card professing his love for me. 

I told my parents, who seemed to suddenly become aware that a predator was 

literally grooming their daughter. When I returned home, my father requested that I sign a 

“purity covenant” with him. The ceremony seemed strange and uncomfortable, but I 

could not understand why. I did not understand the nuances; nor could I fully 

comprehend how that document signing ceremony signified my sexualization as child 

and awarded it to my father. 

I found that “purity covenant” a few weeks ago at the bottom of a forgotten box. I 

could not –and still cannot – read through the entirety of that short document without 

confronting that too-familiar sensation of sickness; spiritually, mentally, and physically.  

I wonder why I so carefully saved that particular document from so many years ago, 
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when I have lost so many others. The reason is buried deep in a part of my 

unconsciousness that I have not yet awakened. Although I will not read through the 

document today (or maybe any other day) I uploaded a picture of the “covenant” to 

Appendix 1. 

Maybe someday I will burn it. 

Purity Balls 

@falseroxy tweets the following hilarious confession: “When I heard the term 

“purity ball,” referring to the evangelical Christian thing where daughters dance with 

their dads and pledge their virginity until marriage, I assumed a “purity ball” was like... a 

ball with a dick hole in it that Christian teens could fuck.”715 

I imagine that these types of misunderstandings are common among those 

unfamiliar with the strange notion of daddy-daughter dances. A helpful tweet from 

@RewireNewsGroup explains the origin and true meaning of the ritual (spoiler: not a 

“ball with a dick hole”): 

The first purity ball was held in 1998 in Colorado. Today, such balls, 
where daughters pledge their purity to their father and to God (until the 
day she marries & authority transfers to her husband), are a staple of a 
conservative evangelical girl’s life.716 

In her article, “Daddy’s Little Girls,” Breanne Fahs writes about purity balls, 

pointing to “the romantic, and even sexual, implications of the event.”717  @vaxen_var 

tweets more plainly, declaring: “Churches promote incest with their oedipal Dance With 

Daddy events, the ‘Father-Daughter Purity Ball’ of evangelical fools.”718 And 

 
715 https://twitter.com/falseroxy/status/1391084310598389765 
716 https://twitter.com/RewireNewsGroup/status/1202598500636213248 
717 Breanne Fahs, “Daddy’s Little Girls: On the Perils of Chastity Clubs, Purity Balls, and Ritualized 
Abstinence,” Frontiers: A Journal of Women Studies 31, no. 3 (2010), 133. 
718 https://twitter.com/vaxen_var/status/1749095326 
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@verdanturf announces sardonically: “I love to tweet about how incest is bad from the 

floor of the evangelical purity ball.”719 

 Impure Ownership 

The concept of owning another person’s sexuality, particularly a child’s sexuality 

and including your own child’s sexuality, is troubling and raises pointed questions. One 

significant question involves how this concept originated from or is justified in Christian 

conservative evangelicalism. Primary among the theories that abound is the contradiction 

that fetishizing the father-daughter relationship is not unique to evangelicalism, and has 

traditionally appeared in Disney princess movies and cultural customs such as the 

wedding ceremony, where the father “gives his daughter away.”720 However valid these 

points may be, the question surrounding the reason for evangelical purity balls remains.  

Libby Anne, a former evangelical woman, notes that obviously, an evangelical 

subculture that presumes male ownership of female sexuality from girlhood onward 

demonstrates a rather tenuous grasp of the concept of consent.721 The notions of bodily 

autonomy, the “right for a person to govern what happens to their body without external 

influence or coercion,” and that of sexual “consent” itself are really never discussed in 

evangelical purity culture. 722  Rather, as @jamiebrightley points out, within evangelical 

purity culture, “women young and old are trained to develop the art of dismissing 

 
719 https://twitter.com/verdanturf/status/1133469477310533632 
720 Lily Moore-Eissenberg, “The Problem with Daddy’s Girl: Cancel the Father-Daughter Dances,” The 
Politic, July 2017, https://thepolitic.org/the-problem-with-daddys-girl/. 
721 Libby Anne. “Rape. That’s a Kind of Premarital Sex, Right?” Love, Joy, Feminism. Patheos, August 21, 
2012. https://www.patheos.com/blogs/lovejoyfeminism/2012/08/rape-thats-a-kind-of-premarital-sex-
right.html. 
722 Shalon Nienow, “Seven Steps to Teaching Children Body Autonomy,” Rady Children’s Hospital-San 
Diego, accessed May 24, 2021, https://tinyurl.com/6bearesx. 
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ourselves, mind and body, making us ripe for grooming.”723 A tweet from @PrairiePhlox 

reports: 

At 32 and married I am still teasing out purity culture from my own mind 
– the way they never taught us to say no, or men to hear no, AND how 
they never taught us to enthusiastically say yes and embrace ourselves. It 
is such a destructive ideology.724 

Rather than consent and bodily autonomy, mandates of purity culture primarily 

enforce the idea that the bodies of women and girls do not belong to them, but rather to 

God and to their fathers. @carissarizan confirms: “#purity culture taught me that my 

body wasn’t my own… that I was to give myself completely to my husband whenever he 

wanted.”725 In her article, “Bodies in Service,” Madelaine Lekei notes how rituals such as 

purity balls and purity pledges underscore the notion that “a woman’s body is not her 

own but rather the property of God, protected by her father who will then pass this right 

onto her husband.”726 If a girl or woman’s body is owned by her father and belongs to 

God, then her body does not belong to herself at all.  

A House of Rape 

Female bodily autonomy and sexual consent do not appear as an important (or at 

least emphasized) aspect of biblical passages either. The Old Testament contains no 

reference to marital rape, and all other instances of rape are considered as a type of theft 

that steals the worth of an unmarried girl or woman from her potential husband or 

appropriates the sexuality of a wife from her present husband. The New Testament 

 
723 @jamiebrightley, Twitter post, November 2017, 9:17 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/jamiebrightley/status/933338770212114432 
724 @ PrairiePhlox, August 2018, 6:32 p.m.,  https://twitter.com/PrairiePhlox/status/1029133538132733954 
725 @carissarizan, Twitter post, December 2018, 10:44 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/carissarizan/status/1078315736693649410 
726 Madelaine Lekei, “Bodies in Service: The Culture of Chastity in Evangelical Christianity,” That’s What 
[We] Said 2, no. 2 (February 2020), 1. 
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forbids the “sins” of “promiscuity” and “sexual immorality,” but does not condemn rape. 

Further, as Mary Daly notes, the New Testament’s story of Jesus time on earth begins 

with a “mythic super-rape that legitimizes the rape of all matter and all women.” A virgin 

is visited by an unfamiliar angel who informs her that not only has she been divinely 

raped without her knowledge or consent, but the rape has also granted her the status of 

“blessed beyond all women.”  The appearance of God as flesh and savior of humanity 

pivots on the rape of her body, mind, and will, a situation for which she forever must be 

grateful. Additionally, as Mary Daly notes in Beyond God the Father, unlike Catholics 

who vampirize Mary’s divine energy, Protestants divest Mary of divine power 

altogether.”727 

Perhaps the evangelical tendency to ignore, condone, and justify sexual and 

spiritual rape is unsurprising, after all.

 
727 Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father: Toward a Philosophy of Women’s Liberation (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1985), 85. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: DREADFUL WOMEN AND HOLY HAGS 

Introduction 

The previous chapter, “The Prophetic Resistance of Myth Naming,” discussed 

how #ChurchToo tweets fulfilled the first step within Mary Daly’s conceptualization of 

“myth breaking and myth making.” By engaging in practice of truthtelling, #ChurchToo 

accounts “named the lies” manifesting from four foundational confiscated archetypes: 

The Myth of Evil Eve, the Blame of Bathsheba, the Jezebel Spirit, and the Rape of 

Tamar.  

This chapter, “Dreadful Women and Holy Hags,” addresses Mary Daly’s second 

step within “myth breaking and myth naming.” #ChurchToo tweets exorcize internalized 

patriarchal identities by becoming Holy Haggard Hags who enact acts of Righteous Fury 

through the Rage of Dreadful Women. 728  Through the process of renaming and 

reclaiming, the confiscated and distorted power of the four Great Hags of Our Hidden 

History are reclaimed. The Myth of Evil Eve becomes “Ezer Kěnegdô,” Bathsheba the 

Innocent Lamb dethrones King David, the Spirit of Jezebel is reclaimed as a Confident 

and Clever Woman to exorcise Satan’s Agents and Devouring Wolves, and Tamar 

reappears as a Prophetess with gifts to symbolize the collective power of sisterhood.

 

 
728 Mary Daly,1978, Gyn/Ecology, 47. 
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Exorcizing Internalized Patriarchal Symbols 

The twisted theologies of evangelical rape culture violently appropriate and 

distort women’s bodies as polluted, damaged, and the cause and justification for violence. 

These perverse doctrines further confiscate the power of women’s voices though 

terroristic silencing strategies of blame and shame, and profit from possessing women’s 

sexuality. Through the rape of spirit and soul, women internalize misogynic and 

disempowering ideas and symbols. Among the symbols women must rid themselves are 

the Myth of the Fall and Evil Eve, which manifest as shame and self-hatred. Women 

must also expel “psychological paralysis,” arising from “a general feeling of 

hopelessness, guilt, and anxiety over social disapproval.”729 Women must also reject 

internalized “feminine anti-feminism” that identifies with the patriarchal power structure, 

and manifests as hostility to and disapproval of other women who are considered a threat, 

particularly those who violate the patriarchal order.730 Finally, women must address and 

repudiate “the primordial lie” by realizing that original sin did not begin with Eve, but 

rather through the patriarchal blame of women as evil. 

The Righteous Rage of Dreadful Women 

In Gyn/Ecology, Mary Daly states that women’s quest to name themselves and 

reverse patriarchal myths involves “repudiating saintliness and becoming wholly 

haggard, Holy Hags.”731 These “Holy Hags” are “furious women” and “Dreadful women” 

who gradually “become dreadless, as we become attuned to the nature of patriarchal 

 
729 May Daly, 1985, Beyond God the Father, 50. 
730 Ibid 
731 Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology, 50. 
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religious dread.”732 “The more we understand the State of Possession,” Daly announces, 

“the more anger/awakened within us.”733 In Wickedary, Mary Daly explains how “virtue 

beyond justice [is] acquired by Inspired Acts of Righteous Fury.” Through engaging in 

“Righteous Fury” women channel the power of Nemesis, the goddess of divine 

retribution, to “disrupt the patriarchal balance of terror.”734 

Among the categories and themes within #ChurchToo tweets exists the ever-

present sensation of the Righteous Rage of Holy Hags. This furious energy, creatively 

accompanied by abundant profanity, “disrupts the patriarchal balance of terror” 735 within 

confiscated mythical powers, and exorcizes internalized patriarchy by condemning 

atrocities, reclaiming women’s bodies and identities, and engaging in constructive 

destruction. 

Original Rage: The Reverser of Reversals 

The image of Jesus I introduce here is one of Original Rage; of a “table-flipper,” 

and as the original reverser of all “patriarchal reversals,” both in a literal and figurative 

sense. The New Testament book of Matthew describes what is commonly known as 

“Jesus Cleansing the Temple,” a story that remains one of my favorites. Not only is 

peaceful Jesus out of character in the story, he does the sorts of things I want to do too, 

 
732 Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology, 59. “In her book, The Seven Necessary Sins for Women and Girls, Mona 
Eltahawy suggests seven “sins” women and girls should engage with as a way to defy and disrupt the 
patriarchal order: Anger, Attention, Profanity, Ambition, Power, Violence, and Lust.” See Mona Eltahawy, 
The Seven Necessary Sins for Women and Girls (Boston: Beacon Press, 2019). 
733 Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology, 368. 
734 Mary Daly and Jane Caputi, Websters’ First New Intergalactic Wickedary of the English Language 
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1987), 84. In Pure Lust, Mary Daly discusses the “transformative, focusing Force” 
of rage. “Like a horse who streaks across fields on a moonlit night, her mane flying, Rage gallops on 
pounding hooves of unleashed Passion. The sounds of its pounding awaken transcendent E-motion. As the 
ocean roars its rhythms into every creature, giving birth to sensations of our common Sources/Courses, 
Rage too makes senses come alive again, thrive again.” 
735 Mary Daly and Jane Caputi, Websters’ First New Intergalactic Wickedary, 84.  
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but only imagine in my head. 

And Jesus went into the temple of God, and cast out all them that sold and 
bought in the temple, and overthrew the tables of the money changers, and 
the seats of them that sold doves, and said unto them: It is written, My 
house shall be called the house of prayer; but ye have made it a den of 
thieves.736 

Before flipping over the tables of money changers and throwing out everyone 

involved in buying or selling, Jesus approached the Temple authorities. Jesus indicted the 

Temple leaders of exploiting impoverished women, particularly widows, through the 

unethical dealings of dove sellers.737 A passage from John 2:13-16 provides a bit more 

information, detailing that as Jesus was driving all the buyers and sellers out of the 

Temple, and flipping over the tables of the moneychangers, he delivered one particular 

message directly to the dove sellers: “Take these things hence; make not my Father’s 

house an house of merchandise.” 738 

Jesus was a revolutionary figure to be sure, and was known to take up the cause of 

the oppressed and the outcast, a group that included women. He particularly condemned 

the contemporary religious leaders of that day for coercing and exploiting women: “They 

devour widows’ houses and for a show make lengthy prayers.”739 The Greek word 

“devour” Jesus used is κατεσθίω (katesthiō) meaning “to eat up ravenously, eat up, 

consume, devour, swallow,” used figuratively as “destroy, consume, waste, or rob.”740 

Jesus performed his own exorcism of these “patriarchal demons;” he named the 

 
736 Matthew 21:12-13. 
737 Kim Huat Tan, The Zion Traditions and the Aims of Jesus (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2005), 
177. A lamb was the preferred sacrifice a Jew gave at the Temple, but an exception was made for poor 
women, particularly widows, who were permitted to purchase and sacrifice doves. 
738 John 2:13-16 
739 Luke 20:47. 
740 “Devour,” Strong’s No.:G2719 (King James Bible Dictionary), accessed May 21, 2021, 
http://kingjamesbibledictionary.com/StrongsNo/G2719/Devour. 
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dove sellers a “den of thieves,” and reclaimed the tables used by the moneychangers to 

extort and deceive the vulnerable.  After flipping the means of their manipulation, Jesus 

banished them from his sacred place of spirituality. 

Exorcising the House of Rape 

A #ChurchToo tweet from @TheOlizhe announces: “Jesus protested at a temple 

when he flogged out people for turning the house of his father to a den of thieves. We are 

protesting because some people are turning church to a house of rape.”741  A 

corresponding tweet from @JesusEatsMyFood declares: “Using the Bible to silence 

survivors is nothing short of evil cult behavior. Jesus would be flipping tables.”742 

Through the patriarchal confiscation of archetypal images of power that rapes 

spirits, minds, and bodies, women internalize misogynic and disempowering ideas and 

symbols. Part of naming, according to Mary Daly, involves the “exorcism of patriarchal 

labels by invoking Other reality and by conjuring the Spirits of women.”743  Among the 

labels and symbols women must address and repudiate is “the primordial lie” of the Myth 

of Evil Eve with the knowledge that original sin did not begin with Eve, but rather with 

the patriarchal blame of Eve as the source of original sin. Women must also expel 

“psychological paralysis,” arising from “a general feeling of hopelessness, guilt, and 

anxiety over social disapproval.”744 Women must also reject internalized “feminine anti-

feminism” that identifies with the patriarchal power structure, and manifests as hostility 

 
741 @TheOlizhe, Twitter post, June 2019, 3:29 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/TheOlizhe/status/1145232762435231744 
742 @JesusEatsMyFood, Twitter post, June 2018, 11:29 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/JesusEatsMyFood/status/1006015435832287232 
743 Mary Daly and Jane Caputi, Websters’ First New Intergalactic Wickedary of the English Language 
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1987), 83 
744 May Daly, 1985, Beyond God the Father, 50. 
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to and disapproval of other women who are considered a threat, particularly those who 

violate the patriarchal order.745  

Significantly, Jesus quoted from the scriptures of the religious leaders when 

exorcising the deceitful dove sellers from his sacred place of spirituality. The sentence: 

“It is written, My house shall be called the house of prayer; but ye have made it a den of 

thieves,” references writings by the Old Testament prophets Jeremiah and Isaiah.  Jesus’s 

use of scripture to exorcise symbols of religious manipulation is emulated in #ChurchToo 

tweets that quote various passages of scripture to counter false naming.  By quoting 

scripture verses, the tweets reclaim ownership of a spiritual text that previously 

weaponized to silence, shame, and abuse. In reverse, #ChurchToo tweets employ the 

power within scripture passages to inspire them to speak out the truth and reverse shame 

back onto the perpetrators. 

Constructive Destruction 

#ChurchToo tweets also access the collective fury of Dreadful Women to reclaim 

themselves and re-own themselves by enacting Constructive Destruction. In 

Gyn/Ecology, Mary Daly writes: “Furious women may be dreadful… but our tendency is 

to become dreadless.” 746 The collective fury of Dreadful Women is indeed “dreadless” in 

the following three #ChurchToo tweets. @SheBleeds writes: 

I beat their astronomical odds and stole my soul back. I slayed that beast. I 
bear no more of their forced cross of shame, fear, and worthlessness. 
What did not kill me, needs to be very fucking afraid, because I’m not.747 

 
745 Mary Daly, 1985, Beyond God the Father. 
746 “Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology, 59. 
747 @SheBleeds, Twitter post, January 2020, 2:50 p.m.,  
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@AngieJayHuman declares: “Our stories will expose the harms your purity 

culture unleashed on the world, so fear us. Women have suffered in silence under the 

misogyny dripping from your ancient texts for far too long.”748 Likewise, 

@WittyApothecary blasts to the evangelical church: 

You don’t fucking own me, you don’t fucking control me. 
Neither you nor any of the rest of the reprehensible Evangelical dumpster 
fires will EVER silence me or control my narrative ever again. 
Piss off.749 

Several #ChurchToo tweets from those violated by evangelical purity culture 

express a join desire to constructively destruct the construct of patriarchal evangelical 

purity culture. To write more bluntly, they want to burn it down. ChurchToo co-founder 

Emily Joy dissects evangelical purity culture on her blog, writing: “I don’t mean that we 

need to be nicer about how we teach purity…I mean we need to burn the whole damn 

system to the ground.750  

Emily Joy follows this blog post by tweeting under her handle @emilyjoypoetry: 

Anyway, #purityculture is a mind-trip and it is inherently abusive theology 
that rewards sexual dysfunction and abusive behavior. It’s not good 
theology that sinful people misinterpreted or took too far. It’s evil and it 
should burn to the ground.751 

@ladyDeconstruct agrees, proclaiming that “I will not be your sweet, forgiving, 

passive Jesus anymore. I am bringing fire and war. Burn it down.”752 @charlotteirene8 

 
748 @AngieJayHuman, Twitter post, November 2018, 12:39 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/AngieJayHuman/status/1060950132357763077 
749 @ WittyApothecary, Twitter post, July 2018, 10:56 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/WittyApothecary/status/1018690875973619712 
750 http://emilyjoypoetry.com/whats-purity-culture-got-to-do-with-it 
751 https://twitter.com/emilyjoypoetry/status/934487297931841536 
752 @ladyDeconstruct, Twitter post, November 2017, 9:48 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/ladyDeconstruct/status/933346506467311618 
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proclaims: “burn evangelicalism to the ground and may it never rise again.”753 

@TheoStrayDogs tweets the hope that “#churchtoo might bring a cleansing fire to purify 

the church. Let the chaff burn!”754 And a tweet from @LoriAnneThomsp2, including a 

GIF of an armored soldier wielding a blowtorch, announces: “I am in the business of 

setting fire to the rain of ruin. Enough is enough.”755 

 
753 @charlotteirene8, Twitter post, January 2018, 6:01 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/charlotteirene8/status/950140408084008962 
754 https://twitter.com/TheoStrayDogs/status/947942479927619585 
755 @ LoriAnneThomps2, Twitter post, April 29, 2019, 1:25 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/LoriAnneThomps2/status/1122914836046843904 
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Great Hags of Our Hidden History 

In Gyn/Ecology, Mary Daly writes: 

For women who are on the journey of radical be-ing, the lives of the 
witches, of the great Hags of our hidden history are deeply intertwined 
with our own process. As we write/live our own story, we are uncovering 
their history, creating Hag-ography and Hag-ology. Unlike the “saints” of 
Christianity, who must, by definition, be dead, Hags live.756 

The familiar archetypal images of biblical “bad girls” Eve, Jezebel, Bathsheba, 

and Tamar are surrounded by significant patriarchal myths that operate to uphold key 

components of purity culture and invoke terror to ensure compliance. Within this gray 

and hopeless false reality, Eve as “Ēzer Kěnegdô” is appropriated and distorted into the 

Myth of Evil Eve, and used to position woman’s body a source of pollution and 

contamination, and justify her abuse and inferior status. Second, the archetype of 

Bathsheba as Innocent Lamb is confiscated and twisted into the Sin of Bathsheba, 

excusing predatory men, blaming women for “complicity” in their own rapes, and 

imposing a divided sisterhood, in which women turn on one another to enforce arbitrary 

patriarchal standards of “modesty” and “morality.” Third, Jezebel as the prototype of 

Confident and Clever Woman is figuratively and literally mangled into the evil and 

manipulative Jezebel Spirit. Jezebel’s fate exists as a warning, to silence outspoken and 

confident women, and to situate them in a virtual living hell of enduring isolation, blame, 

and shame. Finally, the emblem of Tamar as Fearless Prophetess appears as the twisted 

tale of the Rape of Tamar, signaling the components of purity culture that fetishize 

virginity, assume patriarchal ownership of female sexuality, and position the racist status 

of “rapeable” women’s worth. 

 
756 Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology, 15. 
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Within the following section, I present various #ChurchToo tweets that name and 

reclaim these appropriated archetypal “bad girls” by naming the falsehoods within the 

fables and countering with passages of scripture and historical facts.  Several tweeted 

statements of defiance reclaim women’s ownership of their own bodies and sexuality, 

and demonstrate exorcism of the internalized patriarchal demons of false guilt, blame and 

shame for original sin, “psychological paralysis,” and “feminine antifeminism.” By 

refashioning these archetypes as empowering icons, rather than symbols of destruction, 

the #ChurchToo movement questions, identifies, renames, and challenges the patriarchal 

assumptions and abusive theologies within evangelicalism. 

Eve as Ēzer Kěnegdô  

As I read through the multitude of tweets that named and explained how the 

distorted Myth of Evil Eve influenced their world within evangelicalism, I found I was 

quite curious to discover proposed methods to redefine and reclaim Eve. I have 

occasionally read on some of the “survivor” Facebook groups of which I am a member, 

notions surrounding the image of Lilith, and even the idea that Eve symbolically 

represents Adam’s transgender clone. As fascinating as both those concepts may be, the 

#ChurchToo tweets I discovered performed the three following task: renamed Eve as 

“God is my Help;” rejected Eve’s patriarchal assignment of blame for original sin; and 

countered the falsehoods within the fable with passages of scripture.  
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God is My Help 

One #ChurchToo tweet in particular by @candyhill0 provided an interesting and 

significant fact regarding the etymology of Eve’s name: “Eve was “ezer” a word most 

often used of God. Feminine does not equate with weak. By Design she’s strong.757  

Within the biblical fable of Adam and Eve, after God created the first woman, 

Adam named her Eve “because she was the mother of all living.”758 While this verse from 

Genesis announces the name Adam bestowed upon the first woman, the meaning of 

Eve’s name derives from God himself. Before creating Eve, God looked at Adam and 

declared: “It is not good for man to be alone. I will create an “ ְּכֶנְגּדֹו ֵעֶזר  (‘ēzer 

kěnegdô”).759 The Hebrew word ֵעֶזר (‘ēzer) is a combination of two roots, one ‘-z-r 

meaning “to rescue,” “to save,” and the other g -́z-r, meaning “to be strong.”760  

Archeologist and biblical scholar Ephraim Avigdor Speiser writes that the adjoining word 

 indicates equality and translates literally from the Hebrew as “alongside (”k’negdo“) ְּכֶנְגּדֹו

of.”761 

And while the Hebrew word ֵעֶזר (‘ēzer) has traditionally been translated “helper” 

or “helpmate,” the literal translated meaning of “helper” denotes divine help. As religious 

scholar and professor Leonard Swidler points out in Biblical Affirmations of Women, 

multiple Old Testament passages refer to God as an “‘ēzer” (helper) to His people; for 

example “God is my help.”762  Theologian Rany Klassen writes: “When the narratives of 

 
757 @candyhill0, Twitter post, March 2019, 12:51 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/candyhill0/status/1105511564105277440 
758 Genesis 3:20 
759 Genesis 2:18 
760 R. David Freedman, “Woman, A Power Equal to Man,” Biblical Archaeology Review, 1983, pp. 56-58. 
761 Ephraim Avigdor Speiser, Genesis, vol. 1 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963). 
762 Leonard J. Swidler, Biblical Affirmations of Women (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1979), 78. 
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Genesis and Exodus are read together, the message is provocative: as God moves to 

fulfill his purposes on earth, he mobilizes the ‘ēzer, the weaker one, the smaller one, yet 

the unexpectedly wise, resourceful, compassionate one, to defy the strong of this 

world.”763 

Harms of the Myth 

Other ChurchToo tweets counter and reject the Myth of Evil Eve by naming the 

destructive Madonna/Whore dichotomy within purity culture that forever assigns women 

at fault for rape, such as @Coffee_Momma, who notes that for women and girls in 

evangelical purity culture, “if you aren’t a Mary, you’re an Eve,” and carry the blame for 

sexual violence.764 In reply, @owlishkels tweets: “All Christians, men and women, need 

to read the #churchtoo stories and reflect on the pain that has been caused by purity 

culture. God’s design for human sexuality does not include violence or shame.”765  

@lyrelle tweets in the context of the myth of Eve: “This evangelical presumption 

of feminine duplicity blinds men to their own transgressions and those of others. It 

vilifies women and worms its way into the psyche of all brought up in it.”766 

@margoaway recounts how: “Years of purity culture and intense sexual shame inevitably 

led to highly dysfunctional and abusive relationships with men in my adult life.767 

Falsehoods of the Fable 

Further #ChurchToo tweets exorcise shame and false guilt internalized by this 

distorted myth by countering the falsehoods within the fable with passages and facts from 

 
763 Randy Klassen, “‘Ēzer and Exodus,” Direction Journal 35, no. 1 (2006): pp. 18-32. 
764 https://twitter.com/Coffee__Momma/status/933165060393971712 
765 @owlishkels, Twitter post, November 2017, https://twitter.com/owlishkels/status/933540165292666880 
766 @lyrelle, Twitter post, November 2017, 7:17 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/lyrelle/status/933127209287426050 
767 https://twitter.com/margoaway/status/933398027754229774 
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scripture. For example, @SawatskyJoanna writes: “Note that the text explicitly stated in 

Gen 3:6 that Adam was with her – these illustrations are inaccurate and portray Eve’s sin 

as being greater than Adam’s.”768 @ElegentLeopard writes how: “Adam stood by and 

watched but did NOTHING while she talked to the serpent and ate the fruit– then blamed 

her. Sadly, we were warned about many men’s character right there in Genesis.”769 

@KueblerSusan wryly notes that when offered the supposed apple, “Adam gladly ate, 

then promptly placed all the blame on Eve when God asked why they had done it.”770 

Other tweets point to the fact that in Genesis 3:7, it was not until Adam ate the 

forbidden fruit that both their eyes were opened. For example, @goatlady84 affirms: 

The Bible is very clear that he was with her. 
She was deceived while he stood idly by then willingly chose to disobey 
God. Yes, she ate first but he failed her. 
Also: Their eyes weren’t opened til HE ate.771 

What if everyone has been wrong about Eve all along? What if it was Adam, after 

all? 

Bathsheba the Innocent Lamb 

Falsehood surrounding the distorted myth of the Sin of Bathsheba are traditionally 

employed in evangelical churches to excuse predators and blame their victims for 

“complicity” in their own rapes. Evangelical pastors and church leaders have “favorite 

verses” they love to quote when confronted with evidence of sexual violence among their 

own. Tying for top favorite are 1 Chronicles 16:22 and Acts 13:22, mostly likely because 

 
768 @SawatskyJoanna, Twitter post, September 2019, 7:22 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/SawatskyJoanna/status/1170477344995323904 
769 #ElegantLeopard, Twitter post, November 2017 12:445 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/ElegantLeopard/status/933209734970204161 
770 @KueblerSusan, Twitter post, November 2017, 12:18 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/KueblerSusan/status/934290171977240577 
771771 goatlady84, Twitter post, September 2019, 10:39 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/goatlady84/status/1170708130780655616 
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both passages involve their favorite hero, King David. 1 Chronicles 16:22 is part of King 

David’s “Song of Thanksgiving,” in which he relays a reminder sent from God: “Touch 

not mine anointed, and do my prophets no harm.”  Acts 13:22 refers back to the day 

when God chose David became King of Isarel: “He raised up unto them David to be their 

king, and said, I have found David, a man after mine own heart, which shall fulfil all my 

will.” 

Continuing Bathsheba’s Story 

In return, several #ChurchToo tweets point out that evangelical men are quick to 

quote parts of the story of Bathsheba that exonerate their own deviant actions, but 

somehow forget that Bathsheba’s story does not end with her “choice” to marry David. 

Rather, after David had successfully accomplished his planned assassination of 

Bathsheba’s husband, the passage continues, noting how God was quite displeased with 

David’s actions, and sent Nathan the prophet to confront David. Nathan opened his 

meeting with King David by telling the following story: 

There were two men in a certain city, one rich and the other poor. The rich 
man had very many flocks and herds; but the poor man had nothing but 
one little ewe lamb, which he had bought. He brought it up, and it grew up 
with him and with his children; it used to eat of his meagre fare, and drink 
from his cup, and lie in his bosom, and it was like a daughter to him. Now 
there came a traveler to the rich man, and he was loath to take one of his 
own flock or herd to prepare for the wayfarer who had come to him, but he 
took the poor man’s lamb, and prepared that for the guest.772 

David was outraged by this injustice, and shouted: “The man who has done this 

deserves to die!” Nathan responded: “You are the man!”773 

 
772 2 Samuel 12:1-4. 
773 2 Samuel 12: 5-7. 
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David was overcome by embarrassment and admitted to Nathan: “I have sinned 

against the Lord.” Interestingly, David did not mention that he may have “sinned against” 

Bathsheba by raping her and then murdering her husband. At any rate, Nathan informed 

David that since he took an innocent and cherished “lamb” away from a poor man who 

had nothing else, the son of which Bathsheba had just given birth would soon die in 

return. 

Dethroning King David 

Several #ChurchToo tweets point out that evangelical pastors and leaders are fond 

of quoting “touch not mine anointed” to stop whoever may mention how that pastor or 

leader is following in David’s rapacious footsteps. In return, tweets such as one from 

@ThigpenTiffany counter: 

Narcissism on display. When we are the victim, they say “forgive” 
“forget” “be silent.” When they are held accountable, they say “You’re 
unforgiving” “I’m under attack” “Touch not Gods anointed.”774 

@Holly4Hope announces that the anointed idea is nothing but a “recipe for 

disaster,” used most often by “abusive church leaders” to “groom the system.”775 And 

@WilliamsSandraK suggests a more fitting favorite verse might be “Take no part in the 

unfruitful works of darkness, but instead expose them. Ephesians 5:11.”776 

Other #ChurchToo tweets reject the popular idea held by evangelical leaders, who 

imagine themselves to be King David, that they are also men “after God’s own heart,” 

and should therefore not suffer the consequences of their actions. In response, several 

 
774 @ThigpenTiffany, July 2018, 11:24 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/ThigpenTiffany/status/1018697905618726912 
775 @Holly4Hope, November 2018, 8:41 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/Holly4Hope/status/1061252516371939328 
776 @ WilliamsSandraK, Twitter post, January 2018, 8:08 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/WilliamsSandraK/status/956151606067810304 
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tweets point out facts from scripture that feature King David less of a “man after God’s 

own heart,” and more accurately as a predatory “peeping Tom.” 

One #ChurchToo tweet from @girlygirlsguide announces: 

King David was a peeping Tom, stalking Bathsheba. There was NO 
consent. He took what he wanted. It was premeditated rape. He was a 
murderer who had Bathsheba’s husband killed. King David repented. 
That’s what saved Him. As a survivor, this nauseates me.777 

A tweet from @CoffeeYall provides a list of relevant facts from the biblical 

narrative of King David and Bathsheba: 

FROM THE ACTUAL TEXT (2 Sam 11: 1-4 & 12:1-7): 
1-David should have been with his army, not at home  
2-DAVID was on the Roof spying, not Bathsheba  
3-Bathsheba was engaging in required purification 
4)-Nathan rebukes David, Bathsheba is portrayed as innocent.778 

@CoffeeYall follows up on the above list by posting shortly after: “And I have a 

bigger question - why do so many ‘Christian’ men, *need* Bathsheba to be guilty instead 

of a victim? Why do they need to justify David’s rape and claim it was merely lust?”779 

@LindayBruehl adds that “people losing it over King David often times have no problem 

devaluing women like Mary Magdalene to the status of whore. She was an apostle. This 

is also #churchtoo. We need a hard look at how we talk about women vs men. It’s a 

sin.”780 And @AlmostHeretical suggests: “How you read David and Bathsheba tells how 

you view women, power, and patriarchy. If you’re ready to have that all exposed, we’ve 

 
777 @ girlygirlsguide, Twitter post, October 2019, 5:25 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/girlygirlsguide/status/1180957385046872066 
778 @CoffeeYall, Twitter post, October 2019, 1:51 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/CoffeeYall/status/1180178649053646849 
779 @CoffeeYall, Twitter post, October 2019, 1:53 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/CoffeeYall/status/1180179148603564032 
780 @ LindsayBruehl, Twitter post, October 2019, 5:34 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/LindsayBruehl/status/1180597218996191232 
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got a new episode for you. (Spoiler: David raped Bathsheba, & her feelings aren’t 

mentioned in the story.)”781 Another tweet from @MaryDeMuth notes: 

King David used his position of power and authority to take what was not 
his to take. His was a sexual violation. Some think his only crime was 
murder, but his crime spree began with raping Bathsheba.782 

In response, @h_gossett observes: “Evangelical women are waking up,” and 

announces how “being told you’re dirty for having sex while the church applauds King 

David (who raped Bathsheba) is gross hypocrisy.”783  

Jezebel as Confident, Clever, and Powerful 

Jezebel's name has been used for thousands of years to describe cunning, ruthless 

and reprehensible women. Many believe the image of Jezebel personifies evil, and the 

“Jezebel Spirit” is synonymous with idolaters, prostitutes, and sorcerers. Jezebel’s gory 

fate for speaking out against patriarchal authority remains a dire warning to any girl or 

woman who dares to name sexual violence. Carrying the label of a “Jezebel woman,” or 

thought to be possessed by the evil “Jezebel spirit” has traditionally stifled and silenced. 

But what if the architype of Jezebel symbolizes something quite differently from 

how she has been pathologized? Jezebel posed a serious threat to the stability of the 

Israelites’ single male deity. So powerful was this threat that writers through the ages 

have portrayed her as the incarnation of feminine evil, and her name has become 

synonymous with the misogynist view of women as seductresses. A tweet by @sacwriter 

notes that since carrying the spirit of Jezebel is “used to vilify strong, confident and 

 
781 @AlmostHeretical, Twitter post, June 2019, 9:55 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/AlmostHeretical/status/1143880380644302850 
782 @MaryDeMuth, Twitter post, August 2019, 10:51 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/MaryDeMuth/status/1164550765882609670 
783 @h_gossett, Twitter post, July 2020, 10:42 a.m. 
https://twitter.com/h_gossett/status/1286673107252662272 
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intelligent women all over the church, it is inadvertently a backhanded compliment.784  

Rather than an evil, Satanic, symbol of terror, the account of Jezebel is more accurately 

“the age-old story of a woman who is regarded negatively for traits that often would be 

applauded in a man.”785 And so rather than an impetus to remain silent, the image of 

Jezebel is an inspiration to speak out with confidence. 

Jezebel was “a woman who has courage and a strength of conviction, one who 

remains defiant even as she faces her end.”786 In her book, Music in The Old Bones, Janet 

Howe Gains, and English professor at the University of New Mexico, suggests that 

Jezebel, instead of a “wicked harlot” possessed an extraordinary force; she is one of the 

few women in biblical texts to hold a speaking role, and is “daring, clever, and 

independent.” Other feminist scholars revision Jezebel as one of the first suffragists, and 

proclaim that above all, Jezebel was “a strong, courageous, loyal woman who stands up 

for what she believes in… no matter what the cost.”787 

Jezebel one of the few women in biblical texts to hold a speaking role, and is 

“particularly noteworthy as her use of language differs so much from that of other 

characters.” Jezebel’s recorded speech patterns in the biblical narrative reveals that she 

gave orders to men, asked direct questions, presented a future-oriented perspective, and 

never engaged in forms of deference.788 

 
784 @sacwriter, Twitter post, December 2017, 6:61 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/sacwriter/status/937831683499245568 
785 Nyasha Junior, “Jezebel Isn't Who You Think She Is,” Dame Magazine, November 5, 2019, 
https://www.damemagazine.com/2019/11/05/jezebel-isnt-who-you-think-she-is/. 
786 Melissa Jackson, “Reading Jezebel from the ‘Other’ Side: Feminist Critique, Postcolonialism, and 
Comedy,” Review Expositor 112, no. 2 (2015), 249. 
787 Editors, “Jezebel Biography,” Biography.com (A&E Networks Television, February 14, 2020), 
https://www.biography.com/religious-figure/jezebel. 
788 Hare, Laura. “The Jezebel Problem: What ‘Bossy’ Women Should Know about Language.” Ideas. CBC 
Radio, October 29, 2019. https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/the-jezebel-problem-what-bossy-women-should-
know-about-language-1.4933255. 
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As a pagan, Jezebel was “othered” as a foreigner in a xenophobic land. Women of 

color are likewise often portrayed as evil or immoral within White culture. What if rather 

than an evil source of destruction and sin, the common understanding of the biblical 

character of Jezebel is as distorted as some contemporary news coverage surrounding 

people of color and Black women? As Bradley Crowell suggests in “Good Girl, Bad 

Girl,” the Hebrew authors of Jezebel’s time existed “within a culture that had become 

highly suspicious of foreignness and applied that suspicion to the women whom they 

portrayed in a colonial manner as dangerous, manipulative, and undermining of the 

authors’ Yahwaistic project.789 

Satan’s Agents 

Several #ChurchToo tweets reject evangelical conceptualizations of violated 

women as “Jezebels” who operate as “tools of the devil,” and conversely take up her 

image as a Confident and Clever Woman to announce that Satan himself lives in the 

evangelical church, ably assisted by its leaders and pastors. In any case, some tweets 

assert, many evangelical leaders and pastors will inevitably join Satan in hell. 

@KingHandy6 relates her experience with evangelical sexual violence by composing and 

tweeting the below free verse:790 

In vision, the Demons scream 
In dreams, the Angels speak 
 
I saw your hand smite a priestly snake, yet for that  
crime an innocent woman would bake 
 

 
789 Bradley L. Crowell, “Good Girl, Bad Girl: Foreign Women of the Deuteronomistic History in 
Postcolonial Perspective,” Biblical Interpretation 21 (2013): 16. 
790 “Free verse is the name given to poetry that doesn’t use any strict meter or rhyme scheme. Because it 
has no set meter, poems written in free verse can have lines of any length, from a single word to much 
longer.” See Bennet Bergman, “Free Verse,” LitCharts LLC, accessed May 12, 2021, 
https://www.litcharts.com/literary-devices-and-terms/free-verse. 
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A loaf of revenge for in the end? 
Is Not The #QueenofHeaven feared? 
Much more then little #satanclub  
His club791 

The meaning and significance of the terms “Demon” and “little #satanclub” from 

@KingHandy6 become clear when looking at how other #ChurchToo tweets suggest 

(among other ideas) that evangelical leaders and pastors work as “agents of Satan,” who 

operate as “willing demonic minions to serve his evil schemes.”792 User @sarahmcdugal 

condemns evangelical leaders in general, declaring that rather than standing “‘in Christ’s 

stead’” they instead “use their sacred calling as a cloak for selfish or sensual gratification, 

and make themselves the most effective agents of Satan.793  

A tweet from @DenialBook states that disclosures of evangelical sexual violence 

reveal the extent to which the devil has “found hospitality among those who should have 

turned him out.”794 @TheRebeccaHauer tweeted her belief that not only does “Satan live 

in some churches,” Satan also “lives in blogs and sermons and people titled ‘pastor’ and 

elder boards and church luncheons and Sunday schools.”795 @russshaw joins in to remind 

everyone that the term “Satan” from the Bible translates as “‘accuser.’” Within this tweet, 

@russshaw emphasizes that evangelical leaders are not only accusers, but “destroyers,” 

and many who hold the title of “pastor” do no such thing, and instead “steal” and 

 
791 KingHandy, Twitter post, July 2019, 11:42 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/KingHandy6/status/1150611680298250242 
792 Stand For Love, Twitter post, September 2019, 6:21 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/StandForLove1/status/1178072318087778304 
793 Sarah McDugal, Twitter post, January 2018, 8:29 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/sarahmcdugal/status/950721127495684096 
794 Denial Book, Twitter post, September 2018, 2:01 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/DENIALbook/status/1037762846749274112 
795 Rebecca Hauer, Twitter post, July 2018, 2:17 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/TheRebeccaHauer/status/1022184141637529609 
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“kill.”796  

Other tweets suggest that evangelical leaders and pastors may represent (or even 

be) Satan. In reference to the evangelical leaders who covered up the Andy Savage 

debacle, @watchkeep warns that “the devil [is] roaming around like a lion in defense of 

@andysavage who preyed upon & sexually assaulted a teen girl.”797 Some users 

wondered if perhaps the evangelical church is actually too evil for even Satan,798 and 

@SimeonTheFool tweeted the irony of how, unlike evangelical churches, “in the Church 

of Satan if you get caught being a child molester, they KICK YOU OUT OF 

CHURCH.”799 These evangelical pastors are “evil” and “vile,” @MGegna7 announces, 

and are the “reason why satan himself is chilling somewhere lickin ice-cream and waiting 

for Judgement Day.”800 

According to some tweets, such as from @noedenelsewhere, evangelical leaders 

will eventually join Satan’s ice cream party, since there is “a special place in hell for 

scumbags like this.”801  @AletaHutchison went a step further, and announced that since 

“Jesus was a rape baby,” then “all the rapey gods can just go to hell.” 

Devouring Wolves 

User @LoriAnneThomps2 discloses her experience with sexual violence within 

 
796 C. Russ Shaw, Twitter post, July 2019, 2:40 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/russshaw/status/1147394815346139137 
797 Amy Smith, Twitter post, January 2018, 10:17 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/watchkeep/status/955640600392585216 
798 C. Salina Harris, Twitter post, September 2019, 2:08 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/C_SalinaH/status/1173478656464867328 
799 The Holy Fool, Twitter post, March 2018, 1:21 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/SimeonTheFool/status/971813189389312002 
800 Mbongeni, Twitter post, November 2017, 3:09 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/MGegana7/status/933970794333589506 
801 @ noedenelsewhere, Twitter post, May 2018, 7:23 a.m.,  
https://twitter.com/noedenelsewhere/status/999611921170038784 
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the below tweeted free verse: 

I came to faith because I was famished. 
I found a flock.  
How good it was to be a sheep, to belong, to be loved.  
I didn’t see the wolves – they wore nice clothes. 
I couldn’t smell the wolves – they wore cologne.802 

The etymology of “pastor” comes from the Latin word “Pastorem,” which means 

“shepherd, one who has care of a flock or herd.” and includes the symbol of a “spiritual 

guide, shepherd of souls, a Christian minister or clergyman.”803 Pastors within the 

Christian tradition are commonly referenced as “shepherds” of their “flocks” (members 

of their congregation).804 Among the various #ChurchToo themes within the naming 

category, tweet authors name themselves “sheep,” and directly address the failure of 

church leaders in fulfilling the role of “shepherds.” For example, a tweet by 

@Holly4Hope proclaims: 

It is simply reprehensible for a person to call themselves a pastor/shepherd 
when, instead of feeding, serving, & protecting the sheep, they are feeding 
off of the sheep to achieve their own satiety.805 

Additionally, #ChurchToo tweets within this category rename evangelical church 

pastors “devouring wolves,” rather than shepherds who provide spiritual care. Tweets 

that name evangelical leaders “wolves in sheep’s clothing” allude to a scripture verse in 

which Jesus admonished: “Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep’s 

 
802802 Lori Anne Thompson, Twitter post, October 2018, 10:45 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/LoriAnneThomps2/status/1056557518724456448 
803 Douglas Harper, “Pastor (n.),” Online Etymology Dictionary, accessed May 19, 2021, 
https://www.etymonline.com/word/pastor#etymonline_v_7307. See also Barbara J. McClure, “Pastoral 
Care,” in The Wiley Blackwell Companion to Practical Theology, ed. Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore (Oxford: 
Wiley-Blackwell, 2012), 269. 
804 1 Peter 5:2 instructs church leaders: “Feed the flock of God which is among you, taking the oversight 
thereof, not by constraint, but willingly; not for filthy lucre, but of a ready mind.” 
805 @Holly4Hope, Twitter post, May 2019, 11:49 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/Holly4Hope/status/1125427291457294337 
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clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves.”  @LoriAnneThomps2 announces that 

the general #ChurchToo story can be summarized in one phrase: “Once upon a time, 

there was a sheep and a wolf and a feast.”806 A tweet from StandForLove1 asks: “When 

did wolves in sheep’s clothing become normative for Christian leadership, especially 

wolf men devouring women in the church?”807 @NotUnderBondage tweets: “Roll on the 

day when #churchtoo survivors get to give their victim statements en masse to convicted 

offenders who are WOLVES in sheep’s clothing–or worse– shepherd’s clothing.”808 

@Holly4Hope proclaimed: “Woe to them who live double lives, abusing vulnerable 

people, feeding off the sheep as predatory wolves do instead of protecting the sheep as 

shepherds.”809   

In Trauma and Recovery, Psychologist Judith Herman notes how witnesses of 

violence are “caught in the conflict between victim and perpetrator,” and theorizes these 

witnesses tend to minimize or even deny the violence, writing: 

It is very tempting to take the side of the perpetrator. All the perpetrator 
asks is that the bystander do nothing. He appeals to the universal desire to 
see, hear, and speak no evil. The victim, on the contrary, asks the 
bystander to share the burden of pain. The victim demands action, 
engagement, and remembering.810 

Many tweets within the wolves theme protest the inaction and often the 

“protection” the evangelical church affords to wolves when they are finally caught and 

 
806 @LoriAnneThomps2, Twitter post, December 2018, 7:38 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/LoriAnneThomps2/status/1078631387815649280 
807 @StandForLove1, Twitter post, April 2019, 7:24 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/StandForLove1/status/1123186237890801664 
808 @NotUnderBondage, Twitter post, January 2018, 8:38 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/NotUnderBondage/status/954528537431584768 
809 @Holly4Hope, Twitter post, November 2018, 5:58 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/Holly4Hope/status/1061754945169510402 
810 Judith Lewis Herman, Trauma and Recovery: The Aftermath of Violence, From Domestic Abuse to 
Political Terror (New York: Basic Books, 1997), 7. 
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charged with mangling sheep. @Mama211Jakes condemns the general response of 

evangelical leaders when one of their own is implicated in sexual violence, writing that 

“shepherds are kissing and embracing wolves, and the sheep are weeping and 

grieving.”811 @EMC_Maine writes that any pastor who protects other church leaders 

implicated in sexual violence is himself “a wolf in sheep’s clothing, feeding on his flock” 

and is “enabling abuse.”812 @ohiominnie announces that rather than defending or 

“forgiving,” pastors should: “Stand up for the flock. Protect against the wolf. If you know 

something and you hide it, you’re as culpable as the actual abuser.”813 And 

@OldReepicheep suggests: “Drive the wolves out, and make the SBC814 a place where 

sheep are safe and wolves are not welcome,”815 because as @gooseymarmay66 declares, 

pastors are charged with “protecting the sheep from the wolves,” and that “true shepherds 

take their crooks and beat the wolves.”816 

Wolves are particularly dangerous because they possess expert knowledge of how 

to “smoothly fool the flock,” says @RealLoveIsKind.817 Such darkness and evil, states 

@EAnneMorelli, often appears “dressed up with a smooth sales pitch.”818 Evangelical 

 
811 @Mama211Jakes, Twitter post, June 2018, 11:27 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/Mama211Jakes/status/1004746650064228352. 
812 EMC_Maine, Twitter post, April 2018, 4:02 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/EMC_Maine/status/989233227687604224 
813 @ohiominnie, Twitter post, February 2019, 1:13 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/ohiominnie/status/1097559704916639745 
814 SBC is an acronym for “Southern Baptist Convention” (the largest evangelical community in North 
America). 
815 @OldReepicheep, Twitter post, June 2019, 1:40 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/OldReepicheep/status/1140675691807203328 
816 @gooseymarmay66, Twitter post, October 2019, 11:42 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/gooseymarmay66/status/1181777029072637952 
817 @RealLoveIsKind, Twitter post, January 2018, 6:21 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/RealLoveIsKind/status/951594980539338754 
818 @EAnneMorelli, Twitter post, November 2017, 9:09 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/EAnneMorelli/status/933517915579498496 
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wolves, who go to great lengths to deceptively present themselves as “polished” and 

“kind,” deceive their “flocks” by sustaining convincing patriarchal reversals. Specifically, 

says @StandForLove1, wolves are “notorious for calling what is not sin in a woman’s 

life sin, and for not calling what is sin in their own lives sin.” @StandForLove1 

elaborates these patriarchal reversals “call the good in women evil and they call the evil 

in themselves good.” 

Some tweets in this category shift from generalization to directly name a specific 

evangelical leader as a “wolf.” Nearly every “direct naming” tweet includes a link to a 

recent news article that provides details of sexual violence accusations and/or the arrest 

of that leader or pastor. For example, @JudithWord819 tweets a link to an NBC report 

titled: “Southern Baptist Convention: More than 200 Ministers, Deacons and Others Have 

Been Found Guilty of Sex Abuse,”820 and suggests “sending their pictures and sentencing 

around Nationwide, the True WOLF in Sheep’s clothing.”821 Direct naming tweets 

typically include an expression of hope that wolves will be permanently expelled, or to 

offer derision and contempt for “depraved wolves in the pews” who continue to follow 

their “beloved wolf leaders.”822  

Tamar the Prophetess 

The distorted understanding of Tamar reflects concepts within evangelical purity 

culture assuming patriarchal ownership of female sexuality and the enduring “unclean” 

 
819 https://twitter.com/JudithWord/status/1095335766299824128 
820 Corky Siemaszko, “Southern Baptist Convention: More than 200 Ministers, Deacons and Others Have 
Been Found Guilty of Sex Abuse, Report Says,” NBC News (NBCUniversal News Group, February 12, 
2019), https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/over-200-baptist-ministers-deacons-others-have-been-
found-guilty-n970276. 
821 @JudithWord, Twitter post, February 2019, 9:56 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/JudithWord/status/1095335766299824128 
822822 @MarieSmith74, Twitter post, December 2017, 5:26 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/MarieSmith74/status/940347132946522112 
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status of a woman or girl who, for any reason, does not align with the “moral” standards 

of White purity culture. No matter what circumstances surround the sexual activity 

(forced or consensual), that woman or girl stands forever ruined and without redemption. 

Tamar’s everlasting condemnation for her trickery of her father in-law, followed by her 

rape by her half-brother, imbued her with the title of “harlot,” notwithstanding her status 

as a direct ancestor of Jesus Christ.   

God Within 

Feminist theologian Pamela Cooper-White discusses the emblem of Tamar in her 

book, The Cry of Tamar: Violence Against Women and the Church’s Response.” Cooper-

White writes that Tamar demonstrates a “power-within,” or “en-theos,” meaning “God-

within.”823 This “power-within,” states Cooper-White,” is the power of one’s own inner 

wisdom, intuition, self-esteem, even the spark of the divine.” Tamar’s “spiritual center” 

of “en-theos” manifested within her acts of prophetic resistance, although she was 

objectified and silenced by those responsible. 

Messages and Gifts 

In The Book of J, Harold Bloom writes: 

Tamar is a prophetess, and she usurps the future beyond any prophet’s 
achievement. She is single-minded, fearless, and totally self-confident, and 
she has absolute insight into Judah. Most crucially, she knows that she is 
the future, and she sets aside societal and male-imposed conventions in 
order to arrive at her truth, which will turn out to be Yahweh’s truth. Her 
sons are born without stigma, and she too is beyond stigma.824 

A tweet from @TinaOsterhouse observes: 

 
823 Pamela Cooper-White, The Cry of Tamar: Violence against Women and the Church’s Response, 2nd ed. 
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2012), 55. 
824 Harold Bloom, The Book of J, trans. David Rosenberg (New York: Grove Press, 2001), 223. 
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Tamar’s story is nestled in the larger text surrounding Joseph. It’s easy to 
lose her narrative, but we shouldn’t. Particularly, in the wake of 
#churchtoo. She has something to teach us.825 

According to several #ChurchToo tweets, the story of Tamar the Prophetess still 

speaks. @MaryDeMuth notes how: “After Tamar’s rape, she grieved, leaving us all with 

a profound gift. Sexual abuse victims need permission and space to grieve in our 

churches, but so often are silenced instead.”826 

Tamar’s story delivers direct messages to church leaders regarding their response 

(and lack of response) to sexual violence against women. In The Cry of Tamar, Paula 

Cooper-White emphasizes that the biblical narrative surrounding Tamar places the blame 

on the male figures involved by highlighting their roles in perpetrating the violence, such 

as silencing the victim and refusing to punish the culprit.827 @apiercingtruth confirms: 

“When the church ignores your cry for help by dismissing and minimizing, they become 

like King David in the rape of Tamar, more concerned with their power legacy being 

diminished than the devastation of the daughter.”828 And @annlm19 claims the story of 

Tamar’s rape, met by silencing and refusal to act, teaches: 

everyone is better off when powerful people learn not only how to 
recognize the damage they’ve done, but go further, become willing to give 
up their own social safety to protect the vulnerable ones labeled by the 
group as disposable annoyances or scapegoats.829 

 
825 @ TinaOsterhouse, Twitter post, July 2019, 1:50 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/TinaOsterhouse/status/1149737771340140544 
826 @MaryDeMuth, Twitter post, February 2018, 2:12 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/MaryDeMuth/status/966027821079461889 
827 Pamela Cooper-White, The Cry of Tamar. 
828 @apiercingtruth, Twitter post, July 2018, 10:27 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/apiercingtruth/status/1018864624341417984 
829 @annelm19, Twitter post, January 2018, 12:27 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/annelm19/status/951142842004656128 
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The Fire of Sisterhood 

“There are people in charge – people in authority – who send Tamars to their 

doom because they don’t protect them from the Amnons,” tweets @ChristaBrown777. 

“I’m Tamar. Who are you?” @AnnLindberg5 responds: “I say without shame 

#IamTamar.  And have been since I was very small.”830 

The authors of several #ChurchToo tweets identify themselves as Tamar, and/or 

include the hashtag “#IAmTamar” within their #ChurchToo stories. @LiriaForsythe 

tweets how she wrote a Bible-study curriculum based on Tamar’s story as way to 

“reconcile God with my abuse.”  Other tweets directly address Tamar herself, such as 

@CyndieRandall, who writes: “Tamar, I hear you. Tamar, I feel you. One day He’ll make 

it okay again. One day we’ll find we’re not alone.”  

#ChurchToo women finding one another and joining together to take on the 

identity of Tamar as support for one another reflects Mary Daly’s conception of the Fire 

of Sisterhood. In Gyn/Ecology, Mary Daly writes that “the Fire of Sisterhood results from 

the Sparking of Female Selves who are finding each other.”831 The Fire of Sisterhood, 

says Daly, allows woman to “burn away the internalized false selves, so that she is deeper 

within her Self and outside the State of Possession.”832 One of internalized “State of 

[patriarchal] Possession” burned away, or exorcized, is that of “antifeminine feminism – 

the direction by women of our self-hatred toward each other.”833  

 
830 @ AnnLindberg5, Twitter post, February 2021, 7:46 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/AnnLindberg5/status/1366188111877853184 
831 Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology 370. 
832 Ibid. 
833 Mary Daly, “The Women’s Movement: An Exodus Community,” in The Mary Daly Reader, ed. 
Jennifer Rycenga and Linda Barufaldi (New York: NYU Press, 2017), 43. 
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According to Mary Daly, “Furious female bonding” possesses the power to 

obliterate patriarchal systems.834 The bonding of Hags in friendship for women,” writes 

Mary Daly, “is not draining but rather energizing/gynergizing.” Sisterhood, says Daly, 

empowers women to declare “dimensions of truth which organized religion fails to 

proclaim.”835 And when women learn from one another, and bond with one another, 

“Dreadless Hags” become dreadful. 

 

  

 
834 Mary Daly, “What Terrific Shock Will be Shocking Enough?” in The Mary Daly Reader, ed. Jennifer 
Rycenga and Linda Barufaldi (New York: NYU Press, 2017), 370. 
835 Mary Daly, “The Women’s Movement,” 45. 
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CONCLUSION: LOOKING BACK, LOOKING FORWARD 

Through the process of writing this dissertation and engaging in limited, yet 

ultimately successful research, I obtained a greater understanding of the overall 

#ChurchToo movement, my #ChurchToo sisters, and myself. My research questions 

pointed to answers I was previously unaware existed, and my analysis of #ChurchToo 

tweets challenged my assumptions and modified my perspective. Through my research 

process (which was both ineffective and successful) I acquired digital research 

knowledge to apply within future projects. My academic investigation into White 

conservative evangelicalism granted me additional insights into the patriarchal mandates 

of purity culture and the discourse of White evangelical supremacy. I ultimately became 

aware of how both my position as a feminist researcher and the implications of my 

conservative evangelical past relate to my understanding of the ChurchToo movement 

today. 

Key Findings 

Investigation of my primary research questions, designed to discover information 

I eventually realized did not exist, ultimately resulted with the answers I originally hoped 

to find. My dissertation was based on my conceptualization of spiritual rape as the 

enactment of violence, control, and manipulation to appropriate and profit from the 
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sacred power within the spirit of another.836 My corresponding research questions were 

accordingly written to investigate how #ChurchToo tweets name (my definition of) 

spiritual rape within White evangelical culture. The #ChurchToo tweets I collected and 

analyzed both disregarded and ultimately answered my original main research questions. 

My first research question asked how #ChurchToo accounts describe the 

methods by which evangelical leaders and pastors inflict spiritually rape. Based on my 

construction of spiritual rape, specifying the “enactment of violence, control, and 

manipulation,” I hypothesized that tweets within this category would disclose instances 

of psychic violence through coerced forgiveness, descriptions of male control and 

ownership of female sexuality, and manipulative tactics such as employing passages of 

scripture to silence narratives of sexual violence. 

Unexpectedly, the category of tweets I expected to describe methods of spiritual 

rape instead named its manifestations. Contrary to my original speculation, #ChurchToo 

tweets revealed how the spiritual rape of sacred inner power is enacted through 

patriarchal appropriation and distortion of the identities of four foundational biblical 

images of women, Eve, Bathsheba, Jezebel, and Tamar. Therefore, instances such as 

coerced forgiveness or the assumption of male possession of female sexuality actually 

reflect distorted theologies surrounding the confiscated image of the Myth of Evil Eve. 

My second research question of identification and discussion appeared as three, 

more specific, sub-questions. Sub-research question one sought to learn how victims of 

spiritual rape identified themselves. I hypothesized I would find self-descriptions 

 
836 My definition of spiritual rape is intentionally both specific and general. While I specifically draw from 
Mary Daly’s understanding of “mind rape” as a forceful imposition, each woman’s sacred center is unique 
to herself, and is therefore colonized accordingly. Additionally, any profit gained from stolen spiritual 
power is dependent on the patriarchal goals of the colonizing “representatives of patriarchy.” 
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including victim, trash, broken, and shattered, but I also conjectured self-descriptions 

would vary throughout as well. Sub research question one was also unexpectedly 

answered by #ChurchToo tweets authored by women identifying with archetypal icons 

Bathsheba, Jezebel, and Tamar, negatively defined to justify male domination and sexual 

abuse, but now reclaimed and redefined by survivors of spiritual rape and abuse. 

Sub-research question two was designed to uncover how victims of spiritual 

rape described the events surrounding an instance of spiritual rape and the emotions 

experienced in conjunction with those events. In response, #ChurchToo tweets revealed 

that occasions of spiritual rape – such as a standing ovation from church members in 

response to pastor Andy Savage’s confession of sexually violating a minor girl – or that 

time an evangelical pastor forced a raped, pregnant 15 year old girl to “repent” of her 

assault – reflect the distorted patriarchal image of Bathsheba. 

Sub-research question three inquired how victims of spiritual rape describe the 

after-effects of spiritual rape. The category of #ChurchToo tweets I anticipated would 

reflect categories of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder instead expressed defiance toward 

“power structures which induce women to internalize false identities.”837 And instead of 

repudiating Christianity or Jesus, these #ChurchToo tweets access the power of the 

Jezebel Spirit to denounce evangelical pastors and leaders and rename them “Satan’s 

Agents” and “Devouring Wolves.” 

 
837 Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father, 49. 
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Limitations of Study 

The limitations of this study include the research process used, constraints 

associated with conducting research on Twitter, and my misguided decision to rely on 

tweets as the primary source of ChurchToo stories. 

Research Process 

My process of obtaining and coding tweets was cumbersome, confusing, 

somewhat ineffective, and revealed limitations (as well as a few benefits) of using 

Twitter as a data source. I acquired a substantial amount of data with very little effort 

through the automatic generation of #ChurchToo tweets through an online social 

listening platform. In contrast, collecting similar data from surveys and personal 

interviews would have demanded a much higher level of time and effort. 

However, the time I supposedly “saved” through automatedly collected tweets 

was invested in cleaning the data, organizing the data, and attempting to acquire 

significance and meaning from the data. The sheer magnitude of the tweets within my 

dataset was overwhelming and difficult to navigate. I approached the thousands of tweets 

from within the span of two years by frantically locating several software platforms and 

testing the ability of each to generate accurate and meaningful synthesis of data. As 

discussed within the chapters of my dissertation, this plan was ill-advised, highly 

unsuccessful, and will not be replicated in future attempts.  

According to social science researchers, a “big data” approach investigating 

themes and categories within large collections of Twitter data through keyword searches 

or automated software analysis results presents two significant potential problems. First, 

because nonhuman tools perform the coding process, higher-level variables and nuances 
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within the data are often not identified or categorized. Second, demonstrating the validity 

of algorithms that automatically code large sets of data is difficult (and often omitted).838 

Consequently, many digital researchers extract a subset of the tweet content to analyze, 

although there is no set framework or regulating guidelines to standardize this process 

across the board.  

Twitter as a Research Tool 

Often understanding the meaning of individual tweets within my data set required 

that I locate those individual posts in Twitter to expand and read through the full related 

conversation. This process was occasionally difficult, as Twitter’s tools for such things 

are limited. Even after expanding an individual tweet to “conversation view,” other 

components of the conversation were missing, particularly the contributions of other 

users, and related messages sent as new tweets rather than as replies. 

The search function on Twitter is notoriously problematic. The only way to see all 

messages tweeted by a particular account is from the individual profile page, where all 

@replies are aggregated, or by collecting tweets through the API. While such tools can 

aid in tracking down components of conversations, they can also be painfully slow. 

Hashtags and Tweets as Sources of Stories 

My focus on #ChurchToo tweets as the primary source of stories excluded the 

many Black voices within the movement.839 While the Black church is part of the 

movement, Black women don’t tweet under the #ChurchToo hashtag. Black women 

 
838 Hwalbin Kim et al., “Evaluating Sampling Methods for Content Analysis of Twitter Data,” Social 
Media + Society 4, no. 2 (2018): pp. 1-10. 
839 The movement invites those whose sexuality, spirituality, and race are at odds with the cultural norms 
enforced by White evangelical men. Although (and particularly in the beginning) few members of the 
LGBTQ community adopt the hashtag, the voices of lesbian, gay, bi, trans, and non-binary people continue 
to emerge within the larger movement. 
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participate in the #ChurchToo movement in the way of organizing and attending 

conferences, authoring books, writing blogs and forming community support groups. 840 

Additionally, my exclusive reliance on information gathered from #ChurchToo tweets 

eliminated the many other relevant stories of evangelical sexual violence tweeted as 

“#MeToo” and “Exvangelical.” 

Implications for Future Research 

As mentioned in my dissertation, the disparity of #ChurchToo tweets from the 

Black church suggests that my future research into the overall ChurchToo movement 

move away from relying on platforms such as Twitter. Instead, I must locate alternate 

methods to gain input and learn from Black and other women of color. 

My findings in this study revealed how tweet authors named and reclaimed 

archetypal images of power. I propose continuing this focus within a related study that 

investigates what archetypes as yet remain unclaimed. Beyond the confiscated archetypes 

of Evil Eve, Bathsheba’s Blame, Jezebel’s Spirit, and Tamar the Trickster, additional 

appropriate archetypes and symbols operate in the interests of patriarchy. For example, 

the tale of Dinah’s rape and the fate of Jephthah’s daughter reflect specific patriarchal 

positions of women and girls within evangelicalism. 

Conversely, what can we make of female figures traditionally lauded within 

biblical narratives? The character of Virtuous Ruth, thought to symbolize Christ’s 

relationship to humanity, was victimized and prostituted by her mother-in-law to survive 

in a foreign land. The character of Righteous Sarah in the Old Testament fulfills Mary 

 
840 “New Movement Within Black Church Seeks to Improve Gender Equality,” Universal Life Church 
Ministries, November 21, 2019, https://www.ulc.org/ulc-blog/new-movement-within-black-church-seeks-
to-improve-gender-equality. 
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Daly’s conception of a “patriarchal woman,” forcing her handmaiden to acquiesce to sex 

with Abraham and surrogate the child Sarah believed she could not carry herself.  

Where does the Spirit of Jezebel appear today and what is she saying? The icon of 

Jezebel begs for scholarship to identify her spirit within personas of contemporary female 

leaders. One significant example appeared when, shortly after Kamala Harris took office 

as the nation’s first female vice president, evangelical leaders within the Southern Baptist 

Convention publicly named and denounced her “Jezebel.”841 This act of naming both 

mirrors the racist trope of Jezebel, and signals how White evangelical masculinity 

responds to the symbol of a powerful Black woman by fearing she will take their power 

and they will be destroyed. 

I was intrigued by several #ChurchToo tweets that named Old Testament prophets 

as inspiration to speak out against injustice and warn of judgment to come. I conjecture 

the tweet authors naming the ancient prophets additionally took on their identities to 

access their power. I propose future research that expands the concept of “prophetic 

resistance” to investigate these #ChurchToo “prophets” themselves as replicas of Old 

Testament icons.  

Finally, I propose undertaking future research that furthers my discussion of the 

Righteous Rage of Dreadful Women and investigates how women can access the power 

of rage to heal and reclaim ownership of their bodies and minds.  

 
841 Anne Branigin, “Kamala Harris a 'Jezebel'? Southern Baptist Leaders' Insult Is Dangerous, Experts 
Say,” The Seattle Times, February 10, 2021, https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/nation-
politics/kamala-harris-a-jezebel-southern-baptist-leaders-insult-is-dangerous-experts-say/. 
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